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2
3
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5
6

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

7
8
9
10

WALTER L. TAMOSAITIS, PHD, et
al.,

11

Plaintiffs,

12

v.

13

BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC., et al.,

14

Defendants.

NO. CV-10-5116-RHW
ORDER GRANTING
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO
REMAND

15
16

Before the Court are Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss (Ct. Recs. 13, 17, and

17 21), Plaintiffs’ Motion to Strike (Ct. Rec. 32) and Plaintiffs’ Motion to Remand
18 (Ct. Rec. 33). The Court held a hearing on these motions on January 25, 2011.
19 Plaintiffs were represented by John Sheridan; Defendants were represented by
20 Kevin Baumgardner, Michael Saunders, and Timothy Lawlor.
21

The above-captioned matter was removed to this Court on the basis of

22 diversity jurisdiction. However, all individual Defendants are citizens of the State
23 of Washington, so their presence in the case would destroy diversity. Those
24 Defendants argue that they were fraudulently joined, which overlaps with their
25 arguments that they should be dismissed from the matter under Fed. R. Civ. P.
26 12(b)(6). For the reasons set forth below, the Court finds that individual
27 Defendants Russo and Ashley were not fraudulently joined. Therefore, the Court
28 denies their motion to dismiss and grants Plaintiffs’ motion to remand.
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1

FACT SUMMARY

2

Plaintiff alleges two claims: (1) intentional interference with contract or

3 business expectancy, against Defendant Bechtel and its agents; and (2) civil
4 conspiracy, against all Defendants.
5

According to the Complaint, Plaintiff Walter Tamosaitis, Ph.D., was the

6 Manager of Research and Technology at the Hanford Waste Treatment Plant
7 (WTP) in Richland, Washington. Plaintiff alleges that he was transferred from his
8 contract position at the Hanford WTP in retaliation for raising safety and technical
9 concerns. He had been working at this position since 2003. Plaintiff alleges that
10 Defendant Bechtel National, Inc. (BNI) falsely claimed to meet its June 30, 2010,
11 contract requirements to earn a $6 million fee. The next day, Plaintiff allegedly
12 presented a 50-item list at a meeting with BNI and URS managers. Plaintiff alleges
13 that this list detailed a number of safety and technical concerns with the project,
14 which called into question Bechtel’s June 30th claim.
15

On July 2, 2010, Plaintiff alleges that he returned to work for a scheduled

16 7:00 a.m. meeting. He alleges that he was informed that he was terminated from
17 the WTP project immediately and was directed to turn in his badge, cell phone, and
18 blackberry. Plaintiff allegedly was instructed to leave the site and was escorted out
19 of the building without retrieving his personal effects from his office.
20

Plaintiff was reassigned to a URS facility off the Hanford site. He is now

21 working in an office in the basement and alleges that he has been given little or no
22 meaningful work. Plaintiff is still employed by URS.
23
24

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a), the complaint must contain a “short and plain

25 statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” A complaint
26 need not contain “‘detailed factual allegations,’ but it demands more than an
27 unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-harmed-me accusation.” Ashcroftt v. Iqbal,
28 — U.S. —, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly,
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO REMAND * 2
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1 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)). That is, “a formulaic recitation of the elements of a
2 cause of action will not do.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. Rather, a complaint must
3 state “enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Id. at 570.
4

Under the fraudulent joinder doctrine, “[i]f a plaintiff fails to state a cause of

5 action against a resident defendant, and the failure is obvious according to the
6 well-settled rules of the state, the joinder is fraudulent and ‘the defendant’s
7 presence in the lawsuit is ignored for purposes of determining diversity.’” United
8 Computer Sys., Inc. v. AT & T Corp., 298 F.3d 756, 761 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting
9 Morris v. Princess Cruises, Inc., 236 F.3d 1061, 1067 (9th Cir. 2001).
10
11

ANALYSIS
The Court will first analyze Plaintiff’s claim against individual Defendants

12 Russo and Ashley. Because the Court concludes that the Complaint states a
13 plausible claim against them for tortious interference, the Court declines to reach
14 Plaintiff’s claim for civil conspiracy and the other Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss.
15

Plaintiff’s first claim against Defendants Russo and Ashley is for the tort of

16 intentional interference with contract or business expectancy. The tort has the
17 following elements: “(1) the existence of a valid contractual relationship or
18 business expectancy; (2) that the defendants had knowledge of that relationship;
19 (3) an intentional interference inducing or causing a breach or termination of the
20 relationship or expectancy; (4) that defendants interfered for an improper purpose
21 or used improper means; and (5) resultant damage.” Deep Water Brewing, LLC v.
22 Fairway Resources, Ltd., 152 Wash. App. 229, 261-62 (2009).
23

Defendants’ first argument is that they cannot be personally liable for any

24 tort because they were acting in the scope of employment, citing the Complaint’s
25 allegation that Defendant Bechtel is liable under the doctrine of respondeat
26 superior. According to Defendants, only a master can be held liable for the torts of
27 his servant under this doctrine. Defendants’ argument fundamentally misrepresents
28 the doctrine of respondeat superior / vicarious liability, and is contrary to basic
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO REMAND * 3
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1 principles of tort law: “Where vicarious liability applies, it allows the plaintiff to
2 sue either employer or employee, or both together.” WASHINGTON PRACTICE VOL.
3 16 § 3.2 (citing Orwick v. Fox, 65 Wash. App. 71, 80 (1992) (“An employer and its
4 employees are jointly and severally liable for the negligent acts of the employee in
5 the scope of employment, and one damaged by such acts can sue both the employer
6 and the employee or either separately.”)); see also Vanderpool v. Grange Ins.
7 Ass’n, 110 Wash. 2d 483, 484 (1988) (holding that because both an employer and
8 an employee are liable where vicarious liability applies, the “release of an
9 employer from vicarious liability does not, by operation of law, release the
10 primarily liable employee”); Ensley v. Pitcher, 152 Wash. App. 891, 905 n. 11
11 (2009) (reaffirming the rule of law stated in Orwick); Cordova v. Holwegner, 93
12 Wash. App. 955, 962 (1999) (same).
13

Defendants’ reliance on Houser v. City of Redmond, 91 Wash. 2d 36, 40

14 (1978), is misplaced. Houser is merely an example of the familiar proposition that
15 a party cannot interfere with its own contract. That principle animates Houser’s
16 holding that employees of an entity that is party to a contract cannot function as
17 third-party intermeddlers with that contract unless they act outside the scope of
18 their employment. Id. Houser’s holding cannot apply out of this context, and no
19 language in Houser suggests that it should. The case is simply inapposite here,
20 where the Complaint alleges that Ashley and Russo, employees and agents of
21 Bechtel, interfered with a contract between Plaintiff and URS, to which neither
22 Ashley, Russo, nor Bechtel were parties. Other than Houser, the cases Defendants
23 cite merely articulate the doctrine of vicarious liability – that an employer is liable
24 for the torts of its employees acting in the scope of employment, see, e.g., Kuehn v.
25 White, 24 Wash. App. 274 (1979). No authorities state the proposition Defendants
26 urge the Court to recognize: that where an employer is vicariously liable, its
27 employees are somehow immune. Therefore, the Court rejects this argument.
28

Defendants’ next argument is that no cause of action will lie for tortious
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO REMAND * 4
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1 interference with an employment contract where such a contract is terminable at
2 will. There is some support for this proposition: see Woody v. Stapp, 144 Wash.
3 App. 1041 (2008) (“Generally, at-will employees do not have a business
4 expectancy in continued employment.”). Woody is an unpublished decision. As
5 support for this general claim, it cites Raymond v. Pacific Chem., 98 Wash. App.
6 739, 747 (1999). The page of Raymond to which Woody cites analyzes the nature
7 of an at-will employment contract in the context of a wrongful discharge claim; the
8 section of Raymond that analyzes the plaintiff’s tortious interference claim is silent
9 on the issue of the at-will contract, and affirms dismissal of the claim on another
10 basis entirely. Id. at 748-49. Defendants also cite a recent opinion written by Judge
11 Shea, which relies on Woody to dismiss a claim for intentional interference with an
12 at-will employment contract. Nat’l City Bank v. Prime Lending, 2010 WL 2854247
13 (E.D. Wash. 2010).
14

Woody appears to stand alone, contrary to the weight of authority. Two

15 published opinions of the Washington Court of Appeals squarely hold that an at16 will contract can satisfy the first element of this cause of action. Lincor
17 Contractors, Ltd. v. Hyskell, 39 Wash. App. 317, 323 (1984) (holding that a third
18 party could tortiously interfere with contract terminable at will, “so long as neither
19 of the parties had elected to terminate it”); Island Air, Inc. v. LaBar, 18 Wash.
20 App. 129, 140 (1977) (“[T]he fact that a party’s terminable at will contract is ended
21 in accordance with its terms does not defeat that party’s claim for damages caused
22 by unjustifiable interference, for the wrong for which the courts may give redress
23 includes also the procurement of the termination of a contract which otherwise
24 would have continued in effect.”) (quotation omitted). A third published case notes
25 the same: Eserhut v. Heister, 52 Wash. App. 515, 519 n. 4 (1988) (“A contract that
26 is terminable at will is, until terminated, valid and subsisting, and the defendant
27
28
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1 may not interfere with it.”).1 As Plaintiff points out, persuasive authority also
2 suggests the same. The RESTATEMENT OF TORTS 2d § 766, cmt. g, notes that an at
3 will contract is “valid and subsisting, and the defendant may not improperly
4 interfere with it.” The Washington Pattern Jury Instructions, 352.01, notes:
5 “[T]here may be a cause of action for interference with contract, even though the
6 contract is terminable at will.”
7

It appears that the Washington Supreme Court has yet to address this precise

8 issue. Until that occurs, and given the substantial amount of authority supporting
9 Plaintiff’s position, the Court finds that Plaintiff’s at-will employment relationship
10 can satisfy the first element of the tort of intentional interference with contract or
11 business expectancy. Moreover, the Court cannot find that Plaintiff fails to state a
12 claim and “the failure is obvious according to the well-settled rules of the state.”
13 United Computer Sys., 298 F.3d at 761.
14

Defendants also argue that Plaintiff has failed to allege that Defendants

15 engaged in some specifically unlawful conduct, supposedly required under Pleas v.
16 Seattle, 112 Wash. 2d 794, 804 (1989). Again, Defendants misrepresent the law by
17 failing to quote the entire relevant passage from Pleas: “Interference can be
18 ‘wrongful’ by reason of a statute or other regulation, or a recognized rule of
19 common law, or an established standard of trade or profession.” Id. (emphasis
20 added to clause omitted from Defendants’ brief). Plaintiff has alleged (both in the
21 Complaint and in a proposed Amended Complaint that Plaintiff would move for
22 leave to file if this Court retains jurisdiction) that Defendants interfered with his
23 employment relationship with URS in retaliation for his raising safety concerns,
24
1

Defendants argue that Eserhut I was disavowed by the Court of Appeals in
a later decision. Eserhut v. Heister, 62 Wash. App. 10 (1991). While that is true,
26
the Court of Appeals did so because it found that the defendants did not act with
27 the requisite intent. Id. at 16. Eserhut II is wholly silent on the issue of at-will
28 employment contracts, and therefore it is incorrect to argue that the opinion
supports Defendants’ reading of the law.
25

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO REMAND * 6
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1 and that this retaliation violated Bechtel’s obligations under contract and
2 regulation. Those allegations (accepted as true at this point) seem more than
3 sufficient to qualify as “wrongful” conduct by reason of both a regulation and an
4 established standard of Plaintiff’s engineering profession, as manifested in the
5 contractual and regulatory language Plaintiff cites.
6

Defendants also argue that Plaintiff’s claim is essentially one for retaliatory

7 transfer, a tort that the Washington Supreme Court has expressly declined to
8 recognize. White v. State, 131 Wash. 2d 1, 19-20 (1997). Also, Defendants argue
9 that “Washington tort law does not extend to retaliation claims based on nuclear
10 safety whistle blower complaints because federal law already provides adequate
11 alternative means for promoting nuclear safety at Hanford and elsewhere” (Ct. Rec.
12 18, Defendants’ Memo in Support, p. 14, citing Korslund v. DynCorp, 156 Wash.
13 2d 168 (2005)). Defendants point out that Plaintiff currently has a complaint
14 pending before the Department of Labor based on the same basic set of facts
15 involved in this matter.
16

Plaintiff recognizes the validity of these authorities, but argues that he is not

17 asserting a claim for retaliatory transfer. The Court agrees and finds that Plaintiff’s
18 claim here is distinct from the claims advanced in White and Korslund. Plaintiff
19 does not claim that his employer is liable for wrongfully transferring him, but
20 rather that third parties are liable for wrongfully interfering with Plaintiff’s contract
21 with his employer. Moreover, the Court finds that Defendants read the case law too
22 broadly. No language in Korslund suggests that Washington tort law as a whole is
23 preempted by federal law relating to the nuclear industry. Rather, Korslund’s
24 analysis centers around the “jeopardy” and public policy elements of a wrongful
25 discharge claim, and declined to recognize a cause of action for wrongful
26 retaliation on that basis alone. 156 Wash. 2d at 184. Those elements are simply not
27 implicated by Plaintiff’s tortious interference claim.
28

Therefore, the Court rejects each of Defendant Ashley and Russo’s
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO REMAND * 7
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1 arguments, and denies their Motion to Dismiss. Because they were thus not
2 fraudulently joined, their presence in the case destroys diversity and the Court must
3 grant Plaintiffs’ Motion to Remand.
The final issue before the Court is Plaintiffs’ request for costs and fees

4

5 related to removal under 28 U.S.C. § 1447©). “Absent unusual circumstances,
6 courts may award attorney’s fees under § 1447©) only where the removing party
7 lacked an objectively reasonable basis for seeking removal. Conversely, when an
8 objectively reasonable basis exists, fees should be denied.” Gardner v. UICI, 508
9 F.3d 559, 561 (9th Cir. 2007) (quoting Martin v. Franklin Capital Corp., 546 U.S.
10 132, 141 (2005)). Given the unclear state of the law discussed above (particularly
11 with respect to tortious interference with an at-will contract, and the applicability
12 of Korslund to Plaintiff’s claim here), the Court finds that Defendants did not lack
13 an objectively reasonable basis for seeking removal. Therefore, the Court denies
14 Plaintiffs’ request for costs and fees.
15

Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

16

1. Defendants Ashley and Russo’s Motion to Dismiss (Ct. Rec. 17) is

17 DENIED.
18

2. Plaintiffs’ Motion to Remand (Ct. Rec. 33) is GRANTED.

19

3. The remaining motions (Ct. Recs. 13, 21, and 32) are DENIED as

20 moot.
4. This matter is remanded in its entirety to the Superior Court for the

21

22 State of Washington in and for Benton County.
23 ///
24 ///
25 ///
26 ///
27
28
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IT IS SO ORDERED. The District Court Executive is directed to enter this

2 Order, provide copies to counsel, and close the file.
3

DATED this 31st day of January, 2011.

4
5
6
7

s/Robert H. Whaley
ROBERT H. WHALEY
United States District Court

8
9
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HANFORD WASTE TREATMENT PLANT
Contractor and DOE Management
Problems Have Lead to Higher Costs,
Construction Delays, and Safety
Concerns
What GAO Found
Since the waste treatment plant construction contract was awarded in 2000,
the projecfs estimated cost has increased more than 150 percent to about
$11 billion, and the completion date has been extended from 2011 to 2017 or
later. There are three. main causes for the increases in the project's cost and
completion date: (1) the contractor's performance shortcomings in
developing project estimates and implementing nuclear safety requirements,
(2) DOE management problem.", including inadequate oversight of the
contractor's performance, ~md (3) technic.al chaUenges that have been more
difficult than expected to address.
To address the causes of the cost and schedule increc.lSes and regain
management control of the project, DOE and Bechtel have taken steps to
develop a more reliable cost and schedule ba..'3eline; slow down or stop
construction activities on some of the facilities to allow time to address
technical and saJety problem." and to advance design activities farther ahead
of COn..'3tnlCtion activities; and strengthen both project management and
projeet oversight activities.
Despite these action..", we have continuing concerns about the current
strategy for going forward on the project. Our main concerns include: (1) the
continued use of a f3b"t-track, design-build approach for the remaining work
on the construction project, (2) the historical unreliability of cost and
schedule estin1ates, and (3) inadequate incentives and management controls
for ensuring effective project management and oversight.
Progression of Cost Estimates on the WTP Project
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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

III the Matter of:
CASE NO. 0-1960-10 ..038

WALTER T AMOSAITIS,

Conlplainant,
DECLARATION OF DALE E ..

KNUTSON

v.
URS, INC., BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC.,
and THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY,
Respondents.

1, DALE E. KNUTSON, su.bject to the penalties of perjury, declare the following is tnle
and c,orrect to the best of my know'ledge~ information, and belief:
1,
I am the Federal Project Director for the \Vaste Treatnlent Plant (VlTP) Project at
the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of River Protection (ORP). I have served in this
capacity since June 1,2010. In my capacity as Federal Pr<zject Director, illY primary authority
and responsibility is to develop, optimize, and integrate all requirements to design, commission~
construct, and operate the WTP within the broad framework of policies established by DOE for
safe and effective operation of the Hanford site.
2.

The Human Resources Management Division maintains a systenl of records that

lists the names of individuals \vho are, or have previously been~ DOE employees. A review of
that system conducted by Human Resources staff under nly cognizance has revealed that Dr.
\Valter Tamosaitis has never been a federal employee at the DOE Richland Operations Office
(RL) or ORP.
3.
DOE has a contract with Bechtel National, Inc. (BNI) to construct and
commission the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) on the Hanford Site. BNI has a subcontract with
URS, Inc. to complete "vork scope under the \VTP contract. BNI is responsible for administering
its contract \vith URS.

1
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4.
BNI and URS are responsible for nlanaging and supervising their employees.
DOE does not ulanage or supervise BNI or URS employees.
5.
DOE did not hire Dr. Walter Tarnosatis and had no authority to temlinate his
employment with URS or to affect a transfer of his eluployment within URS. DOE did. not
manage, supervise~ or control the manner or n1eans by which Dr. Tamosaitis performed or
accomplished his duties. DOE had no authority to instruct Dr. Taillosaitis when or how' long he
nlust 'work. No DOE enlployee supervised or managed Dr. Tamosaitis' work or evaluated his
work perfomlance.

6.
To the best ofnlY knowledge, DRS paid, and continues to pay, Dr. Tamosaitis'
salary and employee benefits.
7.
Tamosaitis.

I did not direct BNI or URS to take any specific actions with regards to Dr.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the la\vs of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Signed at Richland, Washington, this

lit-day

of February, 2011.

Federal Project Director, Waste Treaunent Plant
DOE~ Office of River Protection

2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF 'IHB STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF,BENTON
SCOTT BRUNDRlDGE, DONALD

)

HODGINl' JESSIE JAMES, CLYDE KlLLEN,)

PEDRO NICACIO, SHANE O'LEARY,

)

RAYM:aND RICHARDSON. JAMBS'
S~ RANDALL WALLI, and DAVID

)
)

FAUBION,

)

)
Plaintiffs, -

)

)

v.

Case No. 99-2-01250-7

DECLARATION OF ROBERT M
CAROSINO IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM
OPPOSlNG PLAINTIFFS) MOnON TO
COMPEL CBRTAlNDBPOsmON
msTlMONY OF DAVID FOUCAULT

)
-)
)

FLUORDAN1BL, INC'I a. Califbmia

corporation; FLUOR DANIEL HANFORD, )
INC., a Washington corporation; FLUOR
)
,DANlEL NORT.HWEST. INC"1 a Washington)
corporation; lBRRYNICHOLS. an inliividual )
'and his marital community; DAVID
')

FOUCAULT, an individual and his marital
community; and JIMHOLLADAYt an
individual and his marital community,
Defendants.

)

)
)
}
)

--------------------~----)
1, ROBERT M CAR-OsmO, having first-hand knowledge of the ~bject matter of this

decIarationand being competent to testifyt decl.ar~ under penalty ofperjury1 as follows:
1.

I am an attorney. I am. employed by the United states Department ofEnergy

'mOE") in the Offi~ of the General Counsel, Richland Operations Office. I am responsible for
DOE' ~ oversight of certain litigation involving its contractors, includin$ Fluor Efanfotd, InC.
This case is oue of the cases for which I tun responsible.

OmcF.OPCUlBP COtJNSSL

DBaARAnONOF

ROBBRtM. CAROSlNO ON

tJNrtEl) STA.'I'SS DElAlZ.TUEm"OF!NERoY

MO'1IONTO COMPEL
CASE NO. 99-2"()1250-7

1UCfiI..Am) 01"DAT10NS OSeE

'.0.

BOX$50 MSIN A~
,·~V1Jr.mn
(S09) S'16-73U

AD01IO
v
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EXHIBIT 16

0.. 8292
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"

2.

.....

. Contractors su.ch as Fluor Hanford are employed under the terms of s. written

contract. In gen~ terms, the contract ~ Fluor to provide certain services and requires
DOE to pay the costs of contract compliance.

3.

DOE's obligation to pay the costs associated with contract compliance inoludes

costs~ fees; judgments, and the like assoCiated \vitb. some· forms of litigation. Attached to this

declaration, and incorporated in it by. reference as Exbibit 1, is Paragraph H38 'of Contract
DB-AC06-96RL13200, as modified October·!, 1999. This is the Insurance--Litigation and

Claims article of the coll1l'act;. which governs most ofthe litigation that DOE. pays for under the

contract.
4.

As, a matter ofpntetice, and.as required by the terms of.E.xhibit 1, Fluor Hanford

is required to notify DOE whenever an action or claim is initiated against it. When it is notified

of such a claim or action, DOE takes a close interest in claim handling ~d litigation practice. It
.

.

retains a right of approval of outside ,counsel retained to represent the, company; it is authorized
ta, and does in practice. coordinate with the company and its counsel in settling and/or d¢'eoding

the case or cl~ it requires its contractOrs to periodically report to it on the status ot: and any ,

developme.£l.U:l in, pending litigation; it retains a right ofspptoval over settlements; and it may, in
.
.
cases where more than one ofits contractors are named in the same cas~ require all to a.gree to

repre.sentatiol:l by common counseL
S.

DOE satisfies itse1fthat its inier~ in. contractor litigation 'are being adequately

served by the contractor by periodic meetings a~ended by, among others, contta~ counsel, ,
DOB counsell and any DOE or co~ctor personnel whose input is necessary for the parties to
cany out this relationship. These ,meetings often involve the excbange of detailed infbnnation

DBa;,ARAT.£ON OF

omCB OF CHIEF t'OtJNS&..

ROmm.TM. CAROSlNO ON

UNITBD ,;rATES DBPA.l'l'lmNT OF ENERGY
ltICHLANI> 0PD.ATl0NS omcs
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2

v
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about cases· and claimsJ their va1u~ and the contractor's plans fur d~ settlement, or the
like. Both DOE and, to my .knowledge, 'its contractors, have historically viewed the exchanges
that have occurr~ in these meetings'as confident1al.

6.

It is DOE~s practice to refuse to produ'ce documents relatill8 to these meetings and

exchanges when asked to do so under the Freedom oflnfonnation Act. This practice has been
upheld; see Mil/er, Anders~ Nash, Yerk & Weiner 1'.

u.s. Dept ofF;nergy, 499 F. Supp. 767

(D. Or. 1980).
7.

DOE's refusal to produce documents such as litigation plans prepared and

submitted by its contractors has also been ~pheld. Attached to this declaration, and Incorporated

iIi it as. Exhibit 2. is the decision of the Honorable Lorenzo.F. Gar~ Magistrate Judge.. in
MorrisDn Knudsen Corp. v. Ground Jmprovement Techniques, Inc.; :Misc. No. 96-37 MVILFG
(D.NM. 1996)~ finding that such mateiials are privileged.
8.

The basis for DOE's refusal to produce the information submitted to it under the

Litigation and Claims Article is its belief that, as Judge Garcia. said~ ".Both DOE and ... [its.

contractor] : .. share a commoD: interest in this. litigation.., EXhibit 2 at S.

9.

~uor Hanfordl s contract co~ additional provisions relating to

. "Whlstleblowet Act.ions.~ .Attached to this declarati.o~ and incorporated in it as Brlu"bit 3, is
ParagraphH.40 ~fthe·contract, entitled Costs Associated with Whistleblower Actions.
10.

Paragi-aph R40 limits the circumstances un:d~ whi.chDOE is required to take

financial respollBibility for costs associat-ed witlr the unsuccess.fill defense ofwrustleblower
claims. While DOE, may nOt ultimately beS.r the costs· associated 'With this sort of claim, its
interest in its contra.ctor's defense is no les~ common than its interest in any othel' forni of
omcEOFCBlBFCOWm.
UNl'I'Bl)8l'A'mSDSP~OP P.NBRGY
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CASH NO. 99-2wOJ.2S0..7

1UCBt.AND omAl'1ONS orneR
P.O.BOX550ldSIN" A.Wl
lUOHL.AN]). WA 99352 .
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litigation. This is because DOE bas an interest in the appropriate resolution of whistleblower
actions, takes financial responsibility in the case -of successful defense of such c1aim~ and has
discretion under the contra~ to fund the defense eveI! after an ,cadverBe determination" has been

made. As a practical matter, DOE would probably be less inclined to approve Ieimbur~ment of
costs associated 'With such a claim in the absence of even more detailed disclosures and
justifications than it would require with respect to other forms of litigation.

11.

DOE has not decided whether all of Fluor' s Pipefitter-re1ated costs will be

reimbursed under the contract. At the present time, no disp~e or conflict exists between DOE
.
.
and the contractor regarding this issue.

12.

I believe that my abpity to ~ out my responsibilities for oversight ofFIuor

Hanford litigation would be harmed if the cqmmon interest of DOE and its contractor in this
litigation is not'recognized. We have always expected that the communications necessary to
cany out these functions wo~d be held in confidence by both DOE arid the contractor. As a
.
result, we have expected that the contractor would provide full and open reports to us regarding
the progress of the litigation, its strengths and·its weaknesses. Ob~ously, we would not have the
same level of confidence in the contractor's disclosures ifwe felt that the cOntractor had to hold
back for fear that its comments and repOrts would be subject to. discovery.
I declare under-penalty ofperjuryundertbe laws

ofthe State ofWasbinSton that to the

best of my .knowledge the foregoing ~·troe and correct. '
. DATED this 28th day ofMarch. 2000.

DBCLARATIONOF

OmcEOPCfi:lUCOlJNSEt,

ROBRRTM.. CAROSINO ON
MOT.IONTO CO:MPBL

tJNl'lm STA'IEStJEP~OF ENERGY
. RIC!Bt.ANt>OPBRA1lONS omes:
P.O.13OX SSg MSJN A.c.n
J.UOBL.4ND. tVA ,.9)S2

CASE NO. 99-2-01250-7
4
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Tamosaitis, Walter
Thursday, October 1, 2009 9:50 PM
Barnes, Steven M (WGI) <smbarnes@bechte1.com>; Damerow, Frederick (WGI)
<fwdamero@bechte1.com>; Truax, John <John.Truax@wgint.com>
IMPORTANT -- M3

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Just came from a mtg with WTP mgmt. I am the new M3 Program Mgr.
Organ structure is same as M-12 with addition of Russ. First meeting
is gam tomorrow Friday in A-201. Steve/Fred: please attend if possible.
Organ structure for right now is ---Walt
Test Tech Plans
Steve

Test Ops
JET
Support
Phil

Engr and Support
Russ
Engr
Hanson

Target date to have data (not final reports) is June 30.
I told them that everything is fair game for change -- just get out of our
way. This includes - Throwing out CFD and using scaling if we want.
- Involvement of PNNL (Meyer)
- Improved measurements
- Engr had to do building assessments now - -not when we are done.
- Lamm had to ID alternate schedule approaches-- not bang the table.
- Other things also
We need to talk people: Huckaby, Sundar??
Buckle up boys -- we are in the spot light again.
Walt
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M3 Program
Ul2date and Assessment

October 5, 2009
Dr. Walter L. Tamosaitis
Program Manager
1
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AGENDA
• Issue, Objective, and Organization
• Closure Assumptions, Assessment and
Status
• Fabrication and Installation Schedule

• Key Path Forward Tasks
• Summary
• Background
- ORP Questions

2
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EFRT M3 Issue
"Issues were identified related to mixing system
designs that will result in insufficient mixing and/or
extended mixing times. These issues include a
design basis that discounts the effects of large
particles and of rapidly settling Newtonian slurries.
There is also insufficient testing of the selected
designs."
- EFRT March 2006
M3 Prototypic Test Platform

Project Goals:
- Provide robust vessel mixing capability
-All testing completed by 12/31/09
- No negative impact to PT critical path
- Closure ready for M3 NLT April 30, 2010

3
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M3 Program Organization
Bill Gay
Assistant Project
Director

I

I
Greg Ashley
Technical
Director
Wahed Abdul
ORP PT Federal
Project Director

Leon Lamm
PT Project
Manager

Barbara Rusinko
Manager of
Engineering

Richard Edwards
Manager, PETD

I

:=!J

EFRT Consultants
Dave Dickey
Art Etchells

I
...

'"

Dr. Walt
Tamosaitis
M3 Program
Manager

I

Russell Daniel
M3 Engineering &
Support Manager

I

I

John Platt
PT Equipment
Procurement

Bob Hansen
M3 Engineering
Analysis

Gary Brunson
ORP Engineering

I

I

I

Steve Barnes
Test Planning

John Truax
Test Execution

Fred Damerow
PTIPT I CAM

I

Langdon Holton
Don Alexander

I
Phil Keuhlen
M3 Support
Analysis

Bob Yoke
Mechanical &
Process Systems

A-000023
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M3 Objective
• To provide design and operational solutions to
address the EFRT mixing issue so that:
- Mixing systems meet Basis of Design mixing
requirements.
- Tank and facility design/fabrication can proceed.
- There are no impacts to the PT critical path schedule.
- Confidence in mixing is established so that M3 can be
closed.

5
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Ke~

M3 Findings

Accomplishments:
• Developed Issue Response Plan
• Defined mixing criteria for each vessel
• Conducted vessel assessment to document ability of
mixing system to meet criteria
• Performed gap analysis and define testing needs
matrix
• Conducted tests with 4-foot prototypic test platform
and bench scale (radial and linear flume) testing to
support engineering analysis
• Defined design and/or operational changes
• Issued response plan update
• Mixing criteria defined and initial vessel assessment
completed
• Testing/analytical gaps defined and test matrix defined
• Closure Package 1A (17 vessels) & 1B (9 vessels)
approved
• Representative physical & bounding simulants
formulated
• Prototype platform designed, fabricated, & installed
• Planned 8 & 12 PJM platform testing completed
• WSU radial flume designed, modified, & placed in
service
• WSU linear flume testing completed, radial flume in
progress
• Computational fluid dynamics models developed &
significant benchmarking performed
• Trends and advanced work authorization approved for
design improvements

Key Findings:
• Vessel bottom clearing is driven by jet velocity
and power
• Additional power is needed to assure bottom
clearing in selected vessels
• Power/Unit volume is a conservative way to
scale
• Design/operational improvements can be
combined to provide sufficient additional
power

6
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Proposed M3 Approach
Major Points
- Robust mixing system proposed
- Engineering will modify systems to enable
mixing recommendations
- PowerNol used as scaling method
- FRP vessels remain as currently designed

Key Action- Customer concurrence

A-000026
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To~

Level

Summa~

• Testing and analysis to date indicates modifications
are needed to improve confidence in mixing
performance.
• PJM design improvements are not expected to
impact PT facility critical path schedule.
• Initial review of support systems indicates changes
can be implemented.
• Need confirmation/alignment on critical factors to
meet objectives. Includes:
-

Scope
Closure criteria
Analyses basis
Deliverables

8
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Closure Assum~tions
Assessment Basis
•
•
•
•

Predominance of evidence via multiple analytical approaches is basis used to "verify" adequacy of scaling &
mixing recommendations.
FRP-2 vessel feed is in accordance with ICD-19 and BOD.
Feed characteristics are based on RPP-9805 & WTP-RPT-153
Current mixing requirements are confirmed, not changed.

Assessment Approach
•
•
•
•

Mixing system recommendations for FEP-17, UFP-1 & HLP-22 are based on preliminary data followed by
demo test
UFP-1 vessels are bounded by FEP 17 testing
PWD 33, 43, 44 handled by operational measures.
Final reports are not part of M3 closure.

Modifications
•
•
•

•
•
•

System design changes to support mixing are not tied to M3 closure.
Data collected to date is sufficient for recommendation.
Systems (internal and support) will be designed to meet mixing system needs.
- Internal: Erosion, overblow, seismic, structural, etc
- External: PW, PJV, Scrubber, Utilities, etc
Suction dilution line testing not part of M3 (demonstrated tech)
6 inch JPP demonstrated design exists
No non-Newtonian vessel requires mods for Newtonian settling solids.

Scope & Schedule
•
•
•
•
•

CFD V&V is not required for M3 closure
No significant failure of test platform or supporting systems
No chemical simulant testing
External review comments addressed with no scope (especially testing) expansion and no added reviews
Agreement by ORP on proposed approach and scope by October 8th .
9
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WTP

Prelimina~

Assessment

Engineering analysis via multiple approaches of preliminary data indicates:
-

-

FEP-17 AlB design solution set (12 mIs, 5" nozzles) is ready for demonstration
test
• Will be conducted by end of October
UFP-1 AlB solution is provided based on bounding FEP-17 demonstration

-

FRP-02 A/B/C/D design requires no changes when assessed against Basis of
Design and ICD-19.

-

PWD-33, -43, -44 require no design changes and can be closed
• Minimal solids anticipated during normal operations. System design features for
flushes and chemical addition are provided for operational recovery from off normal
conditions.

Needed-

HLP 22 design solution and demonstration test

10
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Key Path Forward Tasks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive and evaluate all testing data
Prototypic Demonstration Test for FEP-17
Develop design improvement package for HLP-22
Prototypic Test for HLP-22
Reassess Closure Package 1B vessels in light of baseline testing
results, and Non-Newtonian vessels for handling of rapidly settling
newtonian slurries (UFP-2 and possibly HLP-27A)
Confirm Mixing Requirements Document
Assess DNFSB & CRESP feedback and identify gaps requiring
additional analysis or testing
Conduct additional tests based on updated test matrix or gaps
Obtain EFRT buy-in for multiple approach scaling
Complete, review and issuance of test reports and analysis
Complete, review and issuance of Closure Packages 2-3

12
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Summa!y
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete data analysis and review
Obtain EFRT Input
Flesh out Logic diagram - October 9th
Compile draft schedule - October 9th
Prepare for FEP Prototype test
Confirm design deliverable for closure - Oct 23
Confirm tank requirements
~ mixing goals

Bottom Line
• Use of assumptions and concurrence by ORP as outlined in this
presentation leads to:
- M3 closure (no additional scope) April 30, 2010

13
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Summary: Overall Vessel Status
Vesselldentification2

Preliminary Assessment

Vessel Number

Vessel Name

Type Vessel

HLP-VSL-00022

HLWFeed
Receipt

HLWfeed
characteristics

FRP-VSL-00002A1B/C/D

LAW Feed
Receipt

HLWfeed
characteristics

Impact Dates

Additional
Actions
Forecast

Margin
Enhancement
Options Forecast

Schedule
Need
Date

High

Test!Analysis

TBD Design
Change

12/31/2009

Low

Non-settling

No Change

High

Settling

Contract & Design
Changes

High

Demo Test

Mixing
Performance
Risk Level

1/31/2010

12 mls & 5" Nozzle

FEP-VSL-00017AlB

FEP Evap Feed

HLWfeed
characteristics

UFP-VSL-00001AlB

Ultrafilter feed
prep

HLWfeed
characteristics

High

Analysis

Design Change

10/31/2009

PWD-VSL -00033

Ultimate
Overflow Vessel

Non process

medium

Analysis

Address
Operationally

NIA

PWD-VSL -00043

HLWeffluent
transfer to PT

Non process

medium

Analysis

Address
Operationally

NIA

PWD-VSL -00044

PlantWash
Collection

Non process

medium

Analysis

Address
Operationally

NIA

UFP-VSL-00002A1B

Ultrafilter feed
vessel

NonNewtonian

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

NIA

HLP_ VSL_00028

HLWBlend
Vessel

NonNewtonian

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

NIA

HLP-VSL-00027A/B

HLWLag
Storage

NonNewtonian

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

NIA

RDP-VSL-00002A/B/C

Spent Resin
Storage

Resin storage

Low

None

No Change

NIA

RLD-VSL-00008

Plant Wash and
Drains collection

Low solids

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

NIA

Design Change

6/1/2010

12 mls & 5" Nozzle

-1.11

•
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Summary: Overall Vessel Status
Vesselldentification2

Preliminary Assessment

Impact Dates

Vessel Number

Vessel Name

Type Vessel

Mixing
Performance
Risk Level

Additional
Actions
Forecast

Margin
Enhancement
Options Forecast

Schedule
Need
Date

TCP-VSL-OOOO1

Treated LAW
Concentrate

Low solids

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

N/A

H LW-HOP-VSL-903/904

HLWSBS
condensate receiver

Low solids

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

TLP-VSL-OOOO9A/B

LA W SBS returns to
PT (TLP Evap feed)

Low solids

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

N/A

RLO-VSL-OOOO7

Acidic Waste
Collection

Low solids

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

N/A

Liquid Liquid

Low

Closure
Reanalysis

No Change

N/A

PWO-VSL-00015116

N/A

UFP-VSL-00062AIBIC

Ultrafilter Permeate
Collection Vessels

Liquid Liquid

Low

None

No Change

N/A

CXP-VSL-00026AIBIC

Treated LAW
Collection

Liquid Liquid

Low

None

No Change

N/A

CXP-VSL-OOOO4

Casutic Rinse
Collection

Liquid Liquid

Low

None

No Change

N/A

CNP-VSL-OOOO4

Cs Evaporator
Recovered Nitric
Acid

Liquid Liquid

Low

None

No Change

IX eluate
contingency storage

Liquid Liquid

Low

CNP-VSL-OOOO3

N/A
None

No Change

N/A

15
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Background Material

16
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Res~onses
•

What is the number of vessels where the design is still in question?
-

•

•

to Recent ORP Questions

Potentially 1 Vessel. 12 tanks in question are: HLP-22, FEP-17 A/B,
UFP-1 A/B, FRP-02 A/B/C/D, PWD-33,43,44. FEP mixing measures are
identified and bracket UFP, leaving only HLP-22. FRP tanks do not
receive settling solids. PWD handled via operating measures.

Why is design still in question?
-

Testing indicated higher mixing power required for suspension of rapidly
settling solids

-

Recent feedback from DNFSB & CRESP

-

Selected mixing requirements in review/revision (Criticality/Settling
Solids/HPAV/MAR)

What do we know based on testing to date?
-

Confirmed effective mixing improvement options
• Operational: operating level & dilution
• Design: PJM velocity, PJM nozzle size, suction dilution, diverter system

-

Determined scaling basis for PJM velocity (PowerNolume)

-

Determined bounding physical simulants with EFRT assistance
A-000036
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Responses to Recent ORP Questions
•

What more needs to be determined through testing?
- Demonstrate satisfactory performance & margin of FEP-17 design improvement
-

•

set
Develop design improvement set for HLP-22 & demonstrate

What more needs to be determined through analysis/contract clarification?
-

Confirm UFP-1 design through analysis of FEP-17 testing

-

FRP-02 A/B/C/D basis of evaluation
• Vessels satisfactory based on approved Basis of Design & Interface Control Document
19 (Non-settling solids)

-

•

How long will it take to have confidence design is adequate?
-

•

Lock down mixing requirements & assessment criteria
3 to 7 months contingent on analysis issues, design development, and testing
results

What is critical path relationship?
-

M3 can be closed and PT Facility critical path schedule worked without impact
with concurrence on program assumptions.
18
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Input/Issues from CRESP
CRESP Issue/Comment

Resolve Prior to
M-3 Closure

Comments

Present a clear flowdown of mixing requirements to the
test/analysis program used to assess vessel adequacy.
Indicate which test platform is/was used to provide the
required information
Sampling in the Platform was sparse and inadequate to
support CFD assessmentsN&V
Experimental program should include physical/chemical
simulants reflective of the actual anticipated operating
conditions. Consider testing in the PEP do to potential
limitations on the Platform

Y

Present this flowdown in the closure
documentation and in the next CRESP review

N

Additional experimentation is required to support
the V&V of CFD post M3 Closure
Platform tests with HLW simulant provide partial
information on complex simulant.
PEP testing information to be evaluated as part of
M3 closure
If required additional testing will be defined

Provide a basis to understand the basis for scaling for key
parameters used to assess vessel adequacy (e.g. PJM zone
of influence, cloud height, solids lift).

Y

Include in analysis of M3 Testing information

Test program should demonstrate the ability to re-suspend the
sediment layer following a shutdown. Evaluate several
sediment depths.

Y

Platform tests with HLW simulant provide partial
information on complex simulant following settling
of sediment layer

Assess the accumulation of solids in the vessel beyond a
point of concern.
Consider a remote means, such as a radiation probe to
determine if sediment layers form on the bottom of the vessel.

Y

Accumulation of solids to be evaluated as part of
vessel assessments
Future decision based on outcome of M3 work
and feasibility of method.

Y

N

19
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Input/Issues from DNSFB Staff
Issue/Concern

Resolve prior
to M3 Closure?

Comment

Use of QA data in Vessel Assessments

Y

Only NQA-1 data to be used in Closure of M3 Mixing Issues

Prototypic Testing

Y

Testing information for M3 to come from prototypes (partial
and full)

Reconciliation of Phase 1 data

N

Phase 1 data not to be used for Closure of M3

Proper V&V of CFD

N

CFD V&V to be completed post M3 closure

Detection of Sludge Buildup in Vessel during
Normal Operation

Y

Mixing requirements to be updated to limit accumulation.
Vessels to be assessed against requirement.

Criticality (Tied to Sludge Buildup)

N

Criticality issues to be resolved as part of Criticality Safety
Program

Re-suspension of Solids following Loss of
Mixing

Y

Initial testing to be completed to assess solids re-suspension
following period of settling

Sampling System for PJM Vessels
Inadequate

N

Sampler design to be evaluated consistent with waste feed
properties and expected vessel performance

Erosion Wear of Engineered Components

y

Velocities of fluids striking/flowing along engineered
components to be controlled to less than 12 fps

Pump Transfer Requirements /Uncertainty in
fluid properties of tank waste

Y

Pump transfer requirements to be demonstrated in Closure
documentation. Uncertainties in Hanford tank waste properties
to be considered for feed receipt vessels (HLP, FRP)

Newtonian waste in Non-Newtonian Vessels

Y

Non-Newtonian vessels design accepted. Assessment will be
completed at a later date to project performance.

Prototypic Long Term PJM Control Test

N

Requirement for Test to be evaluated and recommendation
made to DOE

Review of Basis for Closure Package 1A, 1B

Y

Basis for Closure of the Closure Package 1B (solids containing
vessels) to be reviewed
20
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From: Gay, William (URS)
Sent: Tue Nov 03 22:29:30 2009
To: Ashley, Gregory; Rusinko, Barbara
Cc: Tamosaitis, Walter; Papp, Ivan; Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT: FEP Mixing Req
Importance: Normal
Attachments: FEP mixing requirments.doc
Help to Russ would be appreciated if it is available. We need it soon.
I would assume the mixing requirements need to come from some type of source document.
Thank you,

William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Engineering, Quality, Safety & Operations

PH: 509.371.2389

From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2009 2:08 PM
To: Gay, William CURS)
Subject: IMPORTANT: FEP Mixing Req
BiIIAttached for your info. Establishing the mixing requirements has been
the hardest part of the program so far. Russ plans to meet with Engr mgmt
and get agreement on what they are. This is a good idea as I don't
want to see Russ pushed out onto thin ice.
I hope he can have something by tomorrow. If not. this will
be a big gap in the program. Obviously this should have been
answered months ago!
The issue is that one can argue that bottom clearing is not
needed to meet the requirements. Also, demonstrating no

A-000040
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accumulation will be tough. From the discussions, one
could conclude that poor mixing is really what you want,
not good mixing!! This leads to no system changes.
But process control and operational controls need to
be addressed.
Bottom line: I have pushed Russ to think through this
carefully and get help because I don't believe Engr has
thought through the system analysis carefully.
Walt
ps- Engr assumed homogeneously mixed tanks when they
scoped out control systems, pumps, sampling, etc.
Far from what we have.

From:

Tamosaitis, Walter

Sent:

Tuesday, November 03, 2009 1:32 PM

To:

Daniel, Russell

Cc:

Barnes, Steven M (WGI)

Subject:

FEP Mixing Req

RussIn the meeting tomorrow you will need to cover something
like the attached. This is the same thing taped to your computer
except I improved the words in the no accumulation req.
It will then need to be transmitted to me via a CCN.
Pis note that I think there are conflicting requirements. Also,
I do not rate the probability high of achieving the no accumulation
sampling goal. Not meeting this goal means test failure.
As we discussed, I encourage Engr to look differently at the requirements
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to see if other options exist to show compliance.
Tks.
Walt

«

»
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From: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Tue Dec 01 15:21 :402009
To: Feigenbaum, Ted; Gay, William (URS); Tamosaitis, Walter
Cc: Lamm, Leon (WTP); Rusinko, Barbara
Subject: RE: An Honest Appraisal of M3
Importance: Normal
Ted, if a 50% increase in the number of PJMs is what is required to meet the performance requirements
for HLP-22 we will strongly have to weigh the cost benefits of maintaining the the size of HLP-22 vs the
option of a smaller (e.g. HLP-27) vessel. We had a conference call yesterday to outline a high level
(meaning fast) VE study to evaluate the options. Expect a draft strawman outline today. Target for an
output of this study would be approx two weeks.
Greg "lshleV FE.
rrTP Technical Director
(509) 371-3-118
(509) -120-339-1 cell
(509) 371-3506./m:
grashley!il'bechtel.col11

From: Feigenbaum, Ted
Sent: Monday, November 30,200911:56 PM
To: Ashley, Gregory; Gay, William (URS); Tamosaitis, Walter
Cc: Lamm, Leon (WTP); Rusinko, Barbara
Subject: Fw: An Honest Appraisal of M3
For HLP-22 are we going to test a realistic arrangement that we could actually accomplish in our facility
without major design revision?

From: Gay, William (URS)
To: Lamm, Leon (WTP)
Cc: Feigenbaum, Ted; Tamosaitis, Walter; Gary E. Brunson (gary_e_brunson@rl.gov)
<gary_e_brunson@rl.gov>; Guy A. Girard (Guy_A_Girard@orp.doe.gov) <Guy-A_Girard@orp.doe.gov>;
Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Mon Nov 30 22:08:10 2009
Subject: An Honest Appraisal of M3
I believe that Walt's Team and the ORP Team are close to the test objectives for FEP-17 and UFP-1.With
this being said ,even with testing going to 7/24 supposedly this week, I think these two tanks will finish
about 12/15 with dedication and sacrifice by all involved.
To perform the HLP-22 tank testing ,we are talking about significant hardware and electronic
modifications (18 PJM array including infrastructure) including some equipment recalibrations. When you
also need to get consensus from both sides of the fence regarding the HLP-22 testing criteria, I believe
that late January 2010 is the best we can hope for. If this date is unacceptable, the two tank theory with
the HLP -27 design should be looked at hard for all the reasons that were discussed before
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Thanksgiving.
We will keep pushing every day and other people may disagree with me but that is my uneducated
evaluation.
Thank you,
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Engineering, Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389

From: Groves, Kevin
Sent: Monday, November 30,20092:14 PM
To: Groves, Kevin; McAdoo, Robert (WGI); Harper, Darrell; 'Chris Chapman'; Siler, Joel (URS); French,
Robert (WGI); Tamosaitis, Walter; Chapman, Chris; Daniel, Russell; Damerow, Frederick (WGI);
Huckaby, James; Keuhlen, Phillip; Markillie, Jeffrey; Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Truax, John; Gay, William
(URS)
Subject: M3 Platform Status Day Shift November 30, 2009 (and SSW report)

Safety
No Issues

Progress and Activities
During tuning of PJMs for 6.0m/sec, it was found that the vacuum regulator could not be physically
adjusted to meet the cycle time parameters required.
It was suggested that there was some water trapped in the valve body that was frozen creating a physical
blockage in the vacuum regulator.
Heat was applied to the valve using a heat gun, which resolved the issue.
Jim Huckaby was informed of the delay in the absence of Steve Barnes.
PJMs were tuned for 6.0m/sec.
One of the PJMs was having difficulty maintaining drive pressure and pressure regulator for the PJM was
found to be leaking air.
The STL shutdown the PJMs and notified the pipe fitters to replace the pressure regulator. Steve Barnes
was informed of delay.
The PJMs were re-tuned to the velocity of 6.0m/sec.
The cycle time was very erratic and often drifted, requiring a close eye to watch trends.
The vacuum need to be adjusted to maintain cycle time.
After many small adjustments to the vacuum regulator, the cycle time was steady with no indication as to
the cause of the cycle time stabilization.
Video and data were captured including visual observations (Ucs, Cloud height max min, ZOI).
Started sample system to collect Coriolis Densitometer readings. At turnover, 12 of the 13 levels were
completed.

Visitors
Don Alexander DOE
Jim Shelor DOE
Jim Huckaby
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Kevin Groves
M3 Project Shift Test Engineer
Shift Work Cell 509-420-3084
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From: Feigenbaum, Ted
Sent: Tue Dec 01 04:56:032009
To: Ashley, Gregory; Gay, William (URS); Tamosaitis, Walter
Cc: Lamm, Leon (WTP); Rusinko, Barbara
Subject: Fw: An Honest Appraisal of M3
Importance: Normal

For HLP-22 are we going to test a realistic arrangement that we could actually accomplish in our facility without major
design revision?

From: Gay, William CURS)
To: Lamm, Leon CWTP)
Cc: Feigenbaum, Ted; Tamosaitis, Walter; Gary E. Brunson Cgary_e_brunson@rl.gov) <
gary_e_brunson@rl.gov>; Guy A. Girard (Guy_A_Girard@orp.doe.gov) <Guy-A_Girard@orp.doe.gov>;
Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Mon Nov 30 22:08:10 2009
Subject: An Honest Appraisal of M3
I believe that Wall's Team and the ORP Team are close to the test objectives for FEP-17 and UFP-l. With this being
said ,even with testing going to 7124 supposedly this week, I think these two tanks will finish about 12/15 with
dedication and sacrifice by all involved.
To perform the HLP-22 tank testing ,we are talking about significant hardware and electronic modifications (18 PJM
array including infrastructure) including some equipment recalibrations. When you also need to get consensus from
both sides of the fence regarding the HLP-22 testing criteria, I believe that late January 2010 is the best we can hope
for. If this date is unacceptable, the two tank theory with the HLP -27 design should be looked at hard for all the
reasons that were discussed before Thanksgiving.
We will keep pushing every day and other people may disagree with me but that is my uneducated evaluation.
Thank you,
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Engineering, Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389
From: Groves, Kevin
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 2: 14 PM
To: Groves, Kevin; McAdoo, Robert (WGI); Harper, Darrell; 'Chris Chapman'; Siler, Joel (URS); French, Robert
(WGI); Tamosaitis, Walter; Chapman, Chris; Daniel, Russell; Damerow, Frederick (WGI); Huckaby, James; Keuhlen,
Phillip; Markillie, Jeffrey; Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Truax, John; Gay, William (DRS)
Subject: M3 Platform Status Day Shift November 30, 2009 (and SSW report)

Safety
No Issues

Progress and Activities
During tuning ofPJMs for 6.0m/sec, it was found that the vacuum regulator could not be physically adjusted to meet
the cycle time parameters required.
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It was suggested that there was some water trapped in the valve body that was frozen creating a physical blockage in
the vacuum regulator.
Heat was applied to the valve using a heat gun, which resolved the issue.
Jim Huckaby was informed of the delay in the absence of Steve Barnes.
PJMs were tuned for 6.0m/sec.
One of the PJMs was having difficulty maintaining drive pressure and pressure regulator for the PJM was found to
be leaking air.
The STL shutdown the PJMs and notified the pipe fitters to replace the pressure regulator. Steve Barnes was
informed of delay.
The PJMs were re-tuned to the velocity of 6.0m/sec.
The cycle time was very erratic and often drifted, requiring a close eye to watch trends.
The vacuum need to be adjusted to maintain cycle time.
After many small adjustments to the vacuum regulator, the cycle time was steady with no indication as to the cause
of the cycle time stabilization.
Video and data were captured including visual observations (Ucs, Cloud height max min, Z01).
Started sample system to collect Coriolis Densitometer readings. At turnover, 12 ofthe 13 levels were completed.

Visitors
Don Alexander DOE
Jim Shelor DOE
Jim Huckaby

Kevin Groves
M3 Project Shift Test Engineer
Shift Work Cell 509-420-3084
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From: Russo l Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Mar 31 03:20:272010
To: 'ines.triay@em.doe.gov'
Subject: Re: HLP-27 UPDATE
Importance: Normal

I was getting ready to send you an email. It was like herding cats. Scientists' that were diametrically opposed at the
beginning o.fthe meeting were in lock step hanllony when we told lilem the science is ending. They all hated it By
the end ofthe meetjng my guys were on board and Guy was on board but some of his direct reports remain cynical. I
told them and the entire room that their job now is to give me! Guy and thon you a well developed and balanced
business case that talks to tank by tank capability, operational protocols that make that capability acceptable (first
inslde WTP mId the11 in conceit with TF). They also need to provide the G 2 through- put analysis and operational
mitigations that protect the mission. They all got it. Even your consultants
Tomorrow I wl1ll'emind ORP and my folks and will do the same Thursday. Guy will keep ORP and DOE consultants in
line. I will help and I will send anyone on my team home ifihey demonstrate an lIDwillingness or inability to fulfill my
direction.
Testing is now one test per tame type. It ends 4/22 and. the business cases are due on or before 5115.
Re tile non Newtonian tanks .... no new tests, a TSG majority and if needed minority position paper and a
recommendation by ENl as design authority to you on recommended position. The recommended position which the
majority already agrees is non Newtonian tanks are acceptable as is

Fran1{
Fran1{
From: Triay, Ines <Ines.Triay@em.doe.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Sent: Tue Mar 3023:03:232010
Subject: RE: HLP-27 UPDATE

How was this resolved this afternoon?
From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) [mailto:frusso@Bechtel.com]
Sent: Tuesday, Nlarch 30,20102:26 PM
To: Triay, Ines; Chung, Dae
Subject: FW: ~P-27 UPDATE
Importa.nce: High
FYI
From: Tamosaitis, vValter
Sent: Tuesday, March 30,2010 11:12 AM
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); Gay, William (DRS); Robinson, Michael K (WTP); Daniel, Russell;
Truax, John; Barnes, Steven N1 (WGI); Damerow, Frederick (WGI); Edwards, Richard E (WGI);
Rusinko, Barbara; French, Robert (WGr)
Subject:
HLP-27 UPDATE
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High
Al1I met with Don for an hour this morning.
Basically he is in disagreement with Dr. Etchells. 1 showed
him the draft letter from Etchells, the WTP 2005 report, and
described the videos of1l1ixing 4nun (4000 micron !) glass
beads. Don draws Z018 (zone ofinfluence- (clearing)) and
contends the tank will not clear the bottom. I told him I saw
NO such indication with the beads. He maintains his position
and opinion. Not sure how to dispute opinion and drawings
in face of professional opinion and videos.
I told him that I would be presenting my information this
afternoon and would be In disagreement with his position on
the need for testing HLP-27.
He has had discussions with Craig Myler and Joel Peltier and
according to Don, they support his opinion.
We talked FEP, UFP-1A!B, and HLP-22 also.
Walt
Importance:
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Apr 07 17:30:592010
To: 'Triay, Ines'; 'Chung, Dae'; 'Olinger, Shirley'; 'Guy-A_Girard@orp.doe.gov'
Cc: Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Subject: FW: Waste Treatment Plant
Importance: Nonnal

Ines, Please see below: I am using this one piece of communication asan example of activities and
actions that may be taking all of us In directions that we don't want to go.
I think it important that I meet with Dan Ponemanandl or Secretary Chu as soon as their schedules allow.
am getting feedback from around the country thattheir offices are making calls to folks at all levels of labs,
other sites, competitors.etc. Bob loW (a colleague who I respect) hasn't been involved in years but yet is
getting calls to discuss current events. To Bob's credit, he is adviSing folks he is not current.
In addition, we have a long list of seemingly normal actions, all well intentioned (CPR, Technical Review,
EVMS recertification) that quickly multiply to self fulfilling prophecy when my senior management team
spends all of it's time preparing, orientating and then supporting all the external help that is being provided
to the project.
I have been involved in this type of well intentioned supporl before. It never ends well. The project team
becomes so reactive and distracted that it never gets in front of the daily issues that every project
experiences. The workforce loses direction and focLls as the external help increases and this loss of foclis
and direction enables more external help ..... iiis a cycle that never ends and is continually fed by the
deteriation in performance that is directly attributed to the loss of direction and focus because leadership is
busy with external reviews. And, I am not even thinking about the DNFSBoversight. All projects deal with
external oversight, even on the commercial side. This project is currently experiencing an oversight factor
that is exponentially greater than anything I have seen in 38 years of project work ..
The project Is not the "problem" being shared with and by lab directors around the complex. We have the
same exact issues that every big, highly regulated project experiences. Mixing is a unique problem. Buf in
the end, it becomes a money issue and one that can be managed given nine years and $5 billion dollars of
'to go' schedule and cost. Also, if Mike Kluse's email happens to get broader dJstribution and my team
sees it, it will takes extreme effort and good fortune not to lose their pride in the project. If we lose the
teams discretionary effort, it will cost more than M-3 and CNP/CXP combined.
There are things that need to be fixed. Parts of my team behave too much like an M&O, we need better
quality communications with the DNFSB, need to freeze design, need to stop change; at this point in the
job change always turns into a sub optimization since any change now ripples through too much completed
worl< at very high re work costs). Guy as FPD, Shirley as ORP and my team are capable of dealing with
these needed fixes. There is no great Idea tMt another external team will bring in that we .haven't thought
of or previously managed at another site and time. As long as we are partnered with you, our customer,
there is nothing left In this. Job that can't be solved in a timely and cost effective manner.
Although you already know most of this, I feel to important that Mr. Poneman and Chu understand that Bob
lotti sought my advise when he came to ICP after Parker's early exit. I was Geotge Miller's most trusted
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direct report within nine months of arriving at Livermore (no small task). John Post was a subordinate to me
at Livermore who George and Ed Moses asked me to mentor. Royal Dutch Shell, Motiva, Exxon Mobil still
ask Bechtel to put me on their multi-Billion dollar projects, even though I have not worked for any of them
for the last 10 years. Neither I nor Bechtel nor you nor your folks here at the site are at a loss for how to
get this project bunt, jf just given the opportunity to build some momentum.
I need to meet with your 7th floor before their good intentions tum into the self fulfilling prophecy that they
desire to avoid.
Frank

From: Liedle, Steven
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 8:37 AM
To: Russo, Frank M CWTP); Walker, David; Moreton r Mary
Subject: Fwd: Waste Treatment Plant

FYI. Looks like Labs will be asked to IIhelp". I will keep you posted if I hear more.
Date: Wed, 7 Apr 2010 07:38:50 -0700
To: Steve Liedle <liedlel@l1n1.gov>,
Tomas Diaz De La Rubia <delarubia@lln1.gov>,
IIPenrose C. Albrightfl <a1bright6@llnl.gov>,
Bruce Goodwin <btgoodwin@l1n1.gov>, Ed Moses <mosesl@llnl.gov>,
rlBoyd, Donald NIl! <boyd33@11n1.gov>, Bruce Warner <warner2@l1n1.gov>,
Larry Ferderber <ferderberl @l1n1.gov>, cochran5@l1n1.gov,
Paul Ehlenbach <ehlenbach1@l1n1.gov>, Linda Rakow <rakowl@l1n1.gov>
From: George Miller <miller21@lln1.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Waste Treatment Plant
FYI. If you or any of your people are contacted, please let me know so we can respond in a
coordinated way.
Regards, George
X-lronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Res1.l1t:
Am VB AEyLuOvAZWO fkW dsb2Jhb ACBPpkyTBUBAQEB CQsKBxEFHbpiglUcghg
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From: "Kluse, lVIichaeP <mkluse@pnl.gov>
To: "Mason, Thorn" <masont@ornl.gov>, George Miller <miller21@llnl.gov>,
Michael Anastasio <manastasio@Ianl.gov>
CC: "Vasquez, Peggy S" <peggy.vasquez@pnl.gov>,
"Novich, Carolynn M"
<Carolynn.Novich@pnl.gov>
Date: Tue, 6 Apr 2010 19:29:39 -0700
Subject: Waste Treatment Plant
Thread-Topic: Waste Treatment Plant
Thread-Index: AcrV20yJclh8CospSVaA9sbzZHQXKwAEOMjA
Accept~Language: en-US
acceptlanguage: en-US
Thorn, Mike, George,
You are likely aware that the construction of the Waste Treatment Plant (the Vitrification Plant) on
the Hanford Site is facing a number ofprojeot management and technical challenges. To be clear
tbis is not a PNNL project. Bechtel is the prime contractor for DOE EM. Dan Lehman has
assembled a project review team that has beel1 involyed ~v:ith reviewing the project progress,
identifYing, problems, and maldng recommendations for improvement. The next Lehman review is
scheduled for May 3 -6 at Hanford.

One of my staff, Dale Knutson has been part. of the Lehman team. Dale has been contacted by
Steve Chu, Dan Poneman, and Mike Kane regarding recommendations for the path forward as well
as identifying capabilities and talent across tire national lab complex that could help meet the WTP
challenges. It is likely that Dale will be asked to take on a leadership role (yet to be defined)
perhaps as an IF A. Dale knows that there is talent at each of your labs that could also play major
roles in the WTP plans going forward. I have been in discussions with Ivlike Kane at DOE HQ and
have suggested that this time prior to the May Lehman review be tlsed to understand and work the
issues associated with accessing talent and capabilities from the national labs. Mike asked that I
coordinate with you and begin to identify the issues and concel'llS we as Lab Directors will have in
making staff available to help the WIP.
Since I'ye been thinking about this quite a bit, let me start by telling you that one of my top
conoerns is that while Pm willing to malco selected PNNL staff available, there is no way that PNNL
or Battelle as the operator ofPNNL will assume any institutional responsibility or accQuntability for
the WIP. This must remain squarely with DOE EM. Second, I've told Mil(e Kane that our
respective Under Secretaries (I(oonin, D'Agostino) need to be fully on board Bnd make it clear to
their respective Lab Directors that this project is oftop priodfy and that weare expected t.o snpport
requests for staff and that our support will be recogruzedand rewarded. Third, if our staff are put
into IPA or detailee positions, they must be able to reach back to their home institutions to calIon
needed staff without any potential conflict of interest for them or for any oflhe labs. Fourth>
because some staff cOl.ild get consumed for long periods of time (potentially multiple years) tIle Lab
Directors will need help in assimilating these staff back in to the labs when their WTP roles are
completed. Fifth, tlle staff l1eed to be fairly compensated for tlleir cOllUl1itment and extended travel
as needed whether by the labs or directly by DOE. This could require non-standard approaches to
compensation. Sixth, as Lab Directors we need to be in the loop regarding what -staff are
committed> for how long, and under what circumstances in light of other Lab and mission priorities.
Seventh, all lab support is fully funded by EM--nogratis work.
These are just several top of mind items rYe thou.ght of, but I'd like to know others you may have
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so that 1 can consolidate them and provide to Mike Kane.
Trealize there are ma.ny unknowns and the devil is in the details of who may be requested, how
much time is needed, the structure of assignments, etc. But I wanted to at least get you thinking
about requests we may all be getting from the highest levels of DOE.
Feel free to send me a note or give me a call.
Thanks in advance.

Mike

Michael Kluse
Laboratory Director
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
902 Battelle Boulevard
P.O. Box 999, MSIN K1-46
Richland, WA 99352 USA
Tel: 509-375-6614
Fax: 509-375-6844
mkluse@pnl.gov
www.*pnLgov

Steve
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From: Gay, William (URS)
Sent: Thu Apr 1502:49:582010

To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Co: Barnes, steven M (WGI); Truax, John; DanIel, Russell
Subject: Non-Neutonian Tank Testing
Importance: Norma!

I would appreciate ifYOll '\-"ould help in all ways possible to complete the testing required in the non-neutionan tanks
(3), I am shooting to have everything lined up so when the array is readYJ everythlng else has been staged. We
strictly only need to show no acculllulation not gas release. Helping to manage Dr Don would also be very helpf1;ll,
The goal is to firusll this testing in mid-May. Russell will be the Lead in that the Engineering is point. Your support is
crucial in this effort.
Thank you,
William W, Gay m

Assistant Project Director
Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.311.2389
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From: Gay, WHilam (URS)
Sent: sat Apr 1700:08:352010
10: Tamosaitls Walter; Truax, John; Bames, steven M (WG!); French, Robert (WGI)
Subject Non-Neutonian Tank Testing
Importance: Normal
j

I had a quiet meeting with Guy today and he is pleased that ""veH are moving at WARP speed to set up for the
llon'"'ll.eutoninn Lank testing fl.S n fall back position jf the white p~lper /analysis is unsuccessful. I told 111m til-at we
should be ready to go NLT mid~May with only about 3 days of testing.
I have studied the Dr DOll report and would like to have a 'brain storming session on MOllday at Walt's call} where we
decide what Jo1m, needs f'Tom au. array hardware standpoint to have l:ll1.mediately available ~ *lssmuing tllecuttent
IJ.On"l1eutonian array does not meet m.ini:mum e~pecta:tions. I spent last night talldng with Dickey so I have SOUle ideas
tlUlf are 110t hard t.o do fwd would not invalidate the previous testing. I would like to have this session completed
before Walt flies Oll Tuesday and we loose him for the rest of the week. I have no :reason to assum~ the current array
vvou't work. it is just that we have no recovery tittle.
P;S> I have heard that 80% of the fee has now been attached to M3 closure on thue. That makes it personal from a
bonus standpoint for .senior DRS personnel. We .ne.ed to nail this issue to the .groul1.d ,in mid May.
Walt. please set up the Ult'Cting and allow ample time. Please invite the right people.
We have lived this issue 7/24 since October 2)2009. Timefor the Team to take it to the Housel
Thank you.
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389

PlAINTIFf!S
EXHiBiT
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Subject: Re: CPR
Importance: Normal

Our answer to critics would be:
'the current design will safely perrorm. We have unti12016 to have TOC, us and others look at operational protocols
to either improve ho"Y we operate before the non Newtonian vessels or how we manage within the vessels to manage
apparent viscocity. We have spent over 600 million and 10 years studying this project (all issues) 147 million alone on
non Newtonian fluids. Theories are inetresting but at this phase of the project, they are too expensive and disruptive
to delay design. Study is fine for better understanding, but it must be off line/off project personnel. Hot
commissioning ofPT is 2018 cold 2016. BN! as design authority stands behind the science and engineering ofthe
design. URS stands behind the operational capablilties. There is risk but more testing will not prove any more than
we already know.
As soon as a I have the BN! paper vetted. Greg, Craig Mylar and I will take this position along with URS experts.
Frank

From: Triay, Ines <Ines.Triay@em.doe.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Sun May 02 18:20:202010
Subject: RE: CPR

Great job by Kacich. Please let him know. The M3 issues are a serious problem Frank. Ines

From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) [mailto:frusso@Bechte1.com]
Sent: Friday, April 30, 20104:04 PM
To: Triay, Ines
Subject: CPR
Ines,
We are ready. Kacich has given them everything they could want and more.
M3 is closing on the Newtonian side. We still have issues on the recently resurected non Newtonian
side. I asked my best science and engineering people to sit with ORP counterparts in a symposium type
setting to work out disagreements without me or Guy in the room. If they have different positions after
true understanding of the positions then they will document those differences very specifically and
clearly. Then and only then can we make management decisions on path forward.
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Hope you are well. I just heard that DNFSB language has been removed from RAse authorization.
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From: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Wed May 19 13:27:272010
To: Russo, Frank M (VVTP)
Subject: Re: Shirley is 1rying to reach u
Importance: Normal
Fra.nl(~

I talked to Shirley last night. She and Guy want us to work with TF to see what can be done to help close M3
(particlilarly)wilh new NN issues. Clearly they are concerned Urat Alexander and Gilbert are not going to back off of
their issues. Told her we would engage with them this PM. Good news, they're with us. I'll talk to you when I get in
this PM.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Device

----- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
To: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Tue May 1820:28:392010

Subject; Shirley is trying to reach u
Says its important. 8 30 pm your time.

BNI00000127
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From: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Wed May 19 18:13:51 2010
To: Rocha, Michael; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Walker, David

Subject: Re: CPR
Importance: Normal

Mike)
What are we going to do with the extra 4:5mm i1l2011?
I saw your note that tIus will address the 4 month schedule issue (at least get it started) but can you specify the
additional activities or purchases tha.t we will perform in 2011 with the extra 45mm ?

From: Rocha, Michael
To: Russo, FrankM (WTP); Ogilvie, J
Sent: Fri May 07 16;19:332010
Subject: RE: CPR

Below is the proposed funding profile which we looked at with construction to recover
the 4 months of schedule we slipped based on the funding profile guidance received by
DOE. This profile allows for craft ramp up in FY11 with continued ramp up in FY12, which
the DOE provided profile did not accommodate.
Attached is a comparison of the profile presented to the CPR team this week and the
proposed profile.
«Proposed Profile.xls»

Please let me know if you need any additional information
Regards}
Mike Rocha
Vii Plant
Manager of Project Controls
371-2144

430-8229 (Cell)

mfrocha@.bechteI.com
From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)

Sent: Friday, May 07,201012:47 PM
To: Ogilvie, J
Cc: Rocha, Michael
Subject: RE: CPR
Yes ... Micha.el, send Scott the analysis asap.
From: Ogilvie, J

Sent: Friday, MayO?, 201012:45 PM
To:

Russo, FrankM (WTP)

Subject:

RE: CPR

Very nice!
Do you have my number for 2012?

BNI00003503
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Sccbclow.

From: Ashley, Gregory
To: Russo, Frank M (WfP)
Cc: Robinson, Michael K (WT?)
Sent: Sat May 22 23 :37:37 2010
Subject: M3 Briefing Paper
Franlc.
Just went through another round of edits to tIle briefing paper. It is going back to tech pnbs for revision. We won't
have a. final draft. out tonight. We are convening at 7AM tomorrow at Stel'lings for final review/edit.. Targeting TIna1
draft by 9AM. You are welcome to joins us at Sterlings. if you want. If not, we will send to you around 9AM.
GregAshley, P.E.

WTP Technical Director
(509) 371-3418
(509) 420-3394 cell

(509) 371-3506fax

groshley@bechtel.com

BNI00003575
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From: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Sun May 23 16:28:032010
To: Russo, Frank M (VVTP)
Cc: Ashley, Gregory
Subject: Re: M3 Briefing Paper
Importance: Normal

PIs ensure Chuck and Rutland support this position too. You know I do.
Txs! Sjo

From: Russol Frank M CWTP) <frusso@8echtel.com>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Cc: Ashley, Gregory <grashley@8echtel.com>
Sent: Sun May 2309:25:502010
Subject: Re; M3 Briefing Paper

PNNL has been nmning for the hills. I have asked Scott to call Jeff Wadsworth CEO ofBatteUe to push him. Also, we
have SRNL (EM lab) working 011 a position of support for our position.
We also did an illustrative mn in 4 ft tank that does not support the zor theory some afyour folks believe. Rob
witnessed it.
Our position is threefold ...
1) Condition will not exist
2) Even if it did, heal temovaJ and Rheology control vvould manage it within parameters of mission
3) As design authority, we are done ,vith M3. Design will meet objectives with reasonable risk. If DOE wants, we
would support TOe doing SQme additional vvork to understand protocols for Rheology control and operational
techniques for heal control.

Greg, please issue paper. It will gel belter with SJO input.
Frank
Frank
From: Olinger, Shirley J <Shlrley_J_OJinger@RL.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WfP)
Sent: Sun May 23 12:13:002010
Subject: Re: M3 Briefing Paper

I'll look it ovet @ 98.111. Have you been able to get PNNL ntgmt to support a position?
Txsl Sjo

ewrP)

From: Russo, Frank M
<frusso@Bechtel.com>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Sun May 2309:09:562010
Subject: Fw: M3 Briefing Paper

BNIOQ003574
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Man May 24 02:29:20 2010
To: Ogilvie, J
Subject: Re: M3 Testing and Heel Dilution Strategy Update White Paper
Importance: Normal
I will send you a short brieftol11orrow. Basic point. PNNL did all non Nevytoruan testing in 2005 and2006. 147 mil for
this work alone, Now they are llOt sure tiley go! i[ right. Maybe~ btlt more tests would be a good thing. I don't thing
so and neither does DRS or Ashley.

From: Ogilvie, J
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); WalkerI David
Cc: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Sun May 23 21:55:132010
Subject: Re: M3 Testing and Heel Dilution Strategy Update WhitePaper

Frank. I have the general gist of the subject but it would be helpful if you cOLlld give a conple of specifics Italking
points for when I sec Wadsworth in about two weeks or so.
From: Russol Frank M (WTP)
To: Ogilv!e, J; Walker, David
Cc: AshleYI Gregory
Sent: Sun May 23 21:02:41 2010
Subject: Fw: M3 Testing and Heel Dilution Strategy Update WhltePaper

Fyi. I advised Leo today that he needs to sign off all tins. He will. SRNL will also sign off in a week or so. PNNL is
nl11ning to the hills after over 200 million to Battellealld PNNL for research. May be time to calibrate Wadsworth on
the concept of standing behind their work.
Frank

From: French, Robert (WGI)
To: FrenCh, Robert (WGI)i 'Ieo.sain@wgint.com' <leo.sain@wgint.com>j 'kent.fortenberry@wgint.com' <
kent.fortenberry@wgint.com>
Cc: Gay, William (URS); RUSSO, Frank M CWTP); Hayes, Dennis; Wells, Kenneth R (WTP)i Matisl George
(WfP)
Sent: Sun fvlay 23 13:55:402010
Subject: RE: M3 Testing and Heel Dilution Strategy Update WhitePaper

All
Here is what we just provided to Shirley Olinger for sending along to Ines .. ,due to our short fuse in putting it
togetIler it has not been through ANY ORP collaboration during development.. .so there is some chance they may
decide (0 not actually forward il or desire further clisl.ribu[ion.
«INES TRIAY Brief 5_24_10 v005.pdf»

TlLx
Bob French
WTP Depuly Plant Operations Manager
(509) 420-6267

BNI00003641
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From: Walker, David
Sent: Wed May 2602:00:242010

To: Ogilvie, J; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: Re: wtp

Importance: Normal
Do not kno'\l1' about Papay. I got it back door from Sandra, She had no insight

From: Ogilvie, J
To: Russo, Frank M (WT?)
Cc: Walker, David
Sent: Tue May 2519:44:122010
Subject: wtp
I just got an earful from Ines .... ,we should talk before your meeting,

Issues: tech panel, M3 closure, HPAV, more help for youl
She we will be happy about Larry Papay ..... ", ............. how did that end up working out?

BNI00003692
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Tue May 25 19:57:082010
To: Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Cc: St Julian, Joseph M
Subject: Re; Jnes
Importance: Normal

I see her tomorrow night at 5:30. Will discuss the new subconunittee and how she expects us to interact. We can treat
it like a Citizen advisory board aka ... they could be useful if managed. Also, I will continue to push the need for Bernie
to be involved. Flnally, how does she now view Governance model we discussed.
Also want her real feelings about Dale K and his direct line to Poneman.
Then will discuss my and Leo visit with DNFSB. Path forward ouM3 andHPAV
You Ileed to know that BNI is recommending closure of M3. Newtonian all passed testing and is on schedule for 6/30
paperwork complete. We made Ollr case on nonNewtollian and have support ofURS at tam( farm and SRNL. May
need PNNL as vvell and that is where we may need your help with Wadsworth. I will 'VYol'k it ,vith Dale first then see if
we need you big guns.

Frank
From: Ogilvie, J
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); Walker, David
Cc:, St Julian, Joseph M
Sent: Tue May 25 15:09:262010
Subject: rnes
Guys,
J

have a general call into Ines .................. anything I need to be aware of?

BNI00003670
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To: Knutson, Dale E
Cc: Girard, Guy A
Sent: TueMay 25 17:25:112010

SUbject: FW: WTP 5/24/10 EM-1 Briefing Slides
Dale,
This is the briefing and position paper that BN! was going to present to Ines this week to reach a
decision on M3 (vessel mixing). Guy had requested that Ines engage in helping to understand the risk.
Guy's engineering staff disagree with BNI' s position and Guy recommended that Ines receive this
briefmg before a final federal decis10n is made. I support BNI's recommendation that allows moving
forward without additional testing.
Let me know if you would like to reevaluate this decision before we raise it to Ines.
Txs, Shirley
Shirley J. Olinger
Ph: 509-372"3062
Cell: 509-539-3229
From: French, Robert (WGI) [mailto:rlfrench@bechteLcom]
Sent: Monday', May 24,2010 12:22 PM
To: Olinger, Shirley J; Girard, Guy A

Cc: Robinson, Michael K C\VTP); Ashley, Gregory; Russo, Frank ]\II (WTP)
Subject: WTP 5/24/10 EM-l Briefing Slides

lv.fike Robinson asked I send these to you.
«EM-15-24-10r3.pdf»
Thx
Bob French
WTP Deputy Plant Operations lVIanager
(509) 420-6267

BNIO0003689
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From: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Wed May 26 01~01:56 2010
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: FW: Wfp 5/24/10 EM-1 Briefing Slides
Importance: Normal

fyi

Shirley J. Olinger
Ph: 509-372-3062
Cell: 509-539-3229-

From: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Tuesday, NIay 25, 20105:46 PM
To: Knutson, Dale E
Cc: Girard, Guy A
Subject: RE: WTP 5/2411 0 EM-l Briefing Slides
I support this position based on discussions with TFcontractor and good idea to get SRNL's take since

the.y have years of experience supporting DWPF. Wi111et Ines know we will wait until SRNL indep
validation is completed.

Txs, sjo
Shir1ey J. Olinger
Ph: 509-372-3062
Cell: 509-539-3229

From: Knutson, Dale E [mailto:dale.knutson@pnl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, 1vIay 25,20105;37 P1v1
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Cc: Girard, Guy A
Subject: Re: WTP 5/24/10 EM-1 Briefing Slides
I reviewed this today and asked Frank Russo what he has done to address "assurance tl

011 these
conclusions. His response was to conduct a chief engineers review independent of the project team and
have a secondary independent validation check performed by Savannah River (not complete yet). I
believe that upon receiving the Savannah River results we would have sufficient basis to make the call
and move on. I do not believe we need more research on this topic - just olarity on operational
constraints the solution may introduce.

Two 'cents

Dale
,_._------

---

From; Olinger, Shirley J

BNI00003688
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From: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Wed May2614:20:112010
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: Re: VTC

Importance: Normal

Great! Sjo

From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@8echtel.com>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Wed May 2607:18:172010
Subject; Re: vrc

That will happen. Just hung up from call with Paul Deason. Lab director; He was on my team at LLNL. He and his
scientist seem comfortable with our position.

------

From: Ollnger, Shirley J <Shirley_J_Ollnger@RL.gov>
To: RussOr Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Tornow, Betty
Sent: Wed May 26 10:09:572010
Subject: Re: VTC
Yes I agree and once SRNL agrees W/y01U" techtllcal position that we can move on.
Txsl Sjo

From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@Bechtel.com>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Cc: Tornow, Betty <BTORNOW@Bechtel.com>
Sent: Wed May 2607:02:352010
Subject: vrc
I understand that HQ wants to delay M3 VTC. I think we should deJay. I think Dale's preference is to put onus on
BN! (good iffactual). and I 'Yvi11 know more after today's meetings with DNFSB and Ines.
Tfyon agree, let's delay_

Frank

BNI00003704
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Sat May 29 21:50:01 2010

To: 'dae.chung@em.doe.gov'
Subject: Re: WTP
Importance: Normal

Meeting was good. I came by your office Wednesday afternoon but you were out. We have a path forward on M3.
We will get SRNL OIl board and Ogilvie will tell Wadsworlh (CEO of Battelle) thal after over 200 rnillo·PNNL and
Battelle they damn well better be on board. Before that card is played, I will talk with Dale. That would be easier.
We also told DNFSB that our M3 plan is defense in depth with heal dilute/extract as depth and cold commissioning
as assurance.. We will go see them before 6/30 to get Peter, Jaok and Jessie. Will try for Brown and Joe as well. I
think we can get enough acceptance; that we can close M3 and let TOC do some additional work to help plan cold
commissioning.
Enjoy your weekend
Frank
"_"MM Original Message ""._.
From: Chung, Dae <Dae,Chnng@em,doe.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: .5at May 29 14:17:362010
Subject: WfP
Frank,
How was yourmtg with the dnfsb?
Are we going forward with M~3' - were yOll able to get PNNL buy-in? Thanks.

BNI00003763
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From: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Fri Jun 11 17:28:382010
To: Russo I Frank M (VVTP)
Subject: Re: Checking in
Importance: Normal

Wadsworth appreciatedtlle feedbaok ...... and definitely got it.
From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
To: Ogilvie! J
Sent: Fri Jun 1113:27:262010
Subject: Re: Checking In

Thanks.
From: Ogilvie, J
To: Russo, Frank M (\NTP); Walker( David
Cc: Weaver, Craig
Sent: Fri Jun 1113:23:292010
Subject: Re: Checking in

Goodl

BTvYJ I spoke to JeITWadsworth (balelle) 011 monday. Gave"him the background and lold him we need pnn} support
'flot individual backtracking.

From: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
To; Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Cc: Weaver, Craig
Sent: Fri Jun 1113:17:432010
Subject: Re: Checking in
Myler wasJust on VTC with project and SRNL non newtonian review team. He is doing WTP work. I have a meeting
with Ashely Monday (after Poneman visit) to discuss his and Craigs travel.
From: Ogilvie, J
To: Russo, FrankM (\NTP); Walker, David
Cc: Weaver, Craig
Sent: Fri Jun 1113:04:302010
Subject: Re: Checking in

I just saw Craig Myler walk by my window so you need to really make sure he's working WTP.
Thanks for the update. I agree with your last point.
If you have time I'll give u a call when I'm heading home.

Scott

BNI00003902
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From: Meyer, Perry A
Sent: Fri Jun 11 16:04:032010
To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT -- Clarification
Importance: High

Thanks for the head's up- No call from him
Do you know when they are delivering their findings?
Perry
On 6/10/10 4:34 PM, "Tamosaitis, Walter" <wltamosa@bechte1.com> ""Hote:
PerryI ran into Bill and he started talking about how
the scaling for non-Newtonian tanks had changed.
I tried to explain it to him and then sent him
this. He is overwhelmed with all the info he has
heard.
Anyway, ifhe calls you, you will know why.
Your buddy--

W
-----Original Message----From: 'Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Thursday, June 10,20103:14 PM
To: 'bill.wilmarth@srnl.doe.gov'
Subject: llYIPORTANT -- Clarification
Importance: High
BillThe equation of Perry's you showed me is for settling solids in a
non-Newtonian AFTER you scale the yield
stress. This is his theoretical approach. It has
yet to be proven. He and Art Etchells discussed it.
So for a non-Newtonian with no settling solids, to get equal cavern
height you scale the PJM velocity using an exponent of zero (factor of
l),ie, velocity at small scale = velocity at full scale.
For a non-Ne"wtonian with settling solids you would scale the yield
stress as he indicates and then scale the velocity using .33.
Got all that!?! I suggest getting him back if your team is confused.
W
-----Original Message----From: Meyer, Perry A [mailto:perry.meyer@pnl.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 20,20107:56 AM
To: Tamosaitis, Walter; Damerow, Frederick (WGl); Tmax, John; Barnes,
Steven M (WGI)

BNI00085430
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Cc: Kurath, Dean E; Minette, Michael J
Subject: Rc: Non-Newtonian Test Rees

On5/20/l0 7:54 AM, "Meyer, Perry A" <perry.meyer@pnl.gov> wrote:
> Attached is the draft letter on non-Ne,vtonian scaling for you review
> prior to the meeting.
> Thanks,
> Perry

>
> ------ Original Appointment
>
> From: wltamosa@bechte1.com

>
> When: 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM May 20,2010
> Subject: Updated: Non-Ne\\tonian Test Recs
> Location: MPF Lobby

>
> Time change due to conflict brother Meyer has.

>
>
>
> ------ End Of Original Appointment

>

BNI00085431
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From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Wed Jun 16 18:00:372010
To: Robinson, Michael K (WTP); Gay, William (URS)
Cc: Ashley, Gregory
Subject: RE: Latest PNNL Draft
Importance: Normal

Based on Illy discussions with Greg, below is the note I plan 10 sent to WaH to document our direction relative to this
issue. Need any comments ASAP.
Walt,
I want to be sure that if we are receiving it we follow our project review process for receiving technical reports from
suppliers based on the scope of work we provided to them. I also want to be sure we are not spending money for
something we don't need. We have a basis for the non-Newtonian work in the testing that was performed, the vessel
analysis and process control analysis that was performed, and now the results and recommendations of the
independent review team. This should be sufficient basis for closure wlo the need for more testing and negates the
need for the subject document from PNNL. At this point, the project direction is to receive the draft letter report with
no further work from PNNL. The project ""ill review the PNNL draft letter report.
Richard
-----Original Message----From: Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Sent: Tuesday, June 15,20103:20 PM
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGT); Ashley, Gregory

Subject: FW: La(est PNNL Draft
This is what I sent to Bill. ~lik:e
-----Original Message----From: Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Sent: Tuesday, JlU1e 15,2010 1:53 PM
To: Gay, William (URS)
Subject: FW: Latest PNNL Draft
Bill, attached is a draft of the PNNL study to support potential Non Nevvtonian testing. Please read the last
paragraph carefully.... as I read it, we asked them to help up put together a test plan and they provided us with a
document that says we can't provide you what you want without additional testing and data. As far as I am
concerned we wasted our money and should not spend any more to get a final report .... your thoughts?? Mike
-----Original Mcssage----From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Monday, June 14,2010 3:27 PM
To: Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Subject: FW: Latest PNNL Draft
I have read it. Russell has read it. If issued to us it will cause significant problems with the current Newtonian
vessels.

-----Original Message----From: Edwards, Richard E (WGT)

A-000075
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Sent: Monday, June 14, 2010 1:50 PM
To: Robinson,. Michael K (WTP); Kcuhlcn, Phillip; Daniel, Russell
Subject: FW: Latest PNNL Draft
I have not ready the latest version, but I assume from Walt's remarks below that PNNL has a different view on Poreh.
-----Original Message----From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Monday, June 14,2010 10:17 AM
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGT)
SUbject: Latest PNNL Draft
Attached is the latest. Sorry for sending you the wrong one. This has PNNLs view on Poreh in it.
Again, this report represents their thoughts on HLP-27 testing should we have to do it.
We can get Perry over here to discuss it if you want.
W

A-000076
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From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Wed Jun 1621 :38:462010
To: Robinson, Michael K (WTP); Gay, William (URS); Ashley, Gregory
Subject: Fw: Latest PNNL Draft
Importance: Normal

Fyi.
----- Original Message ----From: Tamosaitis, Walter
To: Edwards, Riehard E (WGI)
Sent: Wed Jl111 16 17:30:322010
Subject: RE: Latest PNNL Draft
10-4. This was not for M3 closure.
No testing or further work is planned.
W
-----Origiual Message----From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Wednesday, June 16,20102:26 PM
To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Subject: RE: Latest PNNL Draft
Walt,

I want to be sure that if we are receiving it we follow our project review process for receiving technical reports from
suppliers based on the scope of work we provided to them. Talso want to be sure we are not spending money for
something we don't need. We have a basis for the non-Newtonian work in the testing that was performed, the vessel
analysis and process control analysis that was performed, and now the results and recommendations of the
independent review team. This should be sufficient basis for closure wlo the need for more testing and negates the
need for the subject document from PNNL. At this point, the project direction is to receive the draft letter report with
no further work from PNNL at this time. The project will review the PNNL draft letter report.
Richard
Richard Edwards
Chief Process Engineering Manager
Process Engineering & Tec1mology Department Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) Project
MPF.2.E221
MS4-E2
office: 509-371-3579
cell: 509-392-9506

-----Original Message----From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2010 8:37 AM
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Subject: RE: Latest PNNL Draft
RichardTIns sounds a bit like: "I don't like what it says so it shouldn't be issued". Certainly that is not the message. That

BNI00000558
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would not sit well with many. 1 don't think you want your name associated "yith that.
Gay asked that we prepare for a HLP-27 NN test.
PNNL was chartered to give us input on all aspects.
That is what they have done. We (WTP) can choose to do what we want with it as Engr has with Dickey's report.
What they put into vessel assessments is up to Engr.
Also, the opinions (I don't think they are opinions) are no different than those expressed by Keuhlen et aI, in his
writeup on NN testing. He has "no" data at a11to support that paper so it is essentially extrapolation and opinion.
Let's discuss.
W
-----OriginaI Message----From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Tuesday, June 15,20108:06 AM
To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Subject: Re: Latest PNNL Draft

TIus wi11need to be reviewed by the project prior to issue, this is especially important If we keep the recently added
sections with opinions that I mentioned below. At this point I don't sec a reason to spend the money to review and
issue it.
----- Original Message ----From: Tamosaitis, Walter
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Man Iun 14 19:48:332010
Subject: Re: Latest PNNL Draft
Yes. Who knows what the fuhrre will hold. It also confinns the NN testing.

----- Original Message ----From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Mon Jun 14 18:22:042010
Subject: RE: Latest P"N"'NL Draft

TIus newer version has a lot of "opinions" about items on the current Ne'wtonian program including scaling bottom
clearing and scaling pump dovVIl.
Given that we don't intend to do additional testing of the non-Newtonian vessels under Newtonian fluid conditions,
why do we still need this letter analysis from PNNL ?

-----Original Message----From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Monday, June 14,2010 10:17 AM
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Subject: Latest PNNL Draft
Attached is the latest. Sorry for sending you the wrong one. This has PNNLs view on Poreb in it.
Again, this report represents thcir thoughts on HLP-27 testing should we have to do it.
We can get Perry over here to discuss it uyou want.
W

A-000078
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From: Graves, William (WTP)
Sent: Man Jun 1415:31:292010
To: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Cc: Hazen, Haukur R; Tamosaitis, Walter
Subject: RE: Non-Newtonian Vessel Scaling I Perry Meyer draft
Importance: Normal
Richard,
Walt has the draft and will respond to you.
Bill
Wm. L. (Bill) Grave:;, Jr.
WTP R&T Subcontract Coordinator
Phone (509) 371-3363 Ce1l430-2204

mailto :wlgravcs@,bcchtcl.com

From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Sahlrday, June 12,201010:30 AM
To: Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Hazen, Haukur R
Cc: Tamosaitis, Walter; Robinson, Michael K (WTP); Daniel, Russell
Subject: Non-Newtonian Vessel Scaling
Importance: High
Steve / Hazen,
During the non-Ne,vtonian Vessel Independent Review Team meetings last week, we asked Perry Meyer ofPNNL to
answer questions that the team had concerning the non-Nevvtonian vessel scaling done by PNNL in report
WTP-RPT-1l3 issued in March 2005. Perry answered their concerns but also provided a partial draft of a "letter" that
appears to be addressed to WTP, specifically, Mr Hazen. The draft letter from Perry maintains, consistent with
WTP-RPT-113, that for non-Newtonian vessel scaling and for the scale factors of interest to us, testing at a smaller
scale with 12 m/s (WTP design velocity) is conservative with respect to full scale. But the draft letter also, was trying
to improve the scaling correlations related to HID and yield reynolds number.
A couple of questions:
A) Has this letter been provided officially to WTP ?
B) Are we paying for this work or is Perry doing this on his own nickel ?
C) Do we have any doubts with the statement "testing at a smaller scale with 12 mls (WTP design velocity) is
conservative ""ith respect to full scale" for the non-Newtonian range of operation?
D) Do we believe an improved scaling correlation is necessary to support vessel assessments [or the non-Newtonian
range of operation ?
For questions C&D, I am only asking about non-Nevvtonian operation in the range of 6Pa to 30Pa yield stress.
Thanks,
Richard

BNI00085440
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From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Tue Jun 1522:34:262010
To: 'Meyer, Perry A'
Cc: Damerow, Frederick (WGI)
Subject: FW: HLP27 letter
Importance: Normal
Attachments: RPP-MOA-PNNL-00507 scaling drafCrev2.doc
The letter with my changes. No tech items.
My changes are aimed at smoothing.
If you are OK with it, mod it, and issue.

W
-----Original Message----From: Meyer, Perry A [mailto:perry.meyer@pnl.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 15,2010 12:23 PM
To: Kurath, Dean E; Minette, Michael J; Tamosaitis, Walter; Damerow, Frederick (WGI); Barnes, Steven M (WOI)
Subject: HLP27 letter
Letter attached
Please provide final comments- I'll then take care of them, remove the disclaimer, and get it issued as soon as possible
which should be today
I have meetings for the next couple of hours so I won't see email
Perry
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Scaling "Bottom Clearing"
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As part of this review,_ the '~'TP elfganizat161l feqt1e3ted that '" e leek at bottom clearing scaling F~
reviewed to frft:€l-determine if the current scaling approaches used during the phase 2 Newtonian
PJM testing would be applicable to the proposed nNon-Newtonian testing. This was reviewed
because the prior non-~ewtonian testing did not include off bottom suspension of settling particles.
Also non-Newtonian materials exhibit both a yield stress and shear strength which are not present
in Newtonian materials.
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The WIP M3 Test Program has utilized a "bottom dearing" mixing mode for testing with noncohesive sinmlants. In this mode, il1.dividual jets (or small groups of jets) are operated to create
clearing patterns on the bottom of the vessel. A velocity scale exponent of 0.18 has been used for
these tests. l~sing a scale-up exponent of 0.18 allows the I}Ms to be operated at higher velocity in
the small-scale test vessel than using a value of 0.33, thus improving the observed clearing behavior.
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If the pfejeet .. i5h~s te For determinitlg· =mnine bottom clearing velocities, we suggest the =me
scaliJ::lg approach presented previously in this letter that is. f. Nflff.telf, the use of ~a velocity
scale-up exponent of 0.33 together with a properly scaled yield stress. This approach will result in a
lower scaled test nozzle velocity and the results will be more conservative than if a scale up
exponent of 0.18 is used. Even with this approach caution is in order and marginal mi.xing results
should be avoitled due to uncertairlly with how the "boUom clearing" phenomt!l1on ::;cale~.
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Out primary concern is that use of the 0.1 fl scale exponent for "bottom dearing" could lead to nonconservative test results. _The basis of these concerns are outlliled here:
The origin of the 0.18 scale-up exponent is apparently the '"vork of Poreh (1967), who measured the
floor shear stress from a high-speed air jet impinging normally to a flat plate as a function of jet
velocity, nozzle diameter, and radial distance. TIle tests '"vhere carried out for a fairly small range of
jet Reynolds numbers. The data were then correlateclnon-dimenslonally. Prom this correlation, for a
given jet velocity and nozzle size, the £loor shear stress versus radial distance can be obtained. By
performing the thought experiment of equating the Aoor shear 5tl'ess to a "critical bed >:hear stress"
of a seciin.lent, one can estimate the zone of influence (ZOI) of a thin solids layer of a given critical
shear stress for erosion. "W'hen this is done, it is found that the velocity must scale up with an
exponenL of 0.18 Lo achieve the same ZOI/ d.
\'Je are concerned about the applic:1bility of the Poreh correlation to bottom clearing in l~JM-mixed
vessels with I Ianford waste for the following reasons:
•

•

The Poreh data was generated from efrlf applies te steady-state clearing patterns. :::Vianyof
the conditiuns in JYG le!:lLing !:luggesL Lransienl clearing palLerns. The scale-up uf the LransienL
clearing is unanalyzed.
The data are from re ertiy- "flI5IieaJ5±e te nonnal jet impingement onwi:4:h-a flat surface. 'lhe
PJM jets include angled and normal impingement. de nat .;e.fl:e.xftll; impta,'Se nafmsl fUf the
, C:3el bottom.

This preliminary data is provided at BNI's request. Since PNNL has not performed the required technical
and QA reviews, this data is provided as advanced, unverified information.

'.""
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•

•

•

The data are- derived from anly itJ5f-iliettble re Newtonian fluid ~jets. TIle effect of
significant solids loadings and and/or non-Ne\'vtonian rheology can ~impact the floor
shear stress.
The applicability of a floor-shear/ critical shear stress type model developed from singlephase measurements is limited to the incipient motion of thin solids layers.
The applicability of thc model appcars gcncrally is-limited to urufo= thickness solids layers.
With ~JM operation, each jet (or group of jets) pushes solids near adjacent jets (forming
sludge banks), settlng a new initial condition for each !Snee those jets operatlone.
The <tl'plieabi:licy- of tLe model appears generallv to applv ~to situations where there
is no solids deposition! refillsettl-ffig e..ek jento the cleared area between or during pulses.
M3 tests with broad particle size distributions have continued deposition during jet
operation.
The model does not address temporal cohesive effects of the settled sediment layer. Actual
waste, once settled between pulses, "rill develop a shear strength that ll1.CreaSes with time,
W'hile this shear strength may be small, even a small amount of cohesion can affect the offbottom suspension characteristics of the sediment, and hence affect the Z01. Since small
scale testing involves much shorter re-fill times, full-scale operation wtlH:ikely-~exhlbit
larger cohesive forces in. the settled layers.
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In addition lo the limitations previously slated, there is also a lJuesLion regarding the vdue of the
scale-up exponent obtained by Poreb.. A sinlllar correlation presented in. Rajaratman (1~76) gives a
scale-up exponent of 037_ Also, a correlation of the 'MCE Annex test data reported in Thomson
(2010) gives a scale-up exponent in the range of - 0.9 -1.0 (see Attachment 2). \\'1111e this value
appears exceedingly high, it further brings into question the use of 0.18 for bottom clearing.
Hence. given the uncertillnty in published values of floor shear stress scale dependence~
assumption that the fluidic mechanisms of movement and particle lift can be clearly separated. and
the limitations of applying fluid-only jet results to the solid/liquid flO,\15 in the 'X'TP vessels, the use
of a lit scale-up exponent of 0.18 for "botton1 clearing" observations is not recommended however
we understand t:Jat other infomlarlOI1 may exist that when combined could support the use of the
0.18 exponent. ,:--Due to the complexities assoc.iated with non-NC'>vi:oruan material testing wWe
suggest using the 5ftffl-e--scaling approach presented previously in this letter; a velocity scale-up
exponent of 0.33 together with a scaled (reduced) yield stress.

?if,t.~:;
This preliminary data is provided at Bm's request. Since PNNL has not performed the required technical
and QA reviews, this data is provided as advanced, unverified informaiiol1_
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From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Thu Jun 1720:05:572010
To: Edwards, Richard E (WG/); Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Cc: Damerow, Frederick (WGI); Graves, William (WTP); Truax, John; Barnes, steven M (WGI)
Subject: PN N L NN Test Considerations Letter
Importance: Normal
Even though we heavily edited Uris leller and I feel it would be
vie"ved as only one opinion on complex subject, I have asked
PNNL to hold it and not issue it pending the determination
of the NN test. The letter contains info we need for a NN test such
as how to scale the yield stress and what rheology levels should
be tested. If we go forward 'with the test, we can then have it issued
as we really don't need it until then.

W
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From: Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Sent: Thu Jun 17 16:35:242010
To: French, Robert (WGI); Daniel, Russell; Bames, steven M (WGI); Keuhlen, Phillip; Duncan, Garth M;
Tamosaitis, Walter
Cc: Edwards, Richard E (WGI};Ashley, Gregory; Russo, Frank M (WTP); Gay, William (URS)
Subject: FW: Friday meeting re: M3
Importance: Normal
As you can see from the email below we are going to have to make a presentation to ORP/Contractor
Senior Management on our status of M-3 and why we should be able to close It. Everyone should start
thinking of the key paints we want to make and discuss. We'll schedule a meeting later to start developing.
thanksf Mike ....send this to anyone I missed.

From: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Sent: Thursday, Jurie 17, 20109:15 AM
To: Ashley, Gregory; Robinson, Michael K (WTP)
Cc: Tornow, Betty
Subject: FW: Friday meeting re: M3

Fee is in play in a big
way. We can recommend scale test. It is outside of M3. Let's meet tomorrow or Monday the latest.

We need to meet on this ........ We will have to present our position on M3 next week,

From: Knutson, Dale E [mailto:Dale_E_Knutson@RL.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 17, 20109:06 AM
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Cc: Noyes, Delmar L; Brown/ Thomas M; Klein, Keith A; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: Friday meeting re: M3

Hi Shirley,

Finally had a chance to close with Frank: this morning regarding your question to me on ENI' s readiness
to discuss an 1v13 technical recommendation tomorrow, Frank and I both agree that we are not ready
for tomorrow but that early next week would be appropriate (Iues/wed) , lfwe can reschedule
accordingly that would be helpful
Sorry for the delay
Dale
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From: Knutson, Dale E
Sent: Mon Jun 21 16:01:472010
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); Chung, Dae
Cc: Ogilvie, J; Ashley, Gregory; Walker, David; Triay, Ines
Subject: RE: M3
Importance: Normal

Hi Dae,
I appreciate the proactive questions and response from Frank. There have been a significant series of conversations
and technical interchanges taking place regarding this topic. To date, these interchanges have been singular
meetings that address discrete technical topics. When wc sec the fully integrated package from BNI/URS and have a
chance to agree with the conclusions and the integrated thoughts regarding this approach we will be in a position to
agree or disagree with the finished product. While I personally think Frank is dead on, we have yet to see the
integrated solution set. Until we do, decisions and discussions by email need to remain focused on status and
information exchange to prevent misperceptiolls and misunderstandings.
Thanks for your help in keeping all the pieces moving in one direction.
Dale

-----Original Mcssage----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) [mailto:frusso@Bechtel.com]
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2010 8:42 AM
To: Chung, Dae

Cc: Ogilvie, J~ Ashley, Gregory; Walker, David~ Knutson, Dale E~ Triay, Ines
Subject: RE: M3
Good morning Dae,
Newtonian vessels analyses are complete and we have received ORP
comments on all of the Ne"Yvtonian vessels. We are closing these comments
from ORP and will complete Nevvtonian papenvork before 6/30. We will
close M 3 on or before 6/30.
The re"isited Non Nevvtonian questions are also wrapped up from BNIIURS
perspective as Design Authority. We have a report from SNRL that
recommends that we use the ample capabilities of the WTP process to
never allow our Non Ne\vtonian vessels to go to into a Nevvtonian
condition. SRNL's operating experience is clear that by controlling
rheology we never come close to the shearing event that some predict.
DWPF has comparable rheology controls to WTP and the SRNL team is very
comfortable holding yield stress above 6 pascals. They strongly
recommended that our operating requirement stay at or above 6 pascal. We
agree with this position.
Also, although PPNL (Mike Kluse and Teny Walton) has not stayed current
with recent non newtonian events, Mike Kluse has asked Walton to get up
to speed this week and they see no reason why they would disagree with
the SRNL rheology argument. We expect a positive or at worst a neutral
position by PNNL on non newtonian and they have agreed to work directly
with Greg Ashley and the TOe to document operating protocols to control
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rheology in the feed and plant.
The BN1IURS design authority position is that Non Nc\-vtonian needs to be
bound with a lower value of 6 pascal and that we will have the operating
protocols to maintain that yield stress. Those protocols are known and
understood. Under that control, non neV\'tonian will also re-close next
week even though it was previously closed several years ago.
The only remaining academic issue is 'scale up'. While we expect some
resistance on non newtonian reclosure, we expect significant angst
regarding scale up for newtonian conditions. (Remember the 2004 testing
for non newtonian was already at half scale). Our engineers and
scientists do not believe newtonian scale up is necessary. However, in
anticipation of scale testing being the next area of concern by external
regula Lors, we are evaluaLing 4 future options for a scale test.
Ashley is certain that doing an integrated scale test with truly
representative simulants will demonstrate that WTP vessels mix better
than the M3 closure documentation demonstrates. This because all
newtonian simulants were conservative and it was this conservatism that
drove the non newtonian debate.
Scale testing is currently being evaluated lU1der 4 scenario's .... option
l ... during cold commissioning use a commission protocal that proves
mixing. This is our preferred option but may be deemed too late by those
who will demand proof before the plant is completed. Option 2 .... Using
the 10' tank that was used for previous non newtonian testing in 2004.
We still have this vessel. This would generate a 3rd scale data point
(bench, 4' and 10') but again may leave skeptics with questions that
would only be answered at full scale 3) setting up a test \-"ith a UFP
vessel before installation. We can do this test at the site before we
install the vessel. This would probably satisfy all parties and fully
answer internal geometry questions that scale testing answers but not to
everyone's (extemal groups) satisfaction. 4) Using TOe physical assets
to run a scale up test.
Again, BNIIURS does not think this is necessary to complete the design
and construction. We \-vill therefore proceed with final design and
conS'1mction without additional testing. However, a scale up could be
useful to future plant operators understanding of the control system
processes and protocols for rheology control and batch mixing
management
Our confidence is such that we would not start any of this scale testing
for at least a year. It will take that long to agree on simulants and
test protocols and to work with TOe to set up the required test stand.
There is no scenario with appropriate rheology control in which vessels
internals would change as a result of a scale test. The results would
simply establish the operating conditions that would require use of heal
dilution and or removal capabilities that we now building into the
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plant.
Frank

-----Original Message----From: Chung, Dae [mailto:Dae.Chung@em.doe.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2010 5:25 AM
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Ogilvie, J
Subject: Re: M3
Frank,
Any update to this ... What is the 6/30 outlook for M3 closure? Thanks.
Dae
----- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso(~;Beehte1.com>
To: Chung, Dae
Cc: Ogilvie, J <sogilvie@)3echtel.com>
Sent: Tue Jun 08 10:44:522010
Subject: RE: M3
Dae,
We have made our case vvithin BN! and DRS and have Bechtel Fellow Craig

Mylar (Bechtel corporate Fellow) and Tom Patterson endorsement. This
week an independent review team is at WTP to also endorse the position.
This is the visit that has the DNFSB staff so interested. We have
already worked this visit through Paul Deason who is SRNL lab director.
This team is led by SRNL and has representatives from ORNL, LANS, Dupont
and INL. PNNL is not on the team. I have met with Knudson on this
obvious absence and T have a meeting scheduled with Mike Kluse today to
ensure that PNNL understands that we now need to benefit of the 10 years
of study and $200 million of intellectual investment that we have made
with this local national lab. Dale (while nceding to recluse himself)
understood the need.

Also, now that vye have Dale's knowledge and right after my Kluse
meeting, Scott is standing by to discuss this with Wadsworth, CEO of
BaUelle. We decided 1.0 wait unlil Tworked the subject with Dale and
Kluse. As I mentioned in the past, when Kluse tv-rote his letter to the
other lab directors, he seemed not to be fully aware of just how much
WFO his lab has completed for \VTP. Before Scott has to take the issue to
Wadsworth, we want PNNL local leadership to have already concluded that
PNNL endorsement is the appropriate outcome of 10 years of effort.
Frank
-----Origina1 Message----From: Chung, Dae [mailto:Dae.Chung@em.doe.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Jlme 08, 2010 5:53 AM
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To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Ogilvie. J
Subject: M3

Frank,
Have you made the case for M3 with sufficient endorsement from PNNL?
Tltx,

Dae

BNI00000745
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From: Meyer, Perry A
Sent: Tue Jun 22 19:12:032010
To: Tamosaitis, Walter
Cc: Kurath, Dean E; Minette, Michael J
Subject: HLP27 Potential Testing Recommendations
Importance: Normal
Attachments: RPP-MOA-PNNL-00507.doc
Walt,

The final version of the letter is attached. A signed copy will be formally transmitted later today or tomorrow.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide this input on the potential testing.
Perry
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From: Tamosaitis, Walter
Sent: Thu Jun 2413!42:01 2010

To: Gay,William (U RS)
Subject Re: Tech Issues
Importance: Normal

Will do. Agam the 2010 items are in draft (rough-rough) form. Will be better by ne:-..i: week. Tks.

w
From: Gay, William (URS)
To: Tamosaltis, Walter
Sent: Wed Jun 2319:30:222010
Subject: RE: Tech Issues

Walt,that is quite a list you sent me of loose ends. I would apprecIate ifYOll could come see me nex1week for two
hours and we go down the list Some of my questions w111 be:
1.The items that have n Prime Owner-do thoy agree and is it in a tracking system unde.r their name?
2.What does the symbols under "Status" mean?
3. Whnt does High Priority mean?
Thank you for providing 111e list,

William W. Guy ill
Assistant Project Oirector

Qualil¥. Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389

From: Tamosaitis. Walter
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 201 0 1:50 PM
To: Pegram. Linda (WGl); Gay, Willinm (URS)
Subject: Tech Issues
.
BillAU.aclted is a drnn orthe revised issues list I1ml you discussed
in your staff meeting. The 2010 issues 'were identified in thls
yeats meeting and the ones below arc :from lust year. It gives
you an idea of tech issues that may exist.
TllOUg11t you might want to look at it as you think about startup
and commissioning and do planning. There is n lut tl1nt cnn be done
to improve our startup perfonnance and fee making capability.
Linda - pIs print this out in lnrge ellougl1 £Ont so that it is rendable.
Bill ~ You on1yneed to look at columns C, D, nnd E to get an idea.
The other columns are numbering and details.
Tks.
Walt
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CRESP Letter Report 7 - FAR DRAFT
Do not distribute, quote or cite
June 24, 2010

June

2010

Ms. Shirley Olinger, Manager
U. S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450 MSIN: H6-60
2440 Stevens Center Place
Richland, W A 99354
RE: CRESP Review Team Letter Report 7
Dear Ms. Olinger:
The CRESP Review Team 1 for issues related to the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) has been asked to
provide on-going support to the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of River Protection (ORP)

through review of the technical resolution by DOE and its contractors of several of the External
Flowsheet Review Team (EFRT) major issues. This letter report addresses the EFRT issue M-3 Pulse
Jet Mixer (PlM) performance, stated as
'
"Issues were identified related to mixing system designs that will result in insufficient
mixing and/or extended mixing times. These issues include a design basis that discounts
the effects of large particles and of rapidly settling Newtonian slurries. There is also
insufficient testing of the selected designs." Comprehensive Review 0/ the Hanford
Waste Treatment Plant Flowsheet and Throughput, CCN 132846, Page v. (See
CCN 132846 for a complete presentation of the issue.)
The scope of this review is to evaluate responses to the EFRT M-3 and related pulse jet mixing
concerns with respect to closure oflVf-3, remaining uncertainties and risks, and recommendations for
future actions to reduce uncertainties and risks.
The M-3 closure criteria have been defined by ORP as (24590-WTP-PL-ENG-06-0013, Rev 003):
1. P JM vessel mixing requirements are currently documented in
24590-WTP-ES-PET-08-002 (Determination o/Mixing Requirements/or
Pulse-Jet-Mixed Vessels in the Waste Treatment Plant). The PlM vessel mixing
requirements are updated following completion of the PIM technology testing and
analysis program required to support closure ofEFRT Issue M-3, Inadequate PIM
Mixing.
File: {FILENAlvIE \* 11ERGEFORMAT}
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CRESP Letter Report 7 - FAR DRAFT
Do not distribute, quote or cite
June 24, 2010

during a DBE, "The top layer is a gas-saturated Newtonian layer, where gases generated in the liquid
layer are assumed to be released into the headspace and swept away by the headspace purge/exhaust.
'Any gas found in the liquid waste is considered transient and is not considered as trapped or retained
gas'''. This neglects the possibility that gas can be trapped on small particles (micron to sub micron) that
remain in suspension during a DBE. It is possible that bubbles can attach to the surfaces and even create
enough buoyancy to maintain the particles in suspension.
Criterion 9 (10)
There is considerable concern that the basis for scale-up has not been validated with near full-scale
testing using a vessel configuration prototypic ofWTP vessels, nor over the operating range of any
single vessel (See Appendices C and F).
Furthermore, there is considerable concern about the sampling procedure used to monitor the process
and the ability to use these samples for process control (IaP-27A).

Summary and Overall Evaluation
Overall, the Review team recognizes the substantial progress that DOE and BNI have made in
understanding PJM vessel performance since the CRESP Letter Report 6 (December 2009).

Furthermore, vVTP represents a first of a kind application ofPlM vessels because of the vessel size and
waste characteristics. There are several important PJM vessel design uncertainties and definitions of
operating requirements that remain, including revision of the criticality controls, validation of scale-up
relationships for PJM zone of influence, integrated validation of vessel performance, recovery from a
DBE, and viable sampling strategies that result in PIl\II vessel performance and programmatic risks. The
greatest risk is that the actual Z01 during WTP operations is smaller than predicted by the current
design basis and therefore solids accumulation may require more frequent cleanout than predicted.
Experimental programs that validate scaling relationships for the ZOI and the integrated vessel
performance at full-scale or near full-scale systems are needed. However, none of these uncertainties
fundamentally indicate that WTP will not function provided that there is enough flexibility in PJM
operation, although resolution of these issues may result in the pretreatment process operating at lower
waste throughput rates than currently proj ected.
We hope you find these comments helpful in your evaluation and are available to discuss any questions
you may have regarding this review.
Sincerely,
CRESP team signatures (Kosson, Gekler, Powell, Sandler)

Attachments: Appendices A-F
File: {FILENAME \* :MERGEFORMAT }
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Pacific Northwest
NA'nOi',,rp,L LABDRII<.TORY
Tet;

(OO9~

Fax;

(509) 375~2550

375·-4373

9..t;!J1!Q!l..'be\1i'f!'la'l1@[ln~.gov

June 25} 2010

Mr. r:-:.fuulrur R. l-L1Zen
Bechtd National Inc.
2435 Stevens C'e.nter Place~ N!SIN!H4-D2
Richland,WA 99352

WTJPlRPP-MOA·PM'-1L-Q0507

Dear NIr. Hazen:
SUbCo17ttrJlct: No" 24590"QL"lIC'~ \'VA49"OOOCll P'roject No., 55753 (W","~ 028) l"ei'!:t
Comidlera.tions for the Potet~.l Engineering-Scale HLp·,27 Test
j

The purpose of uris letter is to. summarize some key factors to be considered for the potentia]
engmeelmg scale BLP-27 testing in support of the !vO PJM pmgr,1i,m. The review W.lS pe:rfonned at
dle h~\Sic rese~'u't:h qualitY'ilSsu:r.u1t:etechnolo,gy Ilevei,

Il1troductio 111
As requested by BNI~PE 11)~R&rj thi') letter provides guidance on testin.g considerations for the
potential t~ngineering-sca1e. testing of vessel }·n:. P·,27" At the time of tIns request it L'i not Imown if
this testing wi'll be' requited.. l':Iowcvet, in preparation for that. pote11tial testlng;; this n~vie"w
comments 01] $~mu];ants, $caHng"air sprurring~ test. pro[Ocoli, and (est mea...<;ure:n'Jerlts. Abo the sCi:J.ling
of flll!Ong '\,rith c,ohesive" settling; slurrie-s d.1:l~, ~~;dllbit bm:h a Bin.gh~·Ull p,iastic~type noo··Nev;rtouk'tn
rheology and!,lxger partides that: can sttatifyor
under t.he fo.rce of gravity· is teVlewe& The
scaling basis o.f the previous ,[101],-Ne'\\'1:onian Test Progr.ml (2003,,2005) is revI,e'W'ed and updated.
Phase 1 result.') fron1 the Mli Test Program for .mixing non~cohe$:ive solids are reviewed and applied
to the ctu-rent problem. A brief discussion of air sparger scaling is atso presented.. Also induded ate
rec.orrunendatiol1S for scaling «<bottom dea:nng" ;[nd pump-doiwn in ,the potelllnal tests.
1

B:.1sics Scaled Testing with P'mse Jet l\1ilix:,ers
Scaled testing shCI1lJld employ georneuic siI):1i1~td.ty for ail ke,y 1I1:1bdng system features. \1rith geometric
similarity; ilnponant length scales, L, ;<rre reduced by the scale f:''lcmr:! SF in the test· scale model:

an

SF = LtiLs

(1)

where the suhscript'S Sand L l'e~erto smaU~sc~lle :and la,rge~sca]e respectively. Addiciomdly~ scaled
testing should empk,:y kinematic sirnilarity. Fot' pulse jet mixing, th~ implies dlai:the pulse volurlll:;~
fraction (PVr~) and duty cycle (DC) are the sarnc in both te~t·scale and ful1".sc~tle. ':r1-1e:se :lire deJi:ned.
as follows:

(2)
(3)
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where Vp is the total. pulse volume, Vref :is the vessel reference volunle, D is the vesse!d1ameter, tD is
the pulse drive time, and tc is. the pulse cycle time.

By matchiog these two parameters irrespective of the jet velocity; kinematic sITnilarity vrill be
preserved.
Scaled testing should also employ appropriate dynamic scaling. Byappropnate.l.we mean the
important or dominant dynamic processes. StrK."t dynamic sUnilarity is rarely achievable: because of
nlultipLe forces involved and prn<.,"'ticallimiitacions on the physical properties of test materhls. The

following sections p.oopose a method for addressing the important dyna.mic processes.

Scaled Testing with Non·Setrling1Non~Newtonian Slumes
An extensive· test program for the mixing of nOIl~Newtonian non-settling materials was conducted
for WfP in 2003-2005,. The \VIP' Non-Nc'Moruan Test Program established a conservative scaling
basis for resting P]M systems w~r.h non-settling, non-'Newtonian slurries (Bambe.rger 2005),
Non~sett]jng non~Ne'vtonian slurries

represent one important idealized limiting rheological behavior
of tJanfom waste at higher concentrntiom:. By non· settling we mean that actua.l. settling mtes are
VetJl slow compared to any important mixing or process tinne ~cale.
l.

1]le test program l"StabHs.hed that for Bingham plastic rheoJogy" the yie:ld Reynolds number (or yield
number) was the. important dynamic s.imilarity parameter gove1ning slurry mobilization and mixing
cavern fonnation. The yield Reynolds m. unbeT is defined as:
(4)

whel'e p is the dunydensity; 'f .is the yield ~tress (or shear s1:rengmh and u iq the jet velocrty.
'Ihe program demonstrated dIat. cOl1Servatr/e testre.sults would be obtained in small-scale testing if
the yield Reynolds number·-was: held constrult:
(5)

If the fluid de.nsity and yield stress were also constant, then the conservative scale law became:
(6)

The reason Eq. (6) gives COIl'ietyutive resultS is that the :iet ,Reynold') number is gre:atcr at large s:cale,
and the corresponding increase in turbuie,nce intensity results in greater mixing (greater slurry
mobilizationandl or increased cavenl size). The jet Reynolds number i<; given by
Re ..

:.

:=.

'p

ud

k

(1)

where k is the infinite shear consistency and d is the nozzle dlameter.
Trus effect was expe.r:imentaUy verified by testin.g a 4- PJM configuration at three. different test scales
with,t'iNO different simulants ..Figure 1 shows centraJ. tnixing cavem height of the central up-weD
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¥ersus yield Reynolds number measured in the three vessels for ]aponite. simulant (Bamberger et a1
2005). From the curve fits of the data it can be see.n that the cavern size increases with test scale.
From the data shown in Figure 1, as well as measurements of up-well velocity and surface
I<breakthrough,' it was established that the CODStmIt yieJd Re)'llolds number approach to sm:all settle
tests provided conservative l"'e!ml1i:s, To expticitky denlonstrnte the ,magnitude of the conservatism
the test cfata shown in Figure 1 cm be corre.lated with both yield Reynolds number and jet Reynolds
number to obtain
l

u
run _I)I ,,~j,r0
I.I C ID ::::: 0' • O'lS.""') I:I..... e' t 0.3'7 l,-ed

R2 =0.86

(8)

For constant .H;./D Eq. (8) giv,es the following scale relation
(9)

or
(10)

For constant slurrypIDperties Eq. (10) becomes
US /

'U ..- C1F(),\)1)
L-"

(11)

The original work consenrative1y assumed that for equal cavern. height in non-sett~:ng,
non-Ne"vtonian materials, the exponent in Equation 11 would be 0, giving the equivalent of Eq. (6).
The exponent of 0.09 provided by this analysis demon.strates the degree of consenrarlsln in jret
velocity used. in the prior scaled testing. :Fot example vnth a scale factor of-? (the nominal value
for vessel HLP~27 tested in the !vICE 43-inch vesse,n and. design velocltyof 12Jn/$, Eq. (11) suggests
that test-scale vel.oCil,"Y should be about 14.3 mI s. lIenee by testing :at 12m/s [using Eq. (~n a
conservatism of approxiwarely 20°1(1 in VI':locity wa.;; m:llnt.ained.
1
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Scaled Testitng '\Villi Settling" nom-Cohesive Stul1ies
In addition 'to Illon-Newtoni."ul behavior" :Hanford "tVaSte can also exhibit gravitational setiling;
be.oovi:01'. The WIP :M3 Pb41.~ 1 Test Program established a scaling basis for temng PJ1v'I s}'S'tent~
with Ne~rtonian, settling slunies (NIe}'ef 2009'). Se:tt1ing NewtOll,'litn :slurries represent <mother
important idealized linutir,Ig behavior of Hanforo v.rasteat rower $olldls concentrations. For
Newtonian settling behavior, particle sizes and dl.ensities are important! as are agglomerated particle
characteristics,
Paranlietllc [,estlng at three sca.1eswith YrulOlJS gi(:~o,metrie.s, operational pan:unerer.s!, ;and particle
established mat, the gn:vitarional sealing .number (0.1' power number) was (111 appro:rirrm:11:.
dynamic sirniltri:typardmewl' governing prutide nff-bottom suspension ,and vel:tic:.,j .solids
discribuuon1• The: settling Immber is defined. as:

p~openies

(.12)

Villere s: is t!i.e solid/liquid density ratio, g :is the gnrvitarion.'11 consumt, ~'11 is the s(J,Jids 'Ilolume.
fraccion~ D is the vessel dianlt>ter and 11, is th.e s{:~ttHng vdocity of the panicles. 111(': settling Ia?O
represents one measure of the power input to the vessel relative to power di~ipated by gravitational
l

settling~.

The pro'gnt.m deniOIJStl,"a.tc:d
similar test ':1es~~ts'Would be ("t)itallr~(~d in smaJIt,s1.,";'i;lle tc,sting if the
.seuling number wa.s held con:st.ant:
Nss =Nj;L

OJ)

For C:OI1Lstant s;lunypropettties~ Eq.
0,=0.33

(14)

TI1e scilin.g glY,en byEq. (13) was extenslve:d:ytLsed hrihe. WTI) for testing in the laterphases of the
N.r3 Test Prog:ram,. 'The M~3r p,h,we 1 Test Pl!'()gr.1m established ~11 be:st~fit-va1ue for tile scale-up
exponent o. =: 028 ± O..oS
ll'lfaSUrement of ,off-bottom slJ.'):pens;iDn ",vim non~cohesive ShmUb,flt""
f1f~nce Eq.
is c:on<Slstentwitb d1!e upper bound ()f what. v"..JS me;~sure.d~ I"Jowe"ver, there is :SrOm#~
indication
:absence of prototypic P]M refm. may have resulted in a reduct.ion in the value of
sc:ale.~up exponents. Th,e imp;;1.cto.f this non-' prototypic l:efiU on PJMperfom1<;lm::e and scale-up
exponent~ is discu,s:sed in lVleyer (2010). TI1e poten.tial impact ·o:f ncm-prototypic PJIYl operJ.tion on
scale. up exp<me:nt'5 has not been te,~ted.
Add:itionany~

for solids venita.11 di.lltribuuon (specificallymcin:nl.lll solids doud he,igh~)i' the rihase 1
testing found cr:'" 0..33 is reason.able for vdoc~ti{~S :near (at or slighdy above) the off~bottom

z

Data.fc;r of.f"botto. il.1: suspe:nsi.ou and so.1ids cklllJ.d hei~.h.t w.ere' correhu:ed bYVrulOlllSrIle'JlUs. The settling
parAnerter ~lpp:rorim.:ately represe:ms the m.easun:,d behavior;
A U1.ore complete form of dre s,(1:ti.ir:lg number ts pre!>'ented in Meyer (2,009) in Eq. (728) which acrount:5
for pulsation arld the ul.unber and siz.e of the ,P'ul$e jets.
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suspension value, I-Iowever" to obtain equal cloud heights aCross diffe:reo.t 'test sc:;ties r m
reasonably cOl1serva:nve value For scaling 'Velocities.
Sca,~ed Testing

Ct =

0.5 is a

with Cobesive) Settling Slurries

Real 'Waste generallyexhihitS botl1 gravitation'll settlin.g ~tOtd non-Newtcmj,an beMvk>r. Both
behaviors may be import.lDtl\! esp.e:ciaJ1y if mOOtlg !rystJem designs allow sib~flcaut solids stratification
\l;rhl:illl itl vessel Thepre'\i~m.1S te!:o1:ing with non- Newton:-lim uu'1tenals; and non.. coheswe gravitat.ional
s,,~tding :slurries involved cHfferent :scaling approl:lches in order to. match the impofUml: dynamic
processes. "Ihis se(:tk;1l 3dd:re,sses a scaling metbodo~ogy for l'Dix:ing pf(lb1eu:~ where both
non",NeMoman and gravitational processes are impo,-nant.

Por l1on-Ne'vton:ianrnixirt,g, the conservative scale law·ms derived f.rOll1 Eq. (5) which requires the
yield Reynolds number be l1:wntained at both scak:s. For gravitational settling) the scal,e law was
P:.t'Ov~ded by Eq. (13) which requires the settling number be mamu.llled at both scales.
For the mixed DO.D- Newtonian) settJIDg problert'4 it is reasclnable to .require bOoth CO'tllStruU yield.
I~'ynolds nwnber and settling number.1'v1ath~lmri.(,aJ:ly, Eq. (5) and Eq. (13) can be solved
:simultaneouslyomyif
$~1L~TYpropercies are aUo'Wed to change. In p:cinciple this couldinvulve
changing anycombinadon of consistency, particle: density~ set:t.ling velocitYj, or-yieki stress. A.Howing
the )'~e1d stress to change is a straightforward, choice since the previous no.n-Newtonian test progran'l
estabJis;hed. that yield stress <l,ud jet velocity were essemmJly intercharitge'lbIe.
Allowing for the yield str.ess

tC}

be scaled, Eq. (.5) ~lnd (14) results in the:
a =0.33
(15)
1~·· Q!, ~:::O.67

rh,~

s:caling in Eq. (IS) assumes the settling velocities are the same at botb scales. Although little .is
known ,about actual pa.rdcle s.ettling velocities in n{)n~'Nlitwtonian srurries~, in gene ral one expects the
settling vdodty to bea function of the yield stress (Tabuteau 2007) and 1.:,;onsiSl'ency~ However, hy
rtdut:ing the :yidd st.ress; (while holding consistency con$t;a.n,~) at small scale,
setdililg velocity
would irl:crease
should result in a slight cOJltserv::lltisrn in :srrJall-sc:ale
'r~lMe 1. provides ·examples of hmv full-scale yield stress values would be redu.t)t;:d. at small scale
<1.S:\11ming a geometric scale fac:t()r SF = 7. TIle con-esponding test-sca.le jet velotity(:orrespoudi.ng
'to afull~scale value of 12mls is 6.3m/s .

.3,

i\.I!lI alte,m~ve apprO'.ach to co:o:S1t:a.nt consio:;;r.CllCY itl.volve.'i scaling the tJI)nsi~l.erlcy't(.) keep, pal'tide
RCjl'llolds nuultbe.r (base,d ().f] particle: size :m.d settling 'velocit)'1 constant. l,k"tQI,lf,VCil\ it is then necess:aryto
scak the p,artide in I~)n:.k'$·mrunltain similarity. Ke'e.J.1ing the CCIIllSistf'ocy CClnst~ult 1.U,!;d. u.<;:i,ng a :scale law fO_f
velocity-and yield stn.$S is mi.)t1/: consistent with the gt!ueNillyaccepted: empiJl{:ai sc:;.'tling approach, and

a.cids a degree of CO~ll!ierv~1;tiStn in cii,at scnli.ug vl!:fm;id~~s s.llould be slightly higher t.hal'.1

ft~ll~scale

values.
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r-nible L Example.s of Scaled Yield Stress Values f()1' SF

fzi=

7' and a "'" 0.33

ScaIizlg Air SI).argetS
Scaling. reC()mmenaations Jor aiNipaIger operation for the scaled HLP-27 testing '\\till be prov-ided in
a sepamte tetter report (&lssat 2010). A few notes on :sparge :sc;lling are presented hCl"e"
The huik mixing induced by ~lir spazging has tli.VO main components. Firs:t, rhe sp~U'ge hubbles
themselves rise through the lo-wer jet-mixing cavern into the otl1envise stagnant material in the
upper part of the vessel. The t-ising gas in this l~ region of bubbles'~ (ROB) )~dds this upper matelial
and keeps it in .a. state of ~'1.gJtation. FUlther a:w.;lY frorn the ROB is a I~zolle of influence) (201)
'where lamil,lar do'wn-How ·e:xi'itS 'Where fluid and erltrnLlo'Jled partide$: ,are moved dov.rnwa,ro,. Hence"
the spargc;rs} U') ;1, eeltUn degre'e, ,lC't like individual.,air-fift circul~ltOrs.
In 'terms of particle t:raruP(ut~ the primatytra:nsport mechanisrn. is in the vlaJre of tbe bubble which
is a region ()f fluid which transpmts vertic.aUY'Vifith the bubble,~Ml:'IIterial around, the bubble is merely
displa.ced alii the bubhle passes by. Hence the sparge bubbles: in principle can imP·IT.)v·.e the ve.nical
distribution of so.lids.:However" the direct effect of the sparge bubbles on off-bott4'.)m .m.spensi()ft is
thOTlght to be ~)ma!Lvlith pOlssibly rninor ~ocal effects, neaJr'tbe' sparge nozzles.
"The scallng of air spargers is intriruicallynonlilleGu' ;lnd the principle. of ~eOmttric similarityi5~ m'.'Jt
prJ.cncaJ t() app~yas the sp~l.rge tubes and individ.ual air flow rate's become verysnmlL A reaS()11able
approach t;<:J spa,rge scaling involves attempting tiC match the superficial air flow rate (sparge flow
rate per unit :;;trea) while reducin.g the numbea' of sparge tubes,. Because.
bubble: e:xpamlcHl
tbe superficial air velocity in
fun-scale ve:s:sdvar:ies by about. ~\
of tvi/()o
the bottom, .of
the '\~esse[ (;tt'i:he spar6,e Jelcil".Zres;) to the wa1;i:De SU"ltace.f.ience it rrsreasonable to mat~ch some
vesst~l-average s1llperficial velocity. One reasonable' average is thatwbjch correspond.) to the same
sparge power per unit YOhU11e. The sparge power is dle power assoc18Jted with the expanding gas
bubbles, 'livhich is very much 1arg;er than ule ,P(Ywer associated with kinetmc energy of the air jets. A
deri,,"ation of sparge p'0~'em' per unit volume is :shown in Attachme,ut 1 of this ],ettfr report. For
nominal c(Jf1I:ditions, the am1l1:vsis: st'lggcm dut eq\w~ll power per v'otume liS ad:lle'ved whenlhe
s:upelficiaI velocity in the tesl~'sc:.1le (at sparger d(~:pth~' is about 300A" high.e:rthm in phmt. A Illore
conservative scaling approach is to match th~;s1.,lperfidal air'veic)cir,yat the sparge tube outlet.. This
approach results: in the lowest air How rate in. the: scaled test vessel.

l

Given die dlss.imilru:ities vrith sparge scaling it would be ptude'ut 'vo v::uy a,ir flow rates within at mntge
todetennine 'the sensitivity of observed soHds behavior.
Approac h to Simulant.~
Actual waste can exhibit both Newtonian gravitational settling behavior and uOll·Ne,vtonian
rheology. III general. non· Ne'\vtonian effects depend on COlflCentl1ltion in a non1inearway.
GraVI:tltlon,al effects cause solids tOo s:t:ratify~ increasing the concentratit'mID the lower pan of the
vesset Hence it is possible, if not llkely~ that a gl-adient. ID)!ield stress occurs. '11,l$ State i~ illustrated
in F:igure 3·, GeneraHy\ dle dependence of yield m;r:e$S on ooncell't:ratlon is non]inea,r,so that a linear
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concentration gradient results in a nonlinearyidd suess graclie:rn", 'W'ith pOtern:laHy large values of
yield stress at high concentration.

111

1

'I.

1.

•,
,.,
I,

I,
~i

I

"")
lCanon
J"J.- s:tmtl' f
(SOJOS

(f

Ii!

S{)me
soliid.sreadily:settle underthe
gravity. 'nlis 'would be the case for a
mixed state, also possibly for an unmlxed suspension consistt~ut with observations of actual
waste beh~viof',
'HIe iilcrease in yield stress as a funt:tion of solids concentration is strongly nonlinear. This
is illustrated in Figure 4,

Thi.s tjpe ()f settl~g; cohesive behavior is 110t well understoodl , and a sigt]ificant developnlental
activity would mre:!iy be l'e{'lWred to achieve propeJl.tics
with observc,d }-1ar.lfOI-d waste

behavior,

A. $,impler :SUl1'ogate for a settling cohesirve slUl.TY involves the usc ()f solnd JPa.rticles mixed with day
slurries. The day dun").. iii essentially rum-settling" and provides the- non~ Newtonian rheology:. The
p~U1icles .llre large en()Ughto seltlie. 'Whether a nErture of coh.eslvecb:y and !.Iorl,-cohesive partides
exhihit sufficie.nt n(m~linearyield stress dependence on con.ce:ntratiorJL is f.l:.m (;lear" 'Caution is in
order if these typ(~S of simu'lams are used exclusivdyfor testing.,

In de:s.igning a simple day/particle simulant that r.epres,tnts actual 'i'/v:,;\ste, [herte mus;t!be a basis for
dete:rrnining the conceru:ration of settImg solids. An approxi!l1i11.te 'i\'ay of detfmmllng the fraction of
se'tded solids is to consider the. design basis particle size distribution of actu.,] waste. This L<;
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illustrated .in Figure 5. Particles less than a celt~tin cut-off size (or size.~density combination) are
presumed to he non-settling contributing only to non-Newtonian rheology. Particles ahove the
cut~off are considered to be non~cohesive. The actual cut-off size is imprecise, but a valiLte in the
range 5~ 10 microns is prohably reasonable. The concentration of non-cohesive. particles is the
medon of panicles above t.h.e cutfloff size mlutipiied by the total solids fraction.. For 20wt% total
solids~ typical vaJl1f.':s4 would be on the order of lOwt% tOtal non-cohesive soIids~ with the remaining
10wt% repkcedwith clay. 1ne concentration of daywouki be fredyadjusted to achjeve the desired
J

rheology.

Yield
stress

Solids concentration

F;jgure 4. IUustrating Strong.IyNon-tinear Dependence of Solids CDncentratiol1 on Yidd Stress.
The knee in the CUPles shown can occur at different concentr.1ti.ol1s and is Wilste-type dependent,
Cohesive fraction
~-

t

I
I

Non-cdhesive fmc.tion

. -+--..-".~
j

(solid ptrrtki,es)

Particle size (micron)

Figure 5, Inustrating a Particle Size Cut~Off for De:ternnning the Concenwation of Settling Solids in
a day/Particle Simu.lant
Sc,alillg ~Bottom Clearing"
'The WIP 113 Test Progra,m has utilized a "'bottom c1earing~l' mixing mnde for testing with
p.uticulate sUnulants. In this mode; individual jets (or s'mali groups of j'ets) are operate,(i to create
dearing patterns on the bottom of the vesseL A velocity scale exponent of 0..18 has been used for
4

B:ased on atypical f-.hnfordwaste PSDD where d 50

"""

-6 Inicrons.
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these tests. Using a scale~up exponent of 0.18 allo'iVS the P]1VIs co be operated at higher velocity in
the small~scale test vessel thrul using a value of 0.33, thllS improving the observed dearing behavior.
As part: of this review, the scaIingapproach for '''bottom dearing'" used for the phase 2 ,Nevttonian
PJN[ testing was evaluated to determine if it would be applicablew the proposed ,testing for
HLP-27.
For determining bottom-clearing velocities, we suggest the scaling approach presented prevl0uslyin
this letterl that lsl the use of a velocity s.cale-up exponent of 0033 combhT1ed with a properly scaled
yield stress. This: approach 'Will result in a lower scale tes'c nozzle "velocity and the results 'Will. be
more conservative than if a scale up exponent of 0.18 is used. Ev'en vrith this :approach caution is in
order and ma:rg:ina1 rnixingresults should be' avoided due to 'llDcertaintywith how the nbottom
dearing" phenomenon sc,ales.
Our primary con.ce,tn.is that use of the 0.18 scale exponent for !'I:bonom clearing" could lead tn
non~conservative test resultS for tests in HLl'-27. The ba'ils of these concems is outlined here:

The origin of the 0.18 scale·,up exponent is apparencly derived from the: work of Porch (1967), i;l(lho
measured the floor shear stress from a. h~gh-speed air jet impinging normally to a flat plate as a
flll~M:tion of jet velocity; nozzle diameter, and radial distance.. The tests Villere carried out fora fairly
slmll range of jet Reynolds n.umhers. The data 'Wel'"e then c.orrelated non~dinrensiona1ly. Fmm this:
correkltiofi. for a given~et velocity'and nozzle size~ the floor shear stress versus radial distance can
be obt:1i,ned. By performing the thought experiment of equating the floor shear stress to a" critical
bed shear stress>~ of a sediment, one can estl."nate the zone of influence. (20r) of a thin solids ~ayer
of a. given critical shear stress for eroslon. 'Whe.n'this is done 1 it: is found that: the ve10dtymust scale
up -with alll ;exponent of 0.18 to .?!'chieve the sam.e: zor/d.

\'X7e are concerned about the applicability of the Poreh correlation to bottom clearing mPJ1vl·rnixed
vessels with:Hanford waste for the foUawing reasons:
!IIIl

t\l

II

II

The Poreh data was generated from steady-state clearing patterns. NIanyof the conditions in
1\.0 testing suggest transient dearing patterns. The scale-up of the transient dearing L,}

unanalyzed.
The data are from nOl11Ja] jet impingement on a flat surface, The P]1vI jets include angled
.1nd normal impinge.ment on curved ,nnfaces.,
The data (Ire derived from NeVi,'tonlan fluid (air") jets" The effect of sig:nificant solids loadings
'a.nd! O!' :non-N:evv'tonian rheology can impact the jet turbulence structure and subsequently
the floor shear s t r e s s . '
"
'TIle floor shear! critical shear stress type model developed from single-phase measurements
is limited to ,the incipient motion of thin s-olids laye.rs. How it applies to thkker solids layers
:is unclear. Also, the appJicabilicyof the model appears generaUy limited to un:.ifo,rm thickness
solids layers. With PJ1v1 operation, each jet (or group of jets) pushes solids near adjacent jets
(fomling dudge banks or mounds), setting a new initial condition for each subsequent jets
operation.
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"The model generally applies to situations where~ there is no solids deposition into the deared
pubes. :M:3 tests with broad. panicle size distributions have
continued deposition during ,jet operation" and the jet itself is pattlc1e laden.
The model do,es not address temporal cohesive effects of the settled sediment L1.yer. Actual
waste~ once setded between pulses, will develop a she~ar strength that increases "With time.
%ile this shear strength may be srnallJ even a small amount of cohesion can affect the
off·bottom suspension characteristics of the sediment} and hence affect the 201. Since
small .~cale testing involves much shorter re-fill times~ full-scale operation rnayexhibit larger
cohesive forces in the settled layers.
:;u~a between or during

1lII

Inaddidon to the lirnitauons previously stated, there 1'5 also a question regardmg the value of the
scale-up exponent obtained by Poreh. A similar correlation presented in Rajaramam (1976) gives a
scale-up exponent of 0.37: A1so l the Md-OJlumbia Engineering (MCE) Annex test dat1reported 1n
Pl1lOIDSoD (2010) appears to exhibit a different scalings•
nlerefore~ given the 'W1certainties associated with applying t1uid~cmly steady jet results to unsteady
:solidlltquid flo"W'S in the \VIP vessels 1 the 'tlSe of a scale.-up exponent of 0.18 for ~jbottom dearing"
observations is not recommended for testing cohesive, settling slurries in HLP-27. \"{/e sugg,est l'iS rug
the staling approach presented prey"iouslyin this letter; a ve:loc:ity scale-·up exponent of 0.33 together
'wlth a scaled (reduced) yield stress.

Scaling'Pump-Do'VVll
PJlvfs operate at higher velocity at low fill levels. Consequently; the project has utiIized lower tank
levels inN.lCE testing and achieved accepcible rni"Cing performance t~lt may not be achieved at full
vessd levels. .As. part of this review:, we looked at scaling of transfer systems to derermine if che
current scaling approaches used during the phase 2 Ne:w1:oniau P]1VIl testing wowd be applicable to
the proposed testing.

\Xlhile pumr.rcio\vn. :appears sttaighrlonv"ard, upon eXaml11h'"lg the manerwe believe the scaling of
pmnp-duwn for unsteady jet mixing is quite complex; and much more difficult than pn~viously
envi:siolled by the. project. IdeaUyone must ma.tch vert:ical and temporal concentra:tion gradients,
suction Fmude numberl' deposition ~md suspension velocities~ as -'ili<'ell as; kinematic conditions (vessel
turnover). Kat only is it flot possible to match ill the lnIportant processes, it IS not dear wmch
proces:ses~ if any, dominate: the scaling.
Given these complexities in scaling pUrrlp-dO'\.Vl1 solids removal, a. straightfo:n,vard scale law for the
suction inlet conditions cannot be detennmed without a focus·ed effort based on testing, In the
absence of actual scale-up data for the pump·do"ll'i'll prob1effit a parametric approach is
recommended whereby the suction inlet conditions (velocity and diameter) are varied. By collecting
solids removan data for these conditions, it may be possible to f.ind suction inlet conditions: that can
be presented as conservative for the small-scale tests. In the absence of such. data and supporting
argluuent7 test results involving pu.mp-down shouki be used with caution.

.5

Vie recommend the project re~e:xamine the ZOI scale-up behavior. in the. MCE ANEX testing, Om bri.ef
<ll1a1YSlll of this data set is available to the project upon request,.
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The following is additional detail on some of the issues related to pump-down scaling:

.rolidi ,!(wlita! di.rtribtlti()n:

If t.be solids vertical U.lstrib!.ltion is different in the test scale than in dre pianE:
scale, pump-down test results will also be different. Phase 1 of the 1\113 Test Program found
considerable uncen:ainty in the scale~up of solids peak doud he]ghtt which is an indicator of solids
vertical di~tribUtion. Also, it was shown in :M.eyer (2010) that cime.~ave:raged solids vel1ical
distributions scale inconsistently. Additionally, thetime!->,taxying concentration profiles are important
to the pump--dO'W11 operation~ and little is lmovm about how thes.e scale. ffence there is considerable
uncertain.ty in pwnp--down results associated with solids vertical distribution.

Norl-isokim:tir samjJii!1g dli:t':iJ: There is a large body of fuerature rdated to the i~okinetic sampling
problem. In gene;ral~ it is found that ~e solids. concentration In a :samp1e line differs from the local
solids concentration in the vessd due to kinematic, effects associated 'with particle trajectories relative
to fluid trajet"tones. The suction line in the PJNI vessels '",ill.have a bias relative tel the rime-averaged
concenmtion. How this bias changes with .sca:1e is ln1!po'rtant. Ideally for steady mixing, by keeping
the ratio. of suction velocity to settling llelocitythe samet the isokinetc bias should be the same at
both scales. It is not clear if this res.ult holds for sampling from an unsreadysouds concentration

field.
Pr()1.uie 11itmiJer. Dynami.c scaling of the suction requires the suction I:iroude numbe.r be
maintained.. The appropriate Froude number which accounts for a stratified solids vertical

Suci£MI

distributio:n is:
(16)
where v and b at{: the suction inlet velocity and d.i.alneter!, respectivelYI and g~ is the modified
gravitational constant given by
I

tT ,

g dp
-= -,--,-,:-'b

(17)

C>p dz

In Eq. (17), 'p 1'9 the average slurry density-and rlp/dz IS the vertical density-gradient, For a linear
solids veruc;11 d~'tributiOl:l) the density gr.tcfient is related to the solids cloud height by

~ dp ~ ,(8 _. 1") ,,, lH.
j5dz

,"f'~

(18)

(

.flence Eq;(16) can be vmtten approxiIIt.ttelyas

(19)
For constant :Froude number suctkm scalang, Eg. (19) gives
lb·'r...
·)(1-1 C1.
Vs I v L "- (bs·

'If cs.)!i2

I

•

(ZO)
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For constant re!ative dc)ud height I'"k/D,

HCL 1Hcs;;; SF
V s I 'v t

"~f1h
'"\Us

so eq. (20) becomes

1IL
III !.. ')SF
'

(21)

Equation (21) gives a re1atnot1ship between suction velocity and nozzle size :in order w U1a;och the
suctio'n ,Froude numbel·. Given additional practical cnnstf.!llints on suction !l10,Zz.Me sizt~ ;and velocity~
together vlith considenldon of propt"Tly scaled. sUC:ti~)D. flow rates. it is not deM that 'the suction
Fn)ude number can be :matched.l , and scale reb,ted bias in pUlnp~doWi!1 concen:m~dons will eX.is:t:.
Due to the cIos~, pl\.')xllllityof the sucdo.nlint lO the vessel
bor,tom, some solids oH-bonolll suspension will occur ,,1.8 a result of the suctioll~i.nduced flow field
nca,r t.he suction inlet (rypic::ll1y wit.'lTIn a few dia.ll1eters of the suction inlet). W11ether this local
oH~bottom suspension scales W"ith power.per~vo~ume. ((,'4 =: 0.33) or sOluething else is unimown,.
J:~!e:nce dlere ntrly be considerable uncertaintymth the ent.rainment. of 'me heaviest solids nn the
floor :ne~lr the suct.ion inlet"
Jucliim-ifulNced (!If=bOllolIJ SI-I..'ijltrn.r.iotl,"

Giv,eIl these c(n:np]eyj:des in scaJirlg pump-do'\lln $Clbds removal,;<I; straightfonv.trd sc,;lle lavitfort.he
.511.cOon inlet cond~tion.'l (:;;wnot be determined. In th.e ,absence of actual sclll~~·up' d,;u:a for tbe
plliDJp-down problem, a para.trletnc approach ~i teCi(J!mtnended Vi'hereby suction Wet conditions
(,l'elm:io/and d.iameter) are'varied. BycoUectlIlg solids removal dara for these conditions, it m:w be
possible to flnd suction inlet conditions th.1t can. be argued w he conservative for the- smaU-scale
tests, In the absence of .such dat,lI and supporting a,t"brument, test results involving pump~down
should be' 'USed w-itb caution.
Stt,l1tnll;lIY ofRecolnm~Cl',l.d\:~ti,ons for Testi.:og (:Ohesiive, SerJillg S]um~$ Tani\: HLP-27
1. f the non~ Ne\\'tor'Li''r!ll tes:~,m.g ptoceedls~ we
the following recommendkltrions be cOllSjdered a.'5
staning points for test p!;Juuling::
Vile. recmnrne:nd usLng a velociry.scalf' exponent of 0.33 for testing ;'lkmg with a reduced yield
stress (keeping th~~ yield Reynolds number constant). "111$ exponent is recommended for all
testing~ induding potential "bottom dea:ringi~ n:u.?des: and pump~do:\\,rn oper.ltioflS.
• 1he scaling oJ tJle t.ransfer conditions (inlet diameter and velocity) ~~ c()mple:~. We
re'commend p~lr.imietric tescingwhereby the conditions are y,a,tied in. order to unde.rstand
!u:nv sel~sitilJe
resul'LS ate to the- s;uction inlet cot~ditions.
• '\X?'e .recorn.1Ulend the air :spargers 'be 0pcl1ited as a pi.1i.rt of testing, ,As tblz:re. is: :['],0 dl.:irect scaling
approach for sparge fbw ra[e~ we suggest
[a!(e be varied withrn the l'¢U1ge of
superficial velocities expect:ed. in the ftln~:scale ves:sel
/ill
It is not Imown in advance how the system will behave. during testing. 11lf~refore it -will be
prudem to operate the system and make initial obs,ervations.. It is recommended to St:aIt
with an initially weU<mixed sLurry; aDd the,n operate the s}'Srem long enc!l,tgh fonhe solids to
have. the 0PPol1:unity to fullyred:istribute., Gnven a characteristic sett.11ng 'time (the time
required for tile ,average particle to settle from tJJe top to the bottOl11 of the ve.sseT)" it may be
.necessary to operate for as: ~ong as 1.0 times this:valuf' or more.
.. Visual observations at the bottom may pIIDve usefulj; however havillg some. instrumentation
may be. ne,ce~~saIy. Sb.l:io.l1<1l'ypaJttlde layers at the botwm of th,e vessel can fcmn in two
different ways~ the first being individual heavy pa,:rtic.les that are :o,'ot tt".lDsported by the day~
I/Ii
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;;umogo1.l.S to observrations 'with non-cohesive simuJants. The second type of stacion~.uT layer
could be a day/scUds :~1:tl,re which has strengthened due to higll,er solids loading. This
type of layer c()uld be very difficult to observe visually. One way to Iock for a stagnant layer
would be to initially coat the bottom of the vessel ,!lith a very th,ln materia] layer that is
h1ghly distinguishable fn)m the cJay sluny (such as a black day slip).
It mar also prove useful to have the capabil.ity to sampk and amlyze the vessel at'ltanmJS
levels in Ij,rder t!) dete'rrome the degree to which solids stratify and/or ,segregate.
.l\ parametric apfH'():ia!ch to Slmlllams and test cond.irionsis recomx11ended. 1:1ble 1 ;s,bo1i\'S
examp1es of physic.lLI. propeltycombi:n;ations (blanks ,inruc:rtte no additional values .Ut!
:reconmrendcc.U.

~nll~

scaling of unste:ady jet mixing of cohesive, setdmg slurries and air $p'argel"S, ~epl-e:sents a yery
challenging techoi,:al problem. To our Imowiedg,e, this type of scaled testing h~lS never been
performed. The metbods presented here are an atteulpt to p:l,"ovide a best~ basis .statting point for
approaching scaled tests. As with anycomp]ex scaling problem, it is prudent t(j validate the: scaling
la;V\~

In,

byperfonrnng 'tt~Sts at multiple scales.

me absence of v;tlidated .scaling lam, it is prude:m w enlploy sufficient cOI1,servarism in th.e

c~:md:uct of the tests and ;;tttly potentiall resulting
ttlt.Kiiificatlons. In ~!st:ablishing Cons ePiatlsuliS ",
hn'~'evfr~ it is fd'St
estahlish the Ch:nJl}lctens'ltics the rnixin,g
and which
p~1rameters; are ID()S,[ llll:P(Jrulr11. For eX:lIrnple, it tn~ly bt~ thatmimg is degl'ildt~d for a,D intero-J.edi'n,e
value of yield stress. In. thj's exa,mple~ neither kloW' not high v'alues of yield streS$ '\1i/cmld produce

cons,ervarlve. test res·uh:..'). I""Ience it is imponant to $<,:rne degree to parametri.ca.Hy vary both s-imulallt
chamcteristics and mixing sYS'leIn operational parameters t() estab1ish a conservative. test.

If the testing proceeds) we v/(.'mld be. happy to provide more specific details f()rtest planning and
e:~,eC'ut.ion as well as working with you:. If yUU have any questlons, pkase
free to contact
Peny,Me:rer on 375,-6,6~1'.4.

~

Gordon H Beern.1111 1\.1anager
.RPP-\xTI:P Suppmt Pl'ogr.un

GI-IB:c'J
Au:achements (3)
'MJ :Minette
Project, File/LB

cc:
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Attachment 1: Power Per Volume Scale-Up for Air Sparger Operation
Assume isothermal sparge bubble expansion (analysis can also be done for polytropic
expansion)
Assume ideal gas
Neglect water vapor in sparge bubbies (assumes bw temperature operation)
Neglect gas jet kinetic energy
.Assume quasi~steady air flow in ves.sel
Assume constant slurry density (no solids stratification)

1&

ill·

•
$

I!I

•

t,lne speci£ic work (work per unit mass) for an ideal ga<; expanding isothermally between twO s~-ltes
1$:

w 1,.,2

~

J., vdp = Jr(RTj
~- dp:;;: RT 1:n(p2 Ip~)
I

P

I

Take state ('1) at the sparger nozzle and state (2) at the surface

'The total power .is

Supertlcial velocity: V ==

t)

gH

Define: II =_tI~
.. _..

,

P2

uA,~.
AT

then PI

=P2 (1 + n)

PPV = P2 VI (1 + rI) In(I + TI) IH

Define: SF:::: HJHs
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For PPV :::: constan.t

therefore

VIS IVa, ~."

.1.3 ; con.st PI'V scaling
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From: Russo, Frank M (VVTP)
Sent: Wed Jun 30 22:31:14 2010
To: Walker, David
Subject: RE: M3 Status
Importance: Normal
Short answer ..... we made the newtonian milestone that was the basis of the 80/20. All signed off and blessed by
DOE. Nonllewtomall was llOt part of the fee agreement and Dale and Shirley are well aware of Ulis. I also told Ulem
that a clear way to loll momentum within the project and with cong1'ess re funding would be to declare m3as not
complete ..... they get that as woll Dale's words to me today wcrc ... BNI has metifs M3 obligation,. we (DOE) need
some time to review and fully understand the llOIlllewlonian risks.
My guess is we get a favorable disposition on the 80/20 fee because we actually earned it. If not,. I will personally
raise bloody hell.
Frank
Wa1k~r,

From:

Dayid

,sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 3:15 PM
To:

Russo, Frank M (WTP)

Sllhject:

RF;: MJ Status

How will the "Award Feel! be evaluated relative to this progress?
DW
Fl'om: Ashley,Gl'egol'Y

Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 5:02 PM
To:

Russo, J:irank M (WTP)

Cc.:

Walker, David; Myler; Craig; Frenoh, Robeti CWGI)

Subject:

M3 Status

Franl(,
The TSG has concurred with closure of all vessels except for the 5 non-Newtonian vessels. The FRP vessel package
was just signed; therefore all closure cIiteria CITe satisfied for 33 of 38 vessels. We have issued the vessel
assessment for the non-Newtonian vessels that demonstrates that they meet the mixing requirements. Tlus
assessment addresses the coneerns 1'aised by DOE in tlle April time frame. The closure package for these vessels will
not be fully executed by TSG Imtil DOE has completed their review (a draft of this package was the sUQiect of
independent reviews by SRNL and CRESP). DOE communicated at tlle TSG meeting just concluded that they have
accelerated their delivery of conuuents on this vessel assessment to 7/9. This is consistent with Dale Knutson's
slalement ill our earlier meeting (thaI he is pushing his guys to .finish). II we receive DOE's cotIlluents by 7/9 we are
targeting TSG concurrence on the final M3 closure record by 7116.

Greg Ashley, P.E.
WTP Technical Director
(509) 371-3418
(509) 420-3394 cell
(509) 37I-3SD6fax
grashley@bechtel.com
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From: Hayes. Dennis
Sent: Thu Jul 01 00:21:232010
To: Ashley. Gregory
Subject Re: Emailing: Changes in the Process Engineering and Technology Organization Part 5.doc

Importance: Normal

I'm good.
--.-. Original. Message --~
From: Ashley; Gregory
To: Ed\"C:lr<is, Richard E (WGT); Hayes. Dennis
Cc: Gay, William (URS)~ Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Jun 3020: 19:362010
Subject: FW: Emailing: Changes in the Process Engineering and Technology Organization Part 5.doc
«Changes in the Pr()Ct,"'SS Engineering and Technology Organization Part S.doc» Minor tweak. Decided
highlighting M3 testing wasIltt necessary. Rich. you an.d 1 discussed this but we left it in. If Dennis is OK we \\'ill
release this as soon as Janice comes in in the AM.
Greg Ashley, P.E.
WTP Tcclmicill Direclor
(50c) 371-3418

(509) 420-3394 cell

(509) 371-3506 fax
grashJey:gibccntel. com
~"-~-Original Mcssagc-·-From: Edwards, Richard E (WaI)
Sent: Wednesday. June 30,2010 5:09 PM
To: Ashley, Gregory
Cc: Hayes, Dennis
Subject Emailing: Changes in the Process Engineering and Teclmology Organization Part 5.doc
Changes per my discussions with Greg.
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Changes in the Process Engineering and Technology (PE&T) Organization
Consistent with the closure of the remaining EFRT issue and increased emphasis on the
completion of engineering and focus on startup and commissioning, the following organizational
changes will be made effective July 6, 2010. These changes continue to align the organization to
meet our critical needs as we move toward project completion.

Richard Edward'}, current Manager of PE&T, has accepted a URS project engineering
management position at Savannah River Remediation, LLC. I would like to thank Rich for his
significant contributions to the WTP project.
Garth Duncan becomes the Manager of Process Engineering and Technology. The Process
Engineering & Technology department will consist of the current Process Engineering group,
managed by John Olson, and the Process Flowsheet & Modeling group managed by John
Mahoney. With the shift from technical issue resolution, it is expected that over the next several
months these two groups will be further consolidated, respectively, into the core Design
Engineering and Plant Engineering organizations.
With the completion of the overwhelming majority of the baseline R&T wor~ anO the recent
successful c-emplet-ioo-ofthe M3 PTh4 closure testing, the R&T organization within PE&T and
their remaining scope will be consolidated into a newly formed Operations Technical Group
within the Plant Operations organization and report to Dennis Hayes. l.;>f'xc11<fjlrr£q#i.i:F~~lii*~tHl
l$~~~g.~·• ~l¥s·grgGp.tg~~c·~t~~q;I?:y.m~mp~r§·gtlt.p~'~%I~f:i#g'~§4+~gfgEIDJ~g~jgn.~~~~grm.~~(W~tq
$§QP#¢ofupl~~r9NConsistent with the focus to complete design activities and better prepare for
startup and commissioning activities, this group will focus on technical activities necessary to
address operational risks in preparation for cold commissioning.

Dr. Dan Herting, WTP ChlefChemist, will report to Walt Tamosaitis, Operations Technical
Group, and will be matrixed to Garth Duncan, Process Engineering & Technology.
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From: Knutson, Dale E
Sent: Thu Jul 01 22:20:052010

To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject Re: It's Closed
Importance: Normal
Got it. Thank yon
----- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@Bechtel.com.>
To: Knutson, Dale E
Sent: Thu Ju! 0115:18:52 2010
Subject: Re: It's Closed
I just lUU1g up with Kasson. He was not offended by my note to the team. In faot, he understood its purpose and
expressed appreciation for how much things have changed since Janllary.
Tllatsaid, he and I are livid about the string of eroails Walt has' sent in the last 2 days. He is URS. I directed URS to
get Walt out of here 2 weeks ago after meeting with Mike I<1use. Today I told Gay that Walt will no longer be paid by
WTP. He did get an assignment. at Sella:fielc1 and leaves next week.
This guy had the whole M3 hosed up for a year. He was taken out ofthe lead role in January. It got done without
him. His ego can't accept that and he is lashing out.
Frank
~---- Original Message ----From: Knutson, Dale E <Dale_E_Knlltson@RL.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Meyer, Carrie C <Carrie_C_Meyer@orp.doe.gov>
Sent: Tbu Jul 0118:11:482010

SUQject: FW: It's Closed
Frank,
If Ulis shows lip in lhe press we will be slicking to

ollr previolls COllllIletll. WaH does not speak [or DOE, 110r does
your appreciation note contradict the expectation that. DOE vvill understand the residual risk and mitigation strategy
beforc dravvlng its :.thaI conclusions. Deliberate hasto will be our approach. Pleaso usc this message as you seo fit to
accelerate staffing changes or to "color" your cOllversations with Scott Olgivie.
Rega.rds,

Dale

From: Tamosaitis, Walter [wltamosa@bcchtc1.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 01,2010 8:26 AM
To: d.dickey@mixtech.com; Meyer, Perry A; etchells3@ao1.com
Subject: It's Closed
As the message indicates below, M3 is now esselltial1y
closed. 1 anticipate the NN test will go by the way side
since SRNL and CRESP have indicated that no test is
needed.
So, no matter what people tell you, what you hear at
conferences, what the Poreh papers may say or not say,
refereed or not refereed, etc, CRESP has bought into the
solutions so paperwork has been signed and Ulingsare
closing. If Calabrese had concerns he apparently was
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over ridden, or, maybe he really had none.
On othol' fronts; a larger scale demo is still being talked
about ~- we ,vi.ll see what happens. At this time there
is no money to do the test (est at $50-100M) but hopefully
it 'will be found.
The last of lhe 28 EFRT issues now comes to a close ailer
several years of effort. DavelArt: remember the first meeting
on October 16, 2005?
Have a big bang all July 4th to celebrate.
W

Ftom: French, Robert (WGI)
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2010 6:03 PM
To: Allison, Janice S; Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Bradford, Richard; Burk, Robert (Robb) (WGI); Busche~ Donna
(DRS); Chapman, Chris (WGI); Cook, Jo1m (WGI); Damerow, Frederick (WGI); Daniel, Russell; Duncan, Garth M;
Edmondson, Albert (WGI); Edwards, Richard E (WGI); Gier, DOlma; Gillespie, Barbara; Groves, Kevin; Hall,
Matthew; Hanson, Robert L; Harper, Darrell; Harshfield~ Alan R; Herting, Daniel (WRPS);' Huckaby, James; Julyk,
John L; Keuhlen, Phillip; Lehttnan~ Scott; Markillie, Jeffrey; Matis, George (WTP); McAdoo, Robert (WGI); Meehan,
Jennifer L; Miller II, Charles (Ted) (ARES); Moon, Anna; Muto, Randy (DRS); 01so11, John W; Omel, Peter; Papp,
Ivan; Platt, John; Ramsey, Darin; RUSlllko, Barbara; Rustad, Gregory (URS); Shnpson, Dmllle (Dave); Classey,
Kimberly; Tamosaitis, Walter; Thomson, Scolt; Trollonan, Tyrone; Tma'(, John; Yoke, Robert; Wells, Kenneth R
(WTP); Wilson, Ryan; Wand, Aaron; Vo, Douglas; Sundar, Paramcshwaran S; Schaefer, Michaela~ Parker, Michcllc~
Niemeyer, Rick (WGI); Mauss, Jerid; Jensen, Chris; Homer, Lou; Hall" Mark N; Graves, WilHam (WIP); Gebhardt,
Matthew; Dingeldein, Mike; Carpenter, Jayson (DRS); Campbell, Theresa; Foote, Baden; Myler, Craig; Fan4 Bri~m;
Lindberg, Benj3mln;WY1l13n, Russell; Rajagopalan, Prabhu; Berkoe; Jonathan; Oliver, Diane; EatoH; Page; Nola1l<~
John (Pat); Coyle, Michael (WG1); Siler, Joel CURS); McLane, La.ura; Hayes, Dennis; Slaathallg, Eric; Jones, Glen
(WTP); Perks, Marshall; Ryan, Tracey B; Harshfield, Alan R; Klein, Dennis; Kacich, Richard; Lee, Ernest D (WTP);
Tornow., Betty; Grover, Nicolina; Grazzini, Janice; Kaanapu, Faith; Monahan, Jeffrey; Wilson, Toby
Cc: Tomow, Betty
Subject
M3 Appreciation From WTP Project Director
All
Please see Frank Russots note of appreciation for all your great work and extraordinmy effOli in support of M3 ...
Thx

BQbFrench
M3 Issue Closure Manager
WTP Deputy Plant Operations Manager
From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wednesda.y> June 30, 2010 5:15 PM
To: Ashley, GregOlY; French, Robert (WGI)
Co: Bradford, Richard; Gay, William (URS); Rusinko, Barbara; Patterson, Thomas; Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Subject:
M3.
Please share this note with everyone who has worked on M3. .... I do not want to miss anyono! I already called DOE
TSG members to thank them.
M-3 team members and team mates ....
Today is June 30th. A day of reckoning. I reckon you all did extraordinarily well .. ,.. Your achievement exceeds my
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expectation fol' where we would be on tius date. And, 1 had very high expectations. Even so, 1 couldnt ltave
imagined back ill January when we had no agreement with DOE on simlliant, testing criteria, vessel assessment
formats etc. etc, etc., that all these hurdles would be behind us and that all of the Newtonian vessels would be fully
approved by DOE. Even more impressive is that. tIle non Newtonian cmve ball has been so well f11a11aged. Our nOll
Newtonian position is solid, backed by SRNL and accepted by CRESPo This could not have been moved so far so
quickly by anyone but the WTP M-3 team.
The outstanding results you achieved as a team could only have happened because each and every one ofyan
worked longer,. harder, L"lster llnd smarter than any project director has the right to expect. And as previously stated,
I expect a lot. You were outstanding in your effort and outstanding in the result. You came through at a time that any
other j'esul!: could have destl'Oyed DOE lind stakeholder confidence in the entire WTP project. My sincere
appreciation to every Oile of you,
Now on to the next phase, ... .let's get it designed a1ld built and into operation.
Franh:
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From: Walker, David
Sent: Thu JuJ 0121:32:202010

To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Ogilvie, J
Subject: RE: M3

Importance: Normal

Nice improvemenL
DW
-----Original Message----From: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Sent: Thursday, July 01,2010 5:27 PM
To: Walker, David
Cc: Ogilvie, f
Subject: Fw: M3
A more positive tone.
----- Original Message ----From: Meyer. Carrie C <Carrie_C.J.\1eyer@,RL.goY>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); Knut~on~ Dale E <Dale _E_K.nutson@orp.doe.gov>; Heaston, Sl.lZ:'UUle
Sent: TIm JuI 01 17:24:042010
Subject: Re: M3
Fran1< and Dale
I just spoke with IvUke and they will write that it appears BNI has resolved the issues and DOE is reviewing. Next
story will be markjng DOE acceptance .
•---- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@Bcchtc1.com>
To: Knutson, DaleE; Meyer, Carrje C; Heaston, Suzanne <SNIHEASTO@Bechte1.com>
Sent: TIm Jul 01 14:10:172010
Subject: M3
Da.le,
T I'eally think that you st<ltements to Narker need to be somewh<lt positive. Not.. .all is done, but II tl1e contractor has
provided all required data. The EFRT questions have been answered. We learned from the process and will now
continue efibtts to reduce risks optimize plant performance. WTP will adequately mix and make 011 spec glass. II
Otherwise WCM will spi1l the issue that we are not done and congress will kill the 50 mil. Narker already told
Suzanne Heaston that it seems clear, we are 110t done.
Frank
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From: Russo, Frank M (VVTP)
Sent: Thu Jul 01 16:14:042010

To: Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Subject: RE: M3 sta.tus
Importance: Normal
Yes .. .! already made the argument to Dale and Shirley that they would be absolutely crazy to not accept
that we are finished with M-3, Congress is just looking for a reason to put Hanford money in other
States ... ;our $50 million is s1i11 in play. Declare failure and high probability that the $50 mil goes away. $50
mil goes away...... 12.263 and 2019 are in major peril ..... major peril and S1 is again running day to day
management of WTP. Why would they want to do this??? Especially since we did in fact finish M3 as
defined by EFRT. Shirley agrees. I. believe that Dale does as well but rightfully wants to proceed with
caution since he needs S2 agreement and wesll need to keep DNFSB from overreacting.
This aI/ said, I repeat, they are DOE ..... and they often do things that make no basic sense.

From: Ogilvie, J
·Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 9:04 AM
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP); Walker, David
Subject: Re: M3 Status
Thanks ........so at least we have a decent fee argument.

---_._--._--_... _-------

- - - ..- - - - - -

--_._--------

From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
To: Ogilvie, Jj Walker, David
Sent: Thu Jul 0111:52:54 2010
Subject: Re: M3 Status
I don't think so. But this is DOE and several months ago they wanted us to defer fee so I am not
comfortable on how they will react in fee space. Factually M3 was for both non newtonian and newtonian
vessels. Non newtonian was completed by in 2006. Since last year all we were working on was Newtonian
vessels. When Girard and HQ pushed for the 80/20 fee pool this half of 2010 It was for Newtonian. All
Newtonian is complete and DOE has signed off on a/l Newtonian vessels. No argument that we are done on
Newtonian. However, in April 2010 one of DOE's consultants reopened non Newtonian. He had theories
about non Newtonian sheering and solids dropping out when the fluid sheered. We used PNNL, SRNL and
our own folks to take this theory off the table. We have accomplished this. Non Newtonian will not sheer if
we keep its rheology above 6 pascal and 6 centipoid. We can do this and SRNL is doing It. We submitted
our Non Newtonian package yesterday. Dale indicated that he will eventually approve it (even though some
of his folks will resist). Full approval yesterday would have only put the DNFSB in high gear. So, we are
proceeding with design without holds and DOE Issued a press release (I sent it to you yesterday) saying we
submitted everythfng we had to submii and that they were reviewing it.

Even with M3 finished, there will be follow up actions over the neXT several years. None will change vessel
internal design nor heal removal deSign. The actions should be primarily funded by TOC (tank farm)
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because they will help better understanding of long term operating protocols.
Frank

From: Ogilvie, J
To: Walker, David
Cc; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Thu Jul 0111:29:31 2010
Subject: Re: M3 status
Doesn't this mean we missed the date?

From: Walkeri David
To: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Wed Jun 30 18:14:53 2010
Subject: FW: M3 Status
M3 Update. GOOd progress but not quite done?

ow
From: AshleYI Gregory
Sent: Wednesday, June 3D, 20105:02 PM

To:

Russo t Frank M (INTP)

Cc:

Walkert David; Ivlyler, Craig; French, Robert (WGt)

Subject:

M3 Status

Frank,
The TSG has concurred with closure of all vessels except for the 5 non'-Newtonian vessels. The FRP
vessel package was just signed; therefore a/l closure criteria are satisfied for 33 of 38 vessels. We have
issued the vessel assessment for the non-Newtonian vessels that demonstrates that they meet the mixing
requirements. This assessmeniaddresses the concerns raised by DOE In the April time frame. The
closure package for these vessels will not be fully executed by TSG until DOE has completed their review
(a draft of this package was the subject of independent reviews by SRNL and CRESP). DOE
communicated at the TSG meeting just concluded that they have accelerated their deHvery of comments
on this vessel a$sessmeni to 7/9. This is consistent with Dale Knutson's statement in our earlier meeting
(that he is pushing his guys to finish). If We receive DOE's comments by 7/9 we are targetingTSG
concurrence on the final M3 closure record by 7/16.

Gl'eg Ashley, P.E.
PTlTP Technical Director
(509) 371-3418
(509) 420-3394 cell
(.';09) 371-3506fax

grashtey@hechtel.cOJtl
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Saint Leo

•
GaYI William (URS) [wwgay@becht$).comJ

From:

Monday, July 05 1 2010 5:07 PM
Leo.8atn@wgilit.com
Fw: l"fs Closed'

Sent:

To:
Subject:

This e-mail was the straw that ...... I will talk with Walt tonight in a hopefully neutral
but honest fashion. My HQUR director will be· present. I will deal with the fallout
tomorrow, This action was initiated. by Dale Knudsen probably not knowing the sensitivity.
Bill
~---- Original Message ----From: Russo, F'rank M (NTP)
To~ Gay, William (URS)
Sent: Thu Jul 01 19:08:13 2010

Subject: RE: It1s Closed
Thanks

.

.,.,,..,,,,,,,,...,Origina.l.Message:-:.",,,"",,,,From: Gay I William (DRS)
Sent: Thursday, July 01, 2010 4:01 .pM
To: Russ<,> , Frank M (WTP)
Subj ect: Re': It's Closed

Pennis ha,$ called. He' will. be gone tomor.t'ow.
----- Original MeClsage ---.,.From: RUSSO, Frank M (WTl?)
To: Gay, William (URS)

Sent: Thu Jul 01 18:20:50 2010
Subject: Fw: Itls Closed
Wal tis· ki.llfng

llS.

Get him in your corporate office today,.

----- Original Message -~-~From: Kuuts,on, Dale E <Da·le E Ktiutson@RL.g.o'V>
To; Russo, FranK M (\il7T2)
- Cd: Me.yer/ Carrie C <Garrie C Mey.er@orp.do9.goV>
Sentt ~hu Jul 01 18:11:48 2ij15

Subject: FW: It's Closed
Frank,
If this s,hows up in the press we will be sticking td our previous comment. Walt does not
speak .for DOE( nor does your appre,ciation nDte contradiot the .expectation that DOE will
understand tht:! residua.l risk and mitigation strategy before drawing its final Gonolus·ions.
Deliberate haste will be our approach.
Please use this message as you ge,e fit to
aceelerate 5taffing changes or to "color" YOllr conversations with Scott: 01£1i vie ,.

Regards,
Dale
F:rom: Tamosaitis., walter [wltamos"a@becrttel.comJ
Sent: Thursday, July Q1., 2010 8: 26 AM
To: d. dickey@m.ixtech,corn; Meyer, Perry p,.; etchells3@aol. com
Subj eat: It t s Closed
AS the message indicates below, M3 is now essentially closed. I anticipate the NN teat
vlill go by the way side since SRNL and CRESP hav~ ind.icated that no test is needed.
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may say or not say, refe·re·ed or not re'fereed, etc, CRESP has bought into the solutions so
paperwork has been signed and things are . closing . If Ca.labrese had concerns he apparently
was over ridden, or I m'sybe he really had none.
O~ other fronts~

still being talked about -- we will see what
there is no money to do the test (est at $50-l00M) but hopefully it

a larger scale demo is

happens. At this
will be foun.d.

t~me

The last of the 28 EFRT issues now comes to a close aiter several years of effort.
Dave/Art: remember the first meeting on October 16, 200S?
Have a big bang on July 4th to celebrate.

w
From:
French, Robert (NGI)
Sent:
Wednesday, June'30, 2010 6:03 PM
To:
Allison, Janice Si Barnes, Steven M (WGl)i Bradford, Richard; Burk, Robert (Robb)
(WGI); Busche, Donna (URS) ; Ghapman,. Chris (WGI); Cook, John (WGI); Damerow, Fr'ederick
(NGr I; 'Daniel, Russelli DUhcan, '-Garth Hi Edmonds'on, Albert (:WG1); Edwards, Richa·rd E:
(WGI); Gier, Donna; G1.:)..1e81'1e, Barbara; Groves, Kevin; Hall, Matthev'i; Hanson, Robert L;
.Ha.rp:ex., Darrell; Itats.hfield.l . Al.a.n ..R.L He.rt.in.g.l.. pgl:l..t~J,(W:F<PS).. i.. .Huc,kabyr.. Ja!ILes~ ..Julyk, .J:q>hn_.
Li KauhIen,. Phillipr Leh.rtnan, Scott; Ma·rkilliel. J'eff're:y:; tvIatisj Georg.e fW'l'P); McAdoo,
Robert ("NGI.); Meehati,. JenniferLi Miller II, Charles (Ted) (ARES); Moon, Anna; Muto, Randy
(DRS); Olson, John W; Ornel, Peter;- Pap}?, Ivan;, Platt, John; Ramsey., Darin; Rusinko,
Barbara; Rustad, Gregory (URS) i .simpson, DUane (Dave):; Clossey, Kimberly; Tamosaitis,

Walter; Thomson, Scotti Troutman, Tyrone; T'ruax, John;. Voke, Robert; Wells, Kenneth R
(WTP); Wilson, Ryan; Wand, Aaron; Vo, Dougla.s; Sundar, Parameshwaran S; Schaefe.r,
Michaela; Parker, Michelle; Niemeyer, Rick~WGI); Mauss., Jerid; Jensen, Chris; Homer, LOUi
Hall, Mark N; Graves' l Wi-lliam '(WTH); Gebhardt I Matthew; Dingeldein, Mike; Carpenter,
Jayson (URS)} Campbell, Theresa; Foote l Baden; fYlyler, Craig; Fant, Brian; Lindberg,
Benjamin; Wyman, Russell; Rajagopalan, Prabhu; Berkos, Jonathan; Oliver, Diane; Eaton,
Page; Noland, John (Pat); Coyle, Michael (WGI); Siler, Joel (ORS); McLane, Laura; Hayes,
Dennis; Sla.athaug, Eric; Jones, Glen (WTP); Perks, Marshall; Ryan, Tracey B! Harshfield,
Alan R; Klein, Dennis; Kacich,. Riohard; Lee, Ernest D (WTP); Tornow, BettYi Grover,
Nicolina; G1:'az.zini, Janice; Kaana'pu, Faith; Monahan, Jeffrey; tAl-ilson, Toby
eel

Tornow~

Subject;

Betty
M3. Appreciation From WTP Project Director

All
Please see Frank Russ·O' s note of appreCiation fox al.l your grf,lat .work and extraordinary
effort in support of M3 '"

Th:x
Bob Frenoh

Ml IssUe Closure Manager
WTP Deputy Plant Op..erations Manager

From:
S'ent:
To':
Co:

Russo l F.rank [VI (WTP")
'IiIlednei:iday, J'une 30, 2010 5:15 Pt-J!
Ashley, Gregory; French.,. Robert (WGI)
Bradford, "Richard; GaYt. William (URSl' i Rusinko', Barbara; Pa.tte:1:'son, Thomas;
Ogilvie, J; W~lker, David

Subject!

M3.

l? lea'se sha:t'e this note with eve'ryone who has worked on M3... .. I do not lAJant to miss

anyone I

I already call.ed DOE. TSG members to thank them.

M-3 team l'oembers and team mates, ••.

Tod",y is June 30th. A day of reokoning. I reckon you all did extrao.rdinarily welL, ...
2
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Your achievement exceeds my expec·tation fQr where we would be o.n this date. And, I had
very r.igh expectations. Even sal I couldn't have ima·gined back in January when we had no
agreement: with DOg· on s·imul·ant,. testing erit,ed.e., vessel ass.e:ssment formats et.c. etc.
etc., that all these hurdles would be behind us and that all of the Newtonian vessels
would be fully approved by DOE:. Even .!nore imp-ressive is that the non Newtonian OUTve ball
has beer! s'o well manag.ed.
Our non Newtonian pos! tion is solid, ~aoked by SRNL and
accepted by CRESt? This could not hav'e been moved S'o far so quickly by anyone. but the \,ITTP
M-3 team...

The outstanding results you achieved as a team could only have happened' because each and
everyone of you ,""o.rked longer, harder I faster and sma-rter than any project director has
the right to expeQt. And as pr.eviously .stated, I expeQt a lot. You were o\Jtstanding in
your effort and outstanding in the result. You came through at a time that any other
result could have destroyed DO~ and stakeholder confidence in the entire 'W'l'l? project.
My
sincere appreciation to everyone of you.
N0y.l

on to the next phase ..... letts get .it designed and bl;lilt and into operation.

Frank

3
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From: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Wed Jul 0713:50:182010
To: Gay, William (URS); Hayes, Dennis
Cc: Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Patterson, Thomas; Russo, Frank M (WTP); Keuhlen, Phillip
Subject: RE: Tank Mixing CRESP Report
Importance: Normal
Bill, I would like for Phil Keuhlen to take the lead on preparing this matrix. This matrix needs to be a
crosswalk among three sources (M-3 closure packages, SRNL review report and CRESP review report) .
Taking precedence are the M-3 closure packages. For the most part, they have captured the residual risks
and mitigating actions that have been identified in the SRNL and CRESP reports. The matrix should
identify any gaps. Bob French already put the M-3 closure actions into a matrix. That is a good starting
point. Phil I will forward to you (if you don't already have). Let's schedule a call to discuss the formation of
a team that will begin the planning for addressing the residul risks and uncertainties. Dale Knutson is
looking for a high level plan by August 4.
Janice, please set up a call. Required attendees are Bill Gay, Dennis Hayes, Steve Barnes, Phil Keuhlen
Greg Ashley, P.E.
WTP Technical Director
(509) 371-3418
(509) 420-3394 cell
(509) 371-3506fax
grashley@,bechtel.com

From: Gay, William (URS)
Sent: Tuesday, July 06, 2010 7:36 PM
To: Hayes, Dennis
Cc: Barnes, Steven M (WGI); Patterson, Thomas; Ashley, Gregory; Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Subject: Tank Mixing CRESP Report
I am putting the CRESP document on your desk. When you are ready I would like to discuss between the
three of use {Barnes} who has the R2 for each of the recommendations. There will be many fingers in the
pie to make this happen including WRPS. That is further compounded by the remaining M3 issues. Putting
them into a spread sheet would help. Linda?
I would think that this would be a November CPR deliverable.
Thank you,
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Mon Jul 1220:14:532010
To: Bradford, Richard; Ashley, Gregory; Troutman, Tyrone
Subject: Re: Heads Up - Emergent Task Team Assignment
Importance: Normal

I am aware of it. It is part of managing residual risk. And that risk is to long term operations so it should be tank farm
scope. Our role to work with the tank [arm to bring them up to speed and assist them in planning a large scale test
should be minor work. It is scope change since we don't need it but it need not take more than 2 or 3 weeks and
doesn't need more than a handful of people. Your call regarding scope trend or not. However, this must remain a small
task and not become son of M3 .
Re the V& V of CFD , that should already be in the M3 trend. It is not new.
Frank

From: Bradford, Richard
To: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Sent: Mon Jul12 16:01:292010
Subject: FW: Heads Up - Emergent Task Team Assignment
Frank, see notes below. I assume you are on board with this? If so, any discussion on how we pay for it? Contract
change as Ty suggests?
From:

Veirup, Anton

Sent:

Monday, July 12,201012:52 PM

To:

Troutman, Tyrone; Bradford, Richard

Cc:

Futrell, Guy; GittoI'd, Brian
RE: Heads Up - Emergent Task Team Assignment

Subject:

This is the first I've heard of it.
tv
From:

Troutman, Tyrone

Sent:

Monday, July 12,201012:49 PM

To:

Bradford, Richard

Cc:

Fntrell, Gny; Veirup. Anton
FW: Heads Up - Emergent Task Team Assignment

Subject:

Importance:

High

Arc you guys aware of this???? Smells like contract scope change to me??

From:

Keuhlen, Phillip

Sent:

Monday, July 12,201011:22 AM

To:

Dames, Steven M (WGI); Matis, George (WTP); IIanson, Robert L; Ryan, Tracey D; Olso11, Jolm W; Damerow, ['rederiek

(WGI)
Cc:

Ashley, Gregory; Gay, William (URS); French, Robert (WGI); Daniel, Russell; Busche, DOIma (URS); Duncan, Garth M; Eager,

Kevin
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Dunkirk, Jean
From:

Russo, Frank M (WTP)

Sent:

Monday, July 12,20108:38 AM

To:

Dunkirk, Jean

Subject: FW: Process Engineering Technology
Started the process in April.

From: Gay, William CURS)
Sent: Wedn~y, April 21, 20104:18 PM
To: Ashley, Gregory; Rusinko, Barbara
Cc: Russo, Frank M (wrP)i Hayes, Dennis
Subject: Process Engineering Technology
I will support whatever vision Bechtel desires for the future of process engineering. The two issues that worry me is the full scale
test and all the ancillary testing under that umbrella plus the follow on EFRT scheduled for this summer. I have confirmed that
WRPS will ,for the most part, take the individuals. Buying back by the drink maybe easier said than done with the testing that
VVRPS has lined up which is notable scope.
.
Lets talk when you have time. I will start the transfer process when I understand your desires.
Thank you,
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389

From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 10:53 AM
To: Gay, William CURS)
Cc: Ashley, Gregory
Subject: FW: Departure Window for Rich Edwards
Bill,
With respect to the organizational piece associated with my departure, I discussed this with Greg Ashley late last week and the
following path forward is proposed for the three groups which makeup the PETD organization formed in 2006/7 to primarily
address project technical issues (EFRT, TRA, etc):

1)R& T under Walt Tamosaitis - execute the plan started last fall to move this group to WRPS and buy back services from WRPS
for completion of the remaining work scope. This is consistent with the high percentage completion (99%) of the work scope
associated with this group. This would involve the movement of 5 to 8 additional individuals to WRPS - for information two
individuals (Thorson/Sherwood) not in the 5 to 8 estimate were moved over to WRPS earlier this year. I believe the timing should
be aligned with M3 test/closure completion - Greg and I discussed early June as a target date. Initial funding from WTP would be
from the remaining non-design impacting work budgeted in R&T today and future PJM full-scale testing work.
Some specific drivers/advantages and opportunities associated with this move are as foHows:
Drivers / Advantages
Supports stronger integration of WTP and WRPS
Strong signal that WTP project design impacting R&T is complete
•
Provides expertise for near-term WRPS acceleration initiatives (includes testing and associated personnel needs in
Terry Sams organization within WRPS)

7112/2010
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Consistent with the plan to

hav~"'''' Joint test facility for. both organizations to ,,'_.;, port WRF and full-scale PJM testing

Opportu nities
Convince ORP to fund WRPS for remaining WfP Process Limits Work currently being performed by R&T with project
funding (potential to return of $5M to MR)

2) Process Engineering under John Olson - move organization back into the core of the Process Engineering folks under
Engineering (Barbara Rusinko). This was the original plan when PETD was formed and is consistent with the engineering re-plan
of about 2 years ago. It also is necessary to augment this organization to complete the design changes coming as a result of
technical issue resolution.
3) Flowsheet Modeling under John Mahoney (John's PSR ends 9/2010) - move organization under Plant Engineering and
integrate deHverables with operations. There is an opportunity to share modeling resources with WRPS, but with contract
deliverables and a considerable amount of scope remaining to update the models to the final and now changing design, the
recommendation is to keep these resources at WTP until around 1/2013 when their work is essentially complete and then
integration into WRPS is a stronger business case. Funding for this remaining scope up to 1/2013 ts being resolved with BCP-

4031.
In my discussion with Greg, there may be a need to phase the moves above, wIth the timing of the Item 1 above being early June
and the timing of items 2 &3 following in late August or early September.
Please let me know h~w you would like to proceed with respect to the proposed path forward.
Thanks,
Richard

-----_._-_.From: Edwards, Richard E (WGI)
Sent: Friday, April 02, 20108:29 AM
To: Ashley, Gregory

Cc: Gay, William (URS)

Subject:

AN: Departure Window for Rich Edwards

Greg,
I would like to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss this - It looks like our schedules have us here at different weeks - I will
be out next week (starting today) and will be back on Saturday, 4/10 PM with no trips planned thru the remainder of April. I
believe you are out the week of 4/12 - 4/16, so I will get something on your calendar for the week of 4/19. I believe you know the
status of the majority of the items mentioned below, but I have included a synopsis below as well.
Richard
EFRT - all closed last fall except M3 which is as you know on track for 6/27
Item 1 below - I'll setup a meeting to discuss with you during the week of 4/19; the funding for the FM part of PEFM is
being addressed with TN/BCP 4031 which is now essentially complete (we met on this previously) and will go to CCB on 4/15 - I
plan to present it myself. Garth 1 Olson are working the PE part of PEFM with a significant amount of new scope coming from
MAR/HPAV, CXP solids resolution, and M3 process changes
Item 2 below - TN/BCP 4031 will correct the error I omission with the funding for the FM group thru 12/2012 - I maintain a
spreadsheet with release dates for all the URS individuals by name in PETD along with their planned new "homes" - I will update
and re-issue it to URS HR towards the end of April after we meet. As you know a number of folks have already left the project in
the last 6 months.
.
Item 3 - Garth has been filling this role for ICD-19; let's discuss the senior representative piece (I believe Rick Kacich already has
this responsibility especlally as it relates to WRPS Clin 3.2 activities).

7/12/2010
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Richard

From: Gay, WilHam (URS)
Sent: FridaYl March 19, 2010 1:04 PM
To: Ashley, Gregory; Krumm t (ami (WTP)
Cc: 'Sain, Leo'; 'Holian, Dave'; Edwards( Richard E (WGI)i '5pencert Chuck'
Subject: Departure Window for Rich Edwards
Greg, I met with Rich Edwards and told him he could leave for his next assignment at SRS(URS) once the EFRT issues are
cfosed and:
1. His relief is identified and trained and voiced "ready to relieve" including satisfaction with the funding profile for the organization
2.Proposa! on the path forvvard with the modeling group by individual name
3.A replacement individual to be the senior representative interface with WRPS including the ICD-19 member
The above requirements should be completed by June 27,2010. Cami will ensure the transition window for the SRS assignment
covers that release date.
Let me know if you have any additional completion items before he leaves,
Thank you,
William W. Gay III
Assistant Project Director
Engineering, Quality, Safety & Operations
PH: 509.371.2389

7/12/2010
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From: Ashley, Gregory
Sent: Fri Jul 30 00:52:20 2010
To: Keuhlen, Phillip
Subject: FW: Vulnerabilities
Importance: Normal
Attachments: PN NL_lnpuCto_'vVTP_vulnerabilities.6-30-10 prb.doc
Phil, sorry for late add, but you need to bounce this list off of the matrix you are developing. Many of these
may be from PNNL not being current with the program, but we need to ensure that we have thoroughly
scrubbed all sources.
Greg Ashley, P.E.
vVTP Technical Director

(509) 371-3418
(509) 420-3394 cell
(509) 371-3506fax
grashley@bechte!.com

From: Russo, Frank M CWTP)
Sent: TuesdaYr July 06 r 2010 3:49 PM
To: Ashley, Gregory; Duncan, Garth M
Subject: FW: Vulnerabilities
Please review and call me tomorrow.

From: Walton, Terry L [mailto:Terry.Walton@pnl,gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 06, 20103:44 PM
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Cc: Kluse, Michael
Subject: Vulnerabilities

Frank,
Mike Kluse and I appreciated the opportunity to meet with you on June 17, 2010. In response to your
request, attached for your information is a summary of the Waste Treatment Plant technical
vulnerabilities from PNNL's perspective. All but the most recent concerns have been previously
provided to BNI staff in reports, letters, white papers, document reviews, presentations and
discussions.
The list is provided with the following background:
The attached list of vulnerabilities does not constitute a complete and comprehensive review by
PNNL staffb P ut rather should be considered as some examples of risks that staff are aware of
as a result of their involvement with various WTP efforts.
BNI staff are aware of and working many of these issues. Designs and operating conditions for
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several vessels are being reevaluated as a result recent phase 2 testing and PNNL staff may not
be aware of the complete suite of actions that BNI is taking to address vulnerabilities.
In some cases there are legitimate differences of technical and engineering opinions between the
PNNL and BNl staff.
At the highest level, PNNL believes the vulnerabilities to the current Waste Treatment Plant design and
operating plans are as follows:
Mixing Systems: The recent Newtonian vessel phase 2 testing has resulted in modified vessel mixing
designs and operating conditions for mixing that 'just meets" the minimum tank performance
requirements. While solids uniformity is not necessary, the current designs allow solids to remain on the
bottom during normal operations and allow solids stratification resulting in high concentrations near the
bottom of the vessels and the pump suction lines. This will impact the ability to obtain representative
samples and increase solids concentrations in the transfer lines. Given the considerable uncertainties in
the properties of the waste feeds, mixing data and scale-up the lack of a significant design margin is a
vulnerability that could lead to inadequate mixing and line plugging.
Solids Transport and Pumping: The pumps and transfer lines are likely to experience solids
deposition and could potentially plug, especially given the stratified layers of solids that are expected in
some of the vessels. Suction side priming failures due to inadequate net positive suction head (NPSH)
and pipe plugging are also an increased risk at higher solids concentrations given the long suction line
lengths.
Plant Processes: The many recent changes to the pretreatment process based on lessons learned from
PEP testing M3, and M6 have significantly impacted the flow sheet of the WTP and are likely to
negatively impact the flow rates, plant operations and the resulting product out of the WTP. The
complicated control scheme to avoid precipitation in the flltrates has not been demonstrated and was
not part of the PEP testing. The caustic leaching temperature has been reduced to address vessel
corrosion concerns but this, combined with efforts to limit caustic additions to control precipitation, may
limit the amount of Boehmite that can be leached and wi1llead to a significant increase in the number of
HLW canisters produced.
Gas Retention and Release: The information currently available to determine the gas retention of
Hanford Tank \Vastes in the PJM vessels may not be sufficient. The risk is that actual rheological
conditions of materials being sent to the WTP from tank farms might not mix in the receipt vessels and
would build to strengths and thicknesses that could not be handled in the design basis event.
Greg Ashley call last week to communicate that the M-3 mixing issues have been closed with some
residual risks. Although we have not yet had the chance to engage beyond the voice mail exchanges,
Greg has made it very clear that he would like PN~, participation in resolving the residual risks. We
look forward to further discussions on M-3 issues or broader discussions regarding the above
mentioned vulnerabilities.
Regards,
Terry

Terry L. Walton
Director of Energy and Environmental Programs
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Energy & Environment Directorate
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
902 Battelle Boulevard
P.O. Box 999, MSIN K9-46
Richland, WA 99352 USA
Tel: 509-372-4548
Cell: 509-539-7826
Fax: 509-372-6710
terry.walton@pnl.gov
www.pnl.qov
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Mixing Systems: The recent Newtonian vessel phase 2 testing has resulted in modified vessel mixing
designs and operating conditions for mixing that 'just meets" the minimum tank performance requirements.
While solids uniformity is not necessary, the current designs allow solids to remain on the bottom during
nonnal operations and allow solids stratification resulting in high concentrations near the bottom of the
vessels and the pump suction lines. This will impact the ability to obtain representative samples and
increase solids concentrations in the transfer lines. Given the considerable uncertainties in the properties of
the waste feeds, mixing data, and scale-up, the lack of a significant design margin is a 'vulnerability that
could lead to inadequate mixing and line plugging.
Solids Transport and Pumping: The pumps and transfer lines are likely to experience solids deposition
and could potentially plug, especially given the stratified layers of solids that are expected in some of the
vessels. Suction side priming failures due to inadequate net positive suction head (NPSH) and pipe
plugging are also an increased risk at higher solids concentrations given the long suction line lengths.
Plant Processes: The many recent changes to the pretreatment process based on lessons learned from
PEP testing, M3, and M6 have significantly impacted the flow sheet ofthe WTP and are likely to
negatively impact the flow rates, plant operations and the resulting product out of the WTP. The
complicated control scheme to avoid precipitation in the filtrates has not been demonstrated and was not
part of the PEP testing. The caustic leaching temperature has been reduced to address vessel corrosion
concerns but this, combined with efforts to limit caustic additions to control precipitation, may limit the
ammmt of Boehmite that can be leached and will lead to a significant increase in the number of HLW
canisters produced.
Gas Retention and Release: The information currently available to determine the gas retention of
Hanford Tank Wastes in the PJM vessels may not be sufficient. The risk is that actual rheological
conditions of materials being sent to the WTP from tank farms might not mix in the receipt vessels and
would build to strengths and thicknesses that could not be handled in the design basis event.
Additional details of each of these vulnerabilities or concerns are provided in the following pages.
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Mixing Vessel Concerns (M3)
•

Phase 1 of the Newtonian vessel testing (WTP-RPT-182 Pulse Jet Mixing Tests with
Noncohesive Solids) that examined the Newtonian vessels, provided examples showing that
vessels FRP-OZAIB/C/D, HLP-ZZ, PWD-15/16, PWD-33, PWD-44, TCP-Ol and UFP-01AIB
were substantially lmder-powered and would not provide bottom clearing using the September
2007 designs. Vessels FEP-17 AlB and TLP-09 AlB were sho"JIl as marginal.

•

Phase 2 testing conducted at Mid-Columbia Engineering's Facilities modified the vessel designs
and operating conditions (solids concentrations, nozzle velocities, number ofPJMs, bottom clearing
sequence) for HLP-22, UFP-Ol, FEP-17 and FRP-02 with the goal of showing the minimum tank
requirements for bottom material movement, post-design basis event (DBE) restart, and
non-accumulation of solids during pump out could be achieved. The changes to the mixing systems
in the vessels appear to 'just meet" the mi.n.i.mum tank mixing requirements during the testing. This
"Razor's Edge" approach means than any small change in a key testing element could result in a
vessel that does not work at full scale in the plant. Engineering choices during the phase 2 testing
that cause significant concern (due to designing on the "Razor's Edge") are:

o

The simulants used in the testing are not sufficiently bOlmding of the tank waste properties that are
currently documented for the Hanford Waste Tanks (WTP-RPT -153 Estimate ofHanford
Waste Insoluble Solid Particle Size and Density Distribution, WTP-RPT-154 Estimate of
Hanford Waste Rheology and Settling Behavior, and WTP-RPT -177 An Approach to
Understanding Cohesive Slurry Settling, Mobilization, and Hydrogen Gas Retention in
Pulsed Jet Mixed Vessels).
The Plutonium oxide slmulant particle use in phase 2 testing for HLP-22 and FEP-17 was sized to
be 10 micron (using a 12 micron sieve cut) where in actual waste images, 4 of the 18 Pu particle
photos (WTP-RPT-153) displayed particles that were over 10 microns (with one being a 23
micron sphere).

•

The design basis event (DEB) simulant fonnulation required a layer of solids at a concentration of
~ 67% solids concentration to achieve the "reasonable minimum upper bound" of 200 Pa shear
strength within 24 hours. This simulant did not exhibit cohesive properties which is diiIercnt from
many of the actual waste sludge materials which do exhibit cohesive behavior. The non-cohesive
simulant means the post-DBE simulant is expected to behave differently in mixing and mobilization
tests than highly cohesive simulant (WTP/RPP-MOA-PNNL-00494 ReCipes/or Simulant
Strengths).!

o

The phase 2 of the Newtonian testing program established the nozzle velocities for Pulse Jet
Mixers (PlM) by using scaling factors to adjust from the test vessel size to the full vessel diameter
in the WTP. The scaling factor used for the zone of influence bottom movement tests was based
on the Poreh (1967) work that conducted testing under significantly different conditions. The use
of the Poreh scaling factor resulted in much higher PlM velocities in tlle test tank than had been
recommended in the Phase 1 (WTP-RPT-182). Recent analysis by PNNL for potential
non-Newtonian tank testing for WTP (WTP/RPP-MOA-PNNL-00507) have identified significant
technical weaknesses in using Porch (1967) based scaling factors for the testing conditions being
used at the MCE test facility.

o

The transfer/sampling system used at MCE's test facility is not geometrically scaled and
nmctionally prototypic. The technical basis (or even the sampling bias) for using the system to
PageZ
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collect data (that prove that solids do not accumulate during vessel pump-outs) has not been
developed. The scaling of the transfer system and the related concerns are in
WTP/RPP-MOA-PNNL-00507 (Test Considerations jar the Potential Engineering Scale
HI,P-27 Test).
•

The mixing systems in the non-Ne""10nian vessels were developed with some design margin but
testing was directed at what was thought at the tin1e to be the most challenging mixing
requirement: that is the mi.~g of non-Newtonian slurries with rheological properties at the
expected upper batmd. Recently some concern has been raised by others that the vessels may at
times contain slurries that exhibit Newtonian rheology. Limited data was obtained in the
non-Newtonian test program with glass beads in water to assess the solids suspension capabilities
of the mixing systems in the non-Ne""tonian vessels. It is unclear at this time if this data set is
sufficient to form a design basis for the non-Newtonian vessels.

•

PJM Technology: There has been a fi.mdamental misperception about the maturity ofPJM
technology. This is new technology which is unproven for applications involving significant
anlounts of solids. This combination of new technology and solids was noted as particularly
challenging at a work shop on Slurry Retrieval, Pipeline Transport & Plugging and Mixing. 2
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Solids Transport and Pumping (M})
•

Technical Issues Related to Post Pump Lines

o

To the best of our knowledge, results ofthe M-l Pipe line plugging studies (WTP-RPT -175
Deposition Velocities ofNewtonian and Non-Newtonian Slurries in Pipelines,
WTP-RPT-178 A Qualitative Investigation of Deposition Velocities of a Non-Newtonian
Slurry in Complex Pipeline Geometries, and WTP-RPT -189 Deposition Velocities of
Non-Newtonian Slurries in Pipelines: Complex Simulant Testing) have not been incorporated
into the WTP plant design guide. Given the Hanford Tank Wastes and the WTP plant processes,
the design guide must be robust enough to consider both the Newtonian and Non-Newtonian
material transport challenges. Also the 30% factor in the design guide is not an engineering margin
but a factor to cover the data scatter related to the correlation so the inclusion on additional
margins would be needed to be conservative.

•

PNNL is unaware of a design guide (as of February 2010) for pumping of Non-Newtonian
materials. Use of the Newtonian design guide will under predict critical suspension velocities for
slurries carrying dense particles.

•

The stability map developed inWTP-RPT -175, identified the three boundary conditions (Laminar,
Transitional and Turbulent Critical) that must be evaluated ior each transport pipe to assure
transport of the wastes do not result in partial or total (plugging) deposition. We do not believe the
three part evaluation has been added to the design guide. Depending on the planned pumping
mode, pipe lines from vessels FPR-02A, FEP-17A to B, Process drains for HLP-22 and FRP
systems, HLP-22 transfer pump 21, and the transfer pump 17 for HLP-27 and HLP-28 all have
actual velocities of belo"" 4 feet per second as of the February 2010 design. 3 The results
documented in WTP-RPT-175 highlight the need to reevaluate these and other lines looking at all
three boundary conditions. Given the nature of the materials being transported, the analyses are
important to reduce the risk of pipe plugging.

o

The Bismuth Phosphate wastes have shown that they can gel (\VTP-RPT-166 in the CUF Run),
Crystallize ("vith significant temperature changes) and precipitate when exposed to high sodium
levels. Wastes containing relatively high concentrations of phosphate have the potential to plug
lines and disrupt thc mi-xing process. Laboratory tests with actual waste samples show that these
wastes settled rapidly (::::: 1 hr). Shear strength measurements indicate that the shear strength after
72 hours could range as high as 1500 Pa (WTP-RPT-167, Characterization and Leach Testing for
PUREX Cladding Waste Sludge (group 3) and REDOX Cladding Waste Sludge (Group 4) Actual
Waste Sample Composites) which is well above the 200 Pa shear strength targeted in recent
Phase 2 mi'Xing tests.

•

Technical Issues Related to Suction Lines (Ml)

o

High concentrations of solids in the suction lines cause much higher line losses (several times
those provided in WTP-RPT-189) than are incorporated in the current design guide. This problem
has increased as the need to fully mix the high concentration waste receipt vessels has been
removed and much higher suction pipe input concentrations are now expected. The long suction
pipe lengths make this problem critical.

•

The slow suction line velocities (resulting from the high line pressure loss) are expected to cause
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inline deposition of high concentration materials.
The design of positive displacement or Moyno® progressing cavity pumps on long suction lines
with high line loses must evaluate the pressure at key points in the suction pipe. With the receipt
vessels being at atmospheric pressure (~30 inches Hg), a pressure drop in the suction pipe to 2
inches Hg (or lower including vacuum) will allow the slurry to boil at plant temperatures (-80
degrees F). The creation of vapor in the suction lines has long been identified in slurry handbooks
as the point where positive displacement pumps may not prime. If vacuum conditions are
developed anywhere along the pipe, piping must be designed to handle the vacuum. 4
•

Air entrainment at the pump inlet ,vas observed at the PEP ultrafiltration loop at levels that limited
pump performance (WTP-RPT-197 Pretreatment Engineering Platform Phase 1 Final Test
Report). The entrained air degraded the ability of the pumps to meet the flow requirements.

Plant Processes Concerns (M61M12)
•

Post Filtration Precipitation - WTP has proposed a revised flow sheet to deal with the potential
for post filtration precipitation. This new flow sheet relies upon a complicated control scheme to
maintain the solutions below the solubility limit. In addition, temperature control at elevated
temperatures (the objective is to increase the solubility) is a significant part of this control scheme.
This control scheme has not been demonstrated and was not part of the pilot scale PEP
demonstration. There is a significant risk that tIns control scheme won't work or will be too
complicated to allow a reasonable production rate.

•

Ion Exchange operating Temperature - As part of the above temperature control, the WTP has
increased the cesium ion exchange temperature from 25 eta 45 C. Testing at ORNL has
suggested that the resin may not have sufficient stability at 45 C. Testing is currently planned at
PNNL to assess this impact, however there is a significant chance that these test results will
challenge the design basis for the ion exchange system.

•

Leaching Performance - Due to vessel corrosion concerns, the leaching temperature is limited to
85 C for the caustic leaching process. At this temperature, the leaching ofthe AI in the mineral
phase of boehmite will be significantly limited. Boehmite leaching has a relatively large activation
energy (~ 120 kJ/mo1e) and as such is very temperature sensitive. Limiting the temperature to 85
C will significantly limit the quantity of boehmite that can be leached. This is compounded by the
recent changes for post filtration control which aim to limit the quantity of caustic used. This
limitation in caustic ""ill also significantly impact the quantity of boehmite that can be leached.
Taken together, these two changes may severely limit the leaching ofboelU11ite - ""'hich
represents up to 50% of the leachable aluminum in the tank fanns. This will result in a significant
increase in the number of HLW canisters produced with the resulting increase in plant operating
time.

•

Precipitation in Penneate (i.e. filtrate) Streams from Ultrafilters - Many permeates have been
fOlmd to precipitate solids following the ultrafiltration process (WTP-RPT-197 and WTP-RPT-200
Rev 1, PEP Support: Laboratory Scale Leaching and Permeate Stability Tests). The solids
are mainly (but not limited to) sodium oxalate and sodium phosphate. These precipitates cannot be
sent forward in the process to ion exchange since the ion exchange columns will plug. The
precipitates are either recycled back to the head end of the pretreatment process or dissolved with
additional water. In either case the efficiency of the pretreatment process is impacted.
Page 5
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•

Process Control - The WTP will also rely upon a process control scheme that includes very
limited sampling after waste has left the feed tanks. This lack of process control input ~llllead to
a very conservative approach to process operations. Tn particular, the control of process rheology
will be a significant challenge. Small variation in process performance can produce significant
swings in process stream rheology. The proposed rheology control strategy has not been
demonstrated and was not part of the PEP demonstration.

•

Process Stream Recycle - The WTP process involves a significant number of recycle streams
that have the potential to recycle problem components. KnO\vn problem components include:
Technetium (Tc), oxalate and glass fonning chemicals. Thcsc components may buildup in the
recycle streams causing various process difficulties.

o

Some of the Tc is volatilized in the melters (both LAW and HLW) into the melter off-gas
systems. The off-gas streams are scrubbed to remove the Te (and other components) which is
recycled back to the pretreatment facility. Since both melters volatilize the Tc, the Tc will buildup
in the process system. Glass forming chemicals that are recycled may form insoluble sodium
alumino silicates in the evaporators in the pretreatment facility. This is an issue that has occurred
at SRS as part of the DWPF processing. Sodium oxalate is sparingly soluble and preciptitates in
the filtrates from the ultrafiltration process. If the precipitates are not dissolved with excess water
they are recycled back to the head end of the pretreatment process.
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•

Systems Engineering Update needed - Potential system impacts of changing processes and
equipment indicate that a complete systems engineering review is needed to ensure integrated
perf0n11anCe and to compare projected perfonnance to processing requirements.

o

For example, in response to the identification of a caustic corrosion issue, the leaching temperature
has been dropped from 100 °C to 85 0C. This impacts the rate at which Boelunite is leached. To
offset the lower leach temperature, the processing time can be extended, more caustic can be
added or a lower extent of leaching can be accepted (potentially increasing the amOlmt of HLW
produced). Another example is the proposed lower rheological operating limit of 6 Pa for yield
stress (raised from 1 Pa) in the UFP-2 vessels. This increased limit is being considered to address
an lIDcertainty associated with mixing of settling solids in the "Non Newtonian" vessels and may
be achieved by operating at a higher solids concentration limit. This will impact the leaching,
washing and filtration operations in the UFP-2 vessel.

Gas Retention Concerns (M3)
•

There are significant uncertainties associated with a lack of quantitative results for PJM
mobilization of settling cohesive slurries, and other uncertainties are associated with a lack of
infonnation for waste properties needed for quantifying PJM performance and gas retention.
(See WTP-RPT -177 An Approach to Understanding Cohesive Slurry &ttling,
Mohilization, and Hydrogen Gas Retention in Pulsed .let Mixed Vessels.) The
vulnerability that results from these uncertainties is that the PJMs have not been shown to
have adequate performance with cohesive solids which could lead to buildup of cohesive
solids in the bottom of the vessels that could retain up to 20-30% flammable retained gas.

o

The first category is Technical Uncertainties for PJM Behavior with Settling Slurries

•

TIlere is a scarcity of testing data for PJM perfornlance on settled or stratified cohesive layers,
and it is unclear if the existing correlations developed for vessels without layers Cc::'lll be used for
settling waste. While the previous studies on PJrvr mi-xing of uniform non-Ne\vtonian materials
quantified many aspects of the P JM performance, data to quantify the roles of important
operational paramctcrs (jet velocity, pulse size, and duty cycle) and geometry (munber of P JM
tubes, nozzle size, bottom shape) are absent.

o

The second category is Teclmical Uncertainties for Waste Characterization.

•

The most significant uncertainty is that the existing models and data on settling dynamics and the
strength of settled layers have not included experimental testing to confirm the scaling behavior or
to determine the increasing strength with depth into a settled layer. It is expected that a sound
lUlderstanding of settling dynanncs will be needed to design, or to detemnne the operating limits of,
a mixing system capable of managing the strength and thickness of settled layers.
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1 It was noted by the DNFSB (J Mansfield to I Triay, January 6,2010, attachment 1) that simulants with bounding
cohesive properties are likely to be more difficult to suspend than noncohesive simll.lants.

by Dr. David A. Gottschlich, Independent Project Analysis, Inc, Titled New Technology and Solids: A
dijJicult Combination, January 17,2008 in Appendix A.4 of Smith et aI, July 2009, Slurry Relrieval, Pipeline Transport
& Plugging and Mixing Workshop, PNNL-18751.
2 Presentation

3 A key message from a work shop sponsored by the US Department of Energy's Office of Engineering and
Technology Office of Environmental Management was that laminar-flow regimes should be avoided in the design of
slurry pipelines (Smith et aI, Slurry Retrieval, Pipeline Transport & Plugging and Mixing Workshop, Vall, July 2009,
PNNL-18751)

A concern with the available net positive suction head (NPSH) was also noted by the DNFSB (J Mansfield to I
Triay, January 6,2010, attachment 4),

4
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Ju/14 21:15:22 2010

To:

'Da/e_E~Knutson@orp.doe.gov'

Cc: Ashley, Gregory
Subject: Fw: Heads Up
Importance: Normal

With all due respect, fishing for issues (and Donna helping create one) 'will not help anyone. Ashley is the voice of
the entire Technical organization and if a critical question isn't asked or vetted by him, then it just doesn't count.
Greg, from Olll' side, you need to get this type of churn under control.
Frank

-.--. Original Message •• --From: Russo, Frank
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Jul14 16:23:382010
Subject: FW: Heads Up

·----Driginal Message----From: Busche, Donna (URS)
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 1:56 PM
To: Ashley,Gregory
Cc: Russo, Frank; Gay, William (URS); Patterson, Thomas
Subject: Heads Up
G
Quick heads up on a conversation in 2440 a few minutes ago related to mixing.
We had a meetingfrrst thing thIS a111 to discuss WTPs resent response plan to theCSSG report sent to ORP. During
that 111tg I communicated 0111" plan to systematically conduct a high level hazop to address the changes from mL-ung.
My input was consistent with the plan and input provided to Jeff Monahan in the trend. Meeting went well and the
ORP attendees agreed with our path forward to align the license (PDSA) and update the CSER.
Subsequent to that mtg, I received a call fTom Gary Brunson and Rob Gilbert. They had received feedback from the
morning mtg and had questions and concerns. 1 circled back by Gary's office to conduct the discussion in person.
They asked very direct questions related to the ENS involvement and buyin to the vessel summary reports, heel
c1eanout studies. impact assessments to PSA and PVP etc..... My response seemed to differ from discussions they
have had wHh you and others from emgineeIing. Specifically, I COlmnunicaled that ENS had been involved at a
cursory level, and reiterated our trend input that realigns the PDSA starting vvith a hazop. They were under the
impression that we had a more active involvement had concurredlapproveclof tho path forward.
Gmy indicated his fmstration and indicated he 'would call. I tried to soften after his reaction and confml1ed Qur
commitment to deliver a compliant 3009 DSA that is implementable in the field. I also reminded him thatt11is is an
iterative procesS. With that saici, it is clear that r inadvertently stirred up the customer.
Twill be back after a quick hIllCh. Tjust pulled off the road to type quickly (110pefnlly) before the phones started
tinging.
D
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Krumm) Cami (WTP)
Downing, Katie (WGI)

From:
Sent:

Thursday, July 15, 2010 10;19 AM

To:

Krumm, Cami (WTP)

Attachments:

During a meeting with Bill Gay last Wednesday 7.doc

During a meeting
with Bill Gay ...

Katie Downing
WGBusiness Services
(509) 371-8362
kadownln@bechtel.com

1
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During a meeting with Bill Gay last Thursday 7/811 O~ Frank Russo came into Bill Gay's
office and told him that \Valt Tamosaitis was 110t allowed back on the WTP project.
Frank stated that he tried to work a different solution but discussed this with the Federal
Project Director whose response was any costs incurred for Walt Tamosaitis would be
considered unallowable. Frank stated, the Federal Project Director was not going to
respond to threats of whistle blowing.
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From: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Fri Jui 16 15:05:52 2010

To: Russo! Frank M (WTP)
Subject: Re: Heads up
Importance: Normal

That is good. Dale should have Keitll K help him thru this if Don A gets involved. Let me know if you need help
wID avid K or HQs.
Txs, sjo
~-~-- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@bechteLcom>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Fri Ju116 07:52:57 2010
Subject: Re: Heads up
Yes. Very aware. He was equally concerned when Kosson had one of Walt's emails forwarded to him. Kosson was
not happy. Brunson was tlle one who told me about Kosson concerns. Who knows how he plays into this.
--.-- Original Message ----From: Olinger, Shirley J <Shirley.)_Olinger@;RL.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Fri Jul16 10:49: 12 2010
Subject: Re: Heads up
Is Dale aware of both Walt and possibility of DOll A?
~---- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <frusso@Bechtel,com>
To: Olinger, Shirley J
Sent: Fri Jul16 07;36:252010
Subject: Fw: Heads up
Fyi re Walt.
----- Original Message ~~--From: Triay, Ines <Ines. Triay@em.doe.gov>
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Thu Ju1lS 19:41:192010
Subject: Re: Heads up
Thanks Frank for this communication. I truly appreciate it.
I:ues
----- Original Message -~-~From: Russo, Frank M (WTP) <f11lsso@Bechte1.com>
To: Tiiay, Ines
Sent: TIm Ju115 19:07:342010
Subject: Heads up
Walt Tamositis (URS) had lost focus after we put Mike Robinson ill charge of M3. Towards the end. he became
disruptive and sentemails out that caused CRESP and others concern. I asked DRS to transfer him and gave then a
couple of months to do it. When he sent one email to many, I told DRS that he had to leave because he was
undermining M3. He left the project 6/30 but still remains a DRS employee, He is very annoyed because he intended
to retire off afthe project. That was neve!' an option. Heads up, he is now going to the dIffering profession~l opinion
process to try to call into question the very work he led for several yecu's, I asked pethick and Leo to manage him the
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best they Cffil given the rights we all have 1'e differing professional opinio1l, But 1 suspect Walt intends to make
trouble. We are ready for it and have all necessary answers and documentation, Just wanted you to hear it from me,
F.rank
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Gay, William [/O;::;WGIEMAIUOU==FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE l
GROUP/CN:::RECIPIENTS/CN=GAYWW844]
j
Wednesday, July28, 2010.1:46 PM
.
Pegram, Linda
FW: Walt Tamosaitis Job Assignment

From: Wright~ Todd
Sent: Fri 7/23/2a10 3:38 PM
To: GaYJ William
subject: RE: Walt Tamcsaitis Job Assignment
This is unfortunate ..... we look forward to the August meeting.

From: Gay) William
Sent! Fri 7/23/2010 2~44 PM
To: Wright J Todd
Cc: Sain) Leo
Subject: RE: Walt Tamosaitis Job Assignment
Todd",
I am sad to report that Walt has made disparging comments and initiat~d letters that have
made allegations against·WTP. I am not sure where it will end up. r dPubt that the Walt ..
Sellafield temporary assignment will come to pass. I do want to thank~you for trying to help
in this area.
.
As it currently stands~ the trip to Sellafield is still on schedule.
Thank you
Bill Gay
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From: Heaston, Suzanne
Sent:Tue JuI2717:16:16 2010
To: Kennedy, Daniel E; Bohne, Jason; Ashley, Gregory
Subject: Conference call for DNFSB issue
Importance: Normal·

All:
Can you be available at 10:30 for a conference call to discuss strategic communications to
address the Walt T. letter? Jason has provided questions that we need answered to develop
messages.
Greg: We'l/. need you for questions one and two.
We've learned that Senator Murray's office, appropriators and authorizers have the letter.
Jamie Shimek contacted Dan and Erik Olds. Jamie reiterated the need for a response so that
she can assist with disseminating our messages.
Carrie Meyer informed me that DOE-HQ Ones?) contacted DNFSB Chair Peter Winokur as part of
their regular process for letter disposition. He did not.seem overly concerned. However, Carrie
also said that DNFSB's Badar has an "urgent" call into Dave Brockman, ORP manager---we don't
know the subject.
Suzanne

From: Bohne, Jasen
Stud.1 Tuesdt\y, July 27,.2010 9:11 AM

To:

HeastOJ1, Suzant1e

Subject:

])J\FSB iSRue

Suzanne,
Tluu1ks again for the conversation. As we discussed, it seems there are three meas we need to have (he facts on:
1. Technical issues he raised ~- What areas? Did we resolve? ·What reviel.-vs have occurred to back up our response?
Is there a basis for further review?
2. ';V'TP processes for collecting and resolving technical issues -- Are they used (how often)? Were they followed
here'? Is DOE generally inYolved'? Does WTP reaHy have a culhlre of sl1ppresslng safety and teclmical concerns?
3. DRS process for moving him -" was there something out of the ordinary? Is it typical for DRS to moye senior
technical people while job is still going on? Does DOE management typically get involved when a senior person
moves?
Jason

Jason Bolme
Public Affairs manager
Bechtel Natio.t1al, Inc.
5275 Westview Dlive
Frederick, MD 21703
240/379-3149 (office)
240/344-1616 (cell)
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jbohne@bechtel.com
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From: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Jue JuJ 2718:54:072010
To: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: Stuff

Importance: Normal

How's vacation?
Walt T is now an official WE ..... ??
What action or inaction were taken by ufs/wgi ·with regard to walt T ? Did they do as requested by you?
What would u like me to do?
Linda Rakow- she has annouced that she will retire and go to ;,vork at SLAC. Miller is in a panic and will pay her
anytWng to stay. I have never been impressed by Linda and wanted to get your opinion.
Other than Maureen who would u propose as a replacement?
Scott
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From: Heaston, Suzanne
Sent: Tua Jul27 17:16:162010
To: Kennedy, Daniel E; Bohne, Jason; Ashley, Gregory
Subject: Conference call for DNFSB issue
Importance: Normal

All:
Can you be available at 10:30 for a conference call to discuss strategic communications to
address the Walt T. letter? Jason has provided questions that we need answered to develop
messages.
Greg: Weill need you for questions one and two,
Welve learned that 'Senator Murray1s office J appropriators and authorizers have the letter.
Jamie Shimek contacted Dan and Erik Olds. Jamie reiterated the need for a response so that
she can assist with disseminating our messages,
Carrie Meyer informed me that DOE-HQ (Ines?) contacted DNFSB Chair Peter Winokur as part of
their regular process for letter disposition. He did not seem overly concerned. However/ Carrie
also said that DNFSB!s Badar has an lIurgentll call into Dave Brockman; ORP manager---we donrt

know the subject.
Suzanne

I"rom: Bohne, Jilllon
Sent;

TlIe~duy,

To:

HeastoJl, Suzanne

Subject:

July 27, 2010 9: 11 &vI

DKFSB

j~~ue

Suzanne,
Thanks ag<:lin for the conversation. As we discussed, it seems there are three areas we need to have the facts on:
1. Technical issues he raised -- What areas? Did we resolve? What reviews have occurred to back up Ollt response?
Is there a basis for further review?
2. WTP prOCesses for collecting and resolving technical issues -- Are they used (how often)'? Were they followed
here'? Is DOE generally involved'? Does WIP really have a culture of suppressing safety and tecl1l1ici1l concer11s'?
3. DRS process for moving him -- was there something out of the ordinary? Is it typical for DRS to move senior
technical people while job is still going on? Does DOE management typically get involved when a senior person
moves?
Jason

Jason Bohne
Public Affairs manager
Bechtel National, Inc.
5275 Westview Drive
Frederick, :MD 21703
240/379-3149 (office)
240/344-1616 (cell)
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jbohne@bechtel.com
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From: Walker, David
Sent: Wed Jul 28 17:05:09 2010
To: Ogilvie, J; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Subject: RE: WTP Tomasitis Event/update on WMAB Technical Committee
Importance: Normal
I talked with Ines. She had talked with Leo earlier this AM. We had pretty
much the same message. Her fundamental question (unanswered) is why/how did
we handle WT's move/departure so poorly. What was communicated by whom to
whom and what were we thinking. She believes from DK feedback that we will
manage through the technical issues and DNSB investigation part
satisfactorily although at cost of significant disruption/time etc. Need to
be sure "Hill" get covered and protect the $50 million.
Told her I met with Bernie. He is not allowed to be fully forthcoming under
his Agreement and Ines knows that. What BM told me and I relayed to Ines:
Expect that team will conclude plant will function but may they have a few
improvement ideas-they are chemistry and process plant people. He thinks
group "'Till advocate more that project needs more effective transition plan
from EPC to SU/operations; maybe operators working now or soon with more
details-hot hew thought but group may have some ideas on how and what. The
group will meet with WTP team and 1nes for update next week. Tentative
public meeting set for September 15th.
DW

-----Original Message----From: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2010 12:15 PM
To: Russo, Frank H (WTP); Walker, David
Subject: Re: WTP Tomasitis Event
Thanks
----- Original Message ----From: Ru,gso, Frank IYI (WTP)
To: Ogilvie r J; Walker, David
Sent: Wed Jul 28 11~35:59 2010
Subject: ReI WTP Tomasitis Event
Yes. She, Poneman and Dale stated that they understand reason for Walt's
departure and support BNI management. They -are not happy with URS handling.
But this could all change.

DOE can't be seen as involved.

----- Original Message ----From: ogilvie, J
To: Walker, David; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Tue Jul 27 14:58:32 2010
Subject: Re: WTP Tomasitis Event
Frank, have u briefed Ines?
----- Original Message -----
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From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Wed Jul28 16:15:192010

To: russo10@lInl.gov
Subject: FW: WTP Tomasitis Event
Importance: Normal

Fro111: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Wednesday, July 28,2010 9:15:17 Ai\1
To: Russo, FnlOkM (WTP); Walker, David
Subject: Re: WTP Tom8sitis Event
Auto forwarded by a Rule
Thanks
----- Original Message ----From: Russo, Frank M (WTP)
To: Ogilvie, J; Walker, David
Sent: Wed Ju128 11:35:592010
Subject: Rc: WTP Tomasitis Event
Ycs. She, P011cman and Dille stated that they tmdcrstand reason for Walt's departure· and snpport BNI management.
They aTe not happy 'Witll URS handling.
But this could all change. DOE can't be seen as involved.
----- Original Message ----From: Ogilvie, J
To: Walker, David; Russo, Frank M (WTP)
Sent: Tl1e lu127 14:58:32 2010
Subjecl: Re: WTP TomasHis Even!
Frankl have u briefed Ines?
----- Original Message ----From: Walker, David
To: Ogilvie, J
Sent: Tue Jul27 14:56:442010

Subject: WTP Tomasitis Event
This is the letter Tomasitis sent to DNFSB. It is alive and growing. DNFSB has allegedly ordered an investigation.
This may not have been a well orchestrated separation-getting the details- and therefore this could be an
unfortunately messy event.

DW
--"--Ol'iginal Message-~--
From: Heaston, Suzanne
Sent: Tuesday, July 27,2010 10:28 AM
To: Walker, David
Cc: Ashley, Gregory; Bradford, Richard
Subject: David Walker requests confidentia1letter
David:
Attached please find the WT letter. Rick Bradford has asked me to phone you about a potential Hill comnu1l1ications
strategy. Twill do that shortly after speaking with Dan Kennedy who is on hold on the telepl1011e right ilOW.
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Thank you,
Suzanne

-----Odginal Message----Front Ashley, Gregory

Sent: Tuesday, July 27,2010 7:21 A1vl
To: Heaston, Suzanne
Subject: David Walker
Suzanne, David would like a copy oft11e letter,
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1

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

2

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENTON

3
4

5

WALTER L. TAMOSAITIS, PHD, an
individual, and SANDRA B.
TAMOSAITIS, representing the
marital community,

6

Plaintiffs,

7
8

vs.

9
10
11
12
13

BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC., a
Nevada Corporation, URS
CORPORATION, a Nevada
Corporation, FRANK RUSSO, an
individual, GREGORY ASHLEY, an
individual, WILLIAM GAY, an
individual, DENNIS HAYES, an
individual, and CAMI KRUMM, an
individual,

14
Defendants.

15

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 10-2-02357-4

16
DEPOSITION OF DONNA BUSCHE

17
Taken at the instance of the Plaintiffs
18

19

Monday, May 16, 2011

20

1:31 p.m.

21

1030 North Center Parkway

22

Kennewick, Washington

23
24
25

BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO
Certified Shorthand Reporters
1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, Washington 99336

1
(509)735-2400 BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO (800)358-2345
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1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of

2

DONNA BUSCHE, was taken in behalf of the Plaintiffs

3

pursuant to the Washington Rules of Civil Procedure before

4

Kimberly Keith, certified Shorthand Reporter for

5

California, Nevada and Washington, on Monday, May 16,

6

2011, at 1030 North Center Parkway, Kennewick, Washington,

7

commencing at the hour of 1:31 p.m.

8
9

*

*

APPEARANCES:

10

11

*

For the Plaintiffs:

JOHN P. SHERIDAN, ESQ.
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
Attorneys at Law
Hoge Building, Suite 1200
Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 381-5949

For the Defendants,
URS Corporation,
William Gay, Dennis
Hayes, Cami Krumm:

TIMOTHY L. LAWLOR, ESQ.
Witherspoon*Kelley
Attorneys at Law
422 West Riverside
Suite 1100
Spokane, Washington 99201
(509) 755-2027
tml@witherspoonkelley.com

For the Defendants,
Bechtel National, Inc.,
Frank Russo, Greg Ashley:

JOSH PREECE, ESQ.
Corr Cronin Michelson
Baumgardner & Preece, LLP
1001 Fourth Avenue
Suite 3900
Seattle, Washington 98154-1051
(206) 625-8600
jpreece@corrcronin.com

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22
23
24

25
2
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1

(DONNA BUSCHE, called as a witness by the

2

Plaintiffs, being first duly sworn to tell the truth, the

3

whole truth and nothing but the truth, was examined and

4

testified as follows:)

5
6
7

EXAMINATION
BY MR. SHERIDAN:

8

Q

9

record.

Okay.

Please state your full name for the

10

A

Donna Marie Busche.

11

Q

And what is your address?

12

A

13

Q

All right.

14

A

URS Corporation.

15

Q

And how long have you worked for them?

16

A

Approximately five and a half years.

17

Q

Okay.

18

A

Manager of Environmental and Nuclear Safety.

19

Q

And how long have you had that position?

20

A

Approximately two and a half years.

21

Q

What did you do before that?

22

A

I worked for an LLC within URS down at the Waste

23

B

•

Richland, Washington.

And with whom are you employed?

And what's your job title?

Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad, New Mexico.

24

Q

And what did you do there?

25

A

I was the chief nuclear engineer and manager of

5
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1

nuclear safety.

2

Q

All right.

3

A

I'm not on camera.

4

Q

Right.
Could you describe for us what does it mean --

5
6

what is environmental and nuclear safety in lay terms?
A

7

8

In lay terms.

And I'll respond to that with

what I believe my fundamental responsibilities are.

9

Q

Thank you.

10

A

For environmental and nuclear safety, both

Okay.

11

regulations governing those areas require preparation of

12

the documents.

13

for the coordination and preparation of the dangerous

14

waste permit, for the waste treatment facilities.

15

If it's an environmental, I'm responsible

On the nuclear safety side, I'm responsible for

16

developing and coordinating the safety basis documents

17

that will be used to license the five facilities that we

18

have.

19
20

21

Q

Okay.

And what is your expertise?

educational background?
A

Bachelor of Science from Texas A&M University in

22

nuclear engineering.

23

health physics from Texas A&M University.

24

25

What's your

Q

Okay.

And I have a Master's of Science in

All right.

And with regard to the Waste

Treatment Plant, basically for the last two and a half
6
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1

THE WITNESS:

2

some are very informal requests.

3

in which the issue is raised.

4

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

5

Okay.

Q

Some are very formal requests;
It depends on the form

And in this meeting that we were talking

6

about that the document referred to as the choke on the

7

cherries meeting, did you raise the issue of a hazards

8

analysis?

9

I don't believe I raised an issue.

A

I just

10

communicated -- it may have been surprise to many people

11

in the room -- that we were planning to do a systematic

12

evaluation of hazards.

13

there were technical issues in the document that we have

14

today,

It was already on my radar screen,

and I was already in the process of planning that.

15

So when I was looking at Walt's list, my

16

personal reaction was "Huh."

17

heavens,

I haven't seen this"

"I haven't seen these

18

before," but also processing,

I'm obligated to address

19

these.

20

21

All right?
Q

All right.

A

Oh, yeah.

23

Q

Oh, okay.

25

"Oh, my

So-Can you tell us,

is it typical for

you to not have seen that 50 items list before?

22

24

It was just one of,

So that wasn't out of the

ordinary?
A

No.

21
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Q

1

All right.

Can -- did you have an exchange with

2

Barbara Rusinko regarding your intent to do this hazards

3

analysis?
A

4

I believe we did have a brief dialogue, but it

5

was

I think her and I were more in the -- "the meeting

6

is not being constructive, because of the technical debate

7

going on," and it wasn't a technical debate meeting.

8

was "We need a disposition and get this to the customer"

9

meeting.
I remember her asking me, "When are you going to

10
11

It

do this?" something along those lines.

12

Q

Do what?

13

A

The hazards analysis.

14

Q

And what did you say?

15

A

And I says,

"We're in the planning phase, and

16

some"

17

the timing of when was I going to do that, and I'm, like,

18

"I'm in the planning phase."

19

I don't want to speculate, but it was more along

Q

Is it true that she said something to you along

20

the line that "You need to do it fast" or words to that

21

effect?

22

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form.

23

MR. LAWLOR:

Same objection.

24

THE WITNESS:

25

I don't -- I don't recall those

specific words, but I do -- I do -- there -- there was

22
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1

there is a lot of pressure for us to do it quickly, but I

2

don't remember if she made those exact -- stated those

3

exact words.

4

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

5

All right.

Is it fair to say that she -- that

6

from what you heard, you heard that that was her intent,

7

whether you remember the specific words?

8

MR. PREECE:

9

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.
I -- I don't believe I interpreted

10

her words to mean do it fast or do it quick.

11

actually interpreted the -- the questions more as to "Why

12

do you need to do this hazards analysis?"

13

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

I -- I

14

Q

Okay.

And did you respond to that?

15

A

No, I didn't, because at this point in time I

16

don't need her permission to do that,

17

to--

so I wasn't going

18

Q

Okay.

19

A

It wasn't a debate that I was even willing to

20

entertain.

21

Q

Okay.

22

A

Okay?

23

Q

And at that time, within the chain of command,

24
25

was she a peer of yours, was she higher, lower?
A

She was a peer of mine, but she was acting for

23
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1

Greg Ashley, so in the context of the meeting, she was a

2

supervisor.

3

Q

All right.

Okay.

4

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1 was

5

marked for identification.)

6

7

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

Okay.

You have in front of you now what has

8

been marked Exhibit 1 for identification, and it should

9

it has what we call Bates stamps on it.

If you look at

10

the lower right-hand corner, you see a "WLT" and then

11

"1933," and it goes up to 1944.

12

verify that you have all those pages.

Would you just first

13

(Witness complies.)

14

(Witness examines document.)

15

THE WITNESS:

16
17

Yes, I do.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

All right.

And is -- do you recognize this to

18

be a copy of the -- the 50 items issues list that

19

Dr. Tamosaitis presented at that meeting with you and

20

Ms. Rusinko and others?

21

A

This list appears -- this list does not appear

22

to be the exact list that was handed out in the meeting.

23

I remember it being a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

24

Q

Okay.

25

A

This appears to be -- and I -- I won't -- I

24
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1

won't speculate as to where it came from.

2

like a follow-on activity of that list.

3

Q

Okay.

So it looks like a printout.

Do you

4

if we go through some of the items,

5

will you be able to

6

that were on the list to some degree?

do you have a memory of the items

7

A

I'm -- it will

8

Q

Okay.

9

But it looks

it will depend.

All right.

I want to first bring your

attention to Item No. 3.

10

A

Okay.

11

Q

And it says on the title "Non-Newtonian Mixing

12

Test."

13
14

Do you know what that is?
A

The non-Newtonian mixing test was one of the

15

technical issues raised by the External Flowsheet Review

16

Team is my understanding.

17
18

Q

Okay.

Now, you said that -- I heard you use the

phrase "nuclear safety issue."

19

A

Uh-huh.

20

Q

Is that a nuclear safety issue?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And why is that?

23

A

It's a nuclear safety issue in the context that

24

for non-Newtonian vessels, in -- in the nuclear license

25

for the pretreatment facility,

I will -- I will have to
25
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1

our team will have to document the control strategy.

2

we have to be able to demonstrate the requirements of how

3

to mix, how frequently to mix, and provide the technical

4

basis that it is mixed.

So

5

Q

Okay.

6

A

So it's nuc- -- it's a nuclear -- nuclear safety

Q

All right.

7

issue.

8
9

10

Let me turn the page now to the

second page of the exhibit, Bates-stamped 1946, and ask
you to look at Item

11

A

1946?

12

Q

Yes,

A

1934 is my second page.

13

so it's Bates-stamped 1946 on the second

page.

14
15

MR. PREECE:

16

MR. SHERIDAN:

17

mine.

20
21

Oh, oh, my mistake.

I ' l l go with you guys.

18

19

1934 is my second page.

THE WITNESS:

It's 1934.

Okay.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

Q

And on the second page, take a look at Item 10,

and I'm trusting it's the same.
Does it say "Heat Pump-Out Demo"?

22
23

A

"Heel Pump-Out Demo."

24

Q

"Heel Pump-Out Demo."

25

Okay.

I gave you

And is that a nuclear safety issue?

26
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MR. LAWLOR:

1

2

the question,

3

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

4

5

"a nuclear safety issue."

is that the wrong way to phrase

Q

Is that

A

I understand.

that?

6

7

I'm going to object to the form of

I believe what you're asking.

But I won't -- I won't speculate.

8

Q

All right.

9

A

So when you say "nuclear safety issue" to me,

10

here's what I interpret that to mean.

11

Q

Please.

12

A

Okay.

Am I required or obligated to address

13

whatever's in this column in the safety basis document.

14

Okay?

15

Q

Yes.

16

A

Okay.

17

the question.

18

Q

And that's how we'll --

19

A

Okay?

20

Q

-- our definition from here forward.

21

A

And so when -- when I would say Item No. 10 is

That's -- that's the way I'm interpreting

22

for Heel pump-out and demo, okay,

23

be addressed in the safety basis document and it will have

24

a safety function specific to the removal of solids from

25

the vessel.

I would say yes, it will
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1
2

Q

All right.

How about Item No. 12, and go

ahead and read that into the record.
A

3

4

Okay.

"Sampling Process Limits and System Operating

Review."

5

Q

Uh-huh.

6

A

Oops.

7

Q

Yeah.

8

A

I would have to respond,

9

10

Let me turn off my phone.

Sorry.

I think, looking at the

"Other Description and Comments" column, that -- okay.
Let -- let me back up.

11

We have known performance issues with respect to

12

the sampling system in the pretreat facility vessels.

13

Okay?

14

Q

Okay.

15

A

And the technical issue that I am resolving, and

16

I don't know if this is -- summarizes it here, is relative

17

to the performance and the ability to obtain a

18

representative sample from the vessel.

19

says "System Sampling Process Limits and System Operating

20

Review," I'm not really sure what context that that's

21

written -- written there.

22

Q

All right.

23

A

Okay.

24

Q

So

25

Okay?

So when it

so you -- just looking at that line, you

really can't tell?
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1

A

Sampling, I know what that -- I mean,

2

individually I have -- yeah,

3

thoughts with respect to the nuclear safety issues, but

4

combined, I'm not really understanding the context.

5

Q

Okay.

I have some -- some

some

I'm going to just read you a sentence and

6

ask if that -- this provides any context.

7

inadequate mixing resulted in nonhomogeneous mixtures,

8

added samples will be needed to ensure the process remains

9

within safe operating limits."
Does that provide any context that's

10
11

"Because of the

helpful?

12

A

I am -- what are we reading from?

13

Q

My own notes.

14

A

Oh, your own notes?

15

Q

Yes.

16

A

Oh, okay.

17

Q

And

18

A

And so when I say "representative sample" --

19

Q

Yes.

20

A

-- okay, one of the -- one of the technical

Yes.

21

issues associated with the pulse jet mixers and spargers,

22

okay, for non-Newtonian vessels with the ability to get a

23

homogeneous mixture going in the vessel so that when the

24

sampling system took a grab sample, it actually got a

25

representative sample.

So I think we're saying, although
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1

worded differently, they're -In that context, would you call it a nuclear

2

Q

3

safety issue?

4

MR. LAWLOR:

5

THE WITNESS:

6

this time.

MR. SHERIDAN:

8

THE WITNESS:

safety function.

11

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

13

Q

Okay.

-- at this point I don't know if

Demonstration"?
MR. LAWLOR:

15

MR. SHERIDAN:

16

MR. LAWLOR:

18

Okay.

How about Item 14, "PT Samplers

14

17

So--

the current sampling system will be able to provide a

10

12

I would say it's undetermined at

We have no performance issue.

7

9

Object to the form.

Is that a question?
Yes.
I'm going to object to the form.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

Is that a nuclear safety issue?

19

MR. LAWLOR:

20

MR. SHERIDAN:

21

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.
Okay.
I would say that this, to me, is

22

very much along the same lines as Item No. 12.

23

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

Okay?

24

Q

Meaning you can't tell from the context?

25

A

No.

From -- from the sampling systems overall,
30
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1

there are known technical issues with the performance of

2

the design.

3

addressed by engineering

So until the known technical issues get

4

Q

Okay.

5

A

-- I don't know how to disposition a nuclear in

6
7

8

the licensing document.
Q

Okay.

Did you receive a copy of the 50 item

list at that meeting that we've been discussing?

9

A

Yes, yes.

10

Q

What, if anything, did you do with the list?

11

A

I provided that to Mark Metzger, who is my lead

12

supervisor for the pretreatment facility --

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

-- and said, "Make sure you address this in your

15
16

hazards analysis."
Q

All right.

17

assuming that this

18

was at the meeting

19

A

20

Q

21

And so it's your understanding that
this constitutes the same list that

Uh-huh.
that Mr. Metzger has -- has reviewed these

items or his people?

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

All right.

And when you said that there are

24

still unresolved issues, you mean issues that -- you mean

25

that as we sit here today, there are technical issues that
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1

are still unresolved that make it impossible for you to

2

decide whether that you would

3

nuclear safety issue?

4

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the question.

5

MR. LAWLOR:

Join.

6

MR. SHERIDAN:

7

THE WITNESS:

--

that would make this a

Now you can respond.
The nuclear safety issue that I

8

the documents and the license have to address are where

9

are the solids.

Okay?

10

MR. SHERIDAN:

11

THE WITNESS:

12

The sampler system should be able to provide

Okay.
Simple issue.

13

technical information by taking a sample.

14

performance issues that engineering is addressing,

15

would say I need sample information ultimately to be

16

addressed in the license.

17

technical basis today.

18

MR. SHERIDAN:

19

THE WITNESS:
design/construct build.

21

today.

22

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

All right.

so I

I do not have an adequate

Okay.
And this is not uncommon for a

20

23

We have known

It's an unresolved issue

So -- so some of these issues that

24

were

that Dr. Tamosaitis presented on June 30th, 2010,

25

have still not been resolved today?
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1

A

To my knowledge, that is true.

2

Q

All right.

How about Item 15, if -- is that a

3

nuclear safety issue?

4

MR. LAWLOR:

5

MR. SHERIDAN:

Object to the form.
And if you guys want, we can make

6

a standing objection that whenever I say "nuclear safety

7

issue," you object.

Is that okay?

8

MR. LAWLOR:

9

MR. SHERIDAN:

10
11

THE WITNESS:

That's fine with me.
All right.
Okay.

Rheology control

demonstration

12

MR. SHERIDAN:

13

THE WITNESS:

Yes.
-- that -- that will be addressed

14

in the license, okay, in that it will go -- I believe M3

15

provided very valuable information to start that dialogue,

16

right,

17

output, we're evaluating it, and that the large scale

18

integrated test will help refine that control,

19

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

20

is the next step of my iteration.

Q

Okay.

I've taken the

so.

So -- so, again, the answer is "We don't

21

know yet, but" -- "but at least here we have the large

22

scale integrated test we think is going to provide that

23

answer"?

24

25

A

I know what I know,

the large scale integrated

test will inform it further.
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1

Q

Okay.

How about looking at Item 16, "Weight

2

Percent Control Demonstration."

3

issue?

4

A

Is that a nuclear safety

In -- in my vernacular,

I would call that an

5

initial condition that resulted from M3 testing.

6

a reality.

7

of those that is

8

in the nuclear safety analysis.
Q

Okay.

10

A

Yes.

11

12
13
14

it's what we know today, but it is one

It's

9

So it's

it will be a key input or assumption

How about No. 18,

"PU Control Plan"?

That is a nuclear safety issue directly

related to inadvertent criticality.

Q

All right.

And would you explain in lay terms?

What are you talking about?
A

In lay terms, when there is fissile material

15

present -- plutonium is fissile material -- we are

16

required to evaluate the form,

17

distribution of the plutonium -- plutonium in the

18

facility, not just the vessels; and we have to be able to

19

demonstrate that either criticality is credible or

20

incredible, and write a control strategy based on whatever

21

the answer -- that's not a right or wrong answer.

22

either credible in the plan or incredible.

23

control strategy follows.

the quantity, and the

It's

And the

24

Q

Has that analysis been done?

25

A

We have a criticality safety evaluation report,
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1

so -- that has -- that was issued prior to M3 testing,

2

based on the results of

3

testing, which was done in September of -- I want to say

4

'09, okay,

and I call it the interim

so there was two phases to the M3 testing

5

Q

Okay.

6

A

-- that the sample results communicated to me by

7

the engineers indicated that the document that we

8

coordinated, which is a criticality safety evaluation,

9

assumes a sample accuracy of 95 percent, okay.

10

got an uncertainty of 5 percent.

11

assumption in the criticality safety evaluation.

12

So I've

So that was an

The M3 initial phase before the -- the final

13

push demonstrated we couldn't meet that efficiency.

14

since a sampler system couldn't meet it,

15

the control.

16

respect to the sampling system.

I can't credit

So that's why it's a technical issue with

17

Q

All right.

18

A

They -- yes.

And is that the case today?
They are working on test

19

objectives for the large scale integrated test to

20

understand the performance of the sampling system.

21

Q

So

So at the time of the M3 closure, you were not

22

able to say -- meaning June 30th, 2010, you were unable to

23

say that this -- that this criticality was incredible --

24
25

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

III
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1

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

2

Q

-- as a risk?

3

A

I would say at the time that M3 closed, I had a

4

document that said it was incredible.

5

made that document inconclusive, so not abnormal in a

6

design/construct build.

7

The results of M3

I have documents that go through -- I'm evolving

8

the criticality analysis, at the same time evaluating --

9

excuse me, evolving the safety basis document.

And those

10

two at the end have to line up, but I had a technical

11

input as a result of M3 that said criticality was

12

questionable.

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

Okay?

15

Q

And that technical input as a result -- when you

16

say "as a result of M3," do you mean that somewhere before

17

June 30th, 2010, or on June 30th you made that conclusion

18
19

reached that conclusion?
A

Okay.

My understanding of EFRT M3 response is

20

the initial path at the test concluded around the

21

September/October time frame of '09 --

22

Q

All right.

23

A

-- okay, or that's when I started going to

24

plan-of-the-day meetings, so the date is not hard and fast

25

in my brain.
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1

The final test objectives, okay, prepared for

2

the M- -- the final phase of the M3 testing.

My

3

organization did prepare a document that said we need to

4

go evaluate -- excuse me.

5

criteria for the final phase of M3 to address criticality.

6

So we addressed that there shall be no accumulations of

7

solids, okay --

We established a testing

8

Q

Okay.

9

A

-- and that you have to be able to -- I'll just

10

leave it at that.

11

fundamental requirement.

12
13

Q

No accumulation of solids was the

All right.

Okay?

And did you have any role in the M3

closure?

14

A

No.

15

Q

Okay.

So -- so that was simply input you gave

16

to your management, that there

17

design has to be there will be no accumulation of

18

solids?

19

A

No, that was actually in a formal report --

20

Q

Okay.

21

A

that in the future, the

that was issued to the M3 testing team and

22

subsequently the Department of Energy.

Okay, it's not

23

uncommon.

24

testers, so that's -- we did that.

25

testing was completed, the vessel closure packages were

I provide input to the designers and the
At -- at -- when the
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1

then provided to my organization for further evaluation

2

into the nuclear safety document.

3

Q

Okay.

4

A

So I didn't provide it to management, because I

5

All right.

Okay.

believe I am the manager responsible to do the analysis.

6

Q

Got it.

7

A

Okay?

8

Q

This list that we've marked as Exhibit 1, did

9
10

you have any discussions with your management chain of
command after you received it?

11

A

About the list, no.

12

Q

Okay.

13
14
15

How about the -- some of the issues we've

been discussing?
A

I did have a discussion with

Greg5~~fh8k~A&with

respect to the hazards analysis.

16

Q

Would -- please tell me about that.

23

Q

How -- when did that meeting take place with

24

25

\

Greg Ashley?
A

Oh, I believe it was the day after the June 30th
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1

meeting with Ms. Rusinko.

2

Q

All right.

3

A

But I would have to confirm my calendar.

4

Q

All right.

when Mr. Ashley told you

And did

5

that Walter Tamosaitis was being reassigned, did he tell

6

you why?

7

A

No.

8

Q

Okay.

9

Did he -- did he in his conversation link

the fact that Walter Tamosaitis was being transferred to

10

the argument that you didn't have to do the hazards

11

analysis?

12

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

13

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the question.

14

MR. SHERIDAN:

15

THE WITNESS:

You can answer.
I don't believe he inferred.

16

was just a simple statement,

17

hazards analysis.

18

care what the reason was after the -- because of the

19

comma.
MR. SHERIDAN:

21

THE WITNESS:

22
23
24

25

"You don't need to do the

Walt is being reassigned."

20

It

So I didn't

Okay.
It was I was obligated to do that.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

Q

All right.

And so you left his office basically

having told him that you're obligated to do the analysis?
A

Sure.
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1

said, "This is inadequate," and the company has said,

2

"Well, we're going forward"?

3

MR. LAWLOR:

4

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form of the question.
I will tell you that the nature of

5

my job is to challenge engineering and operations, and I

6

will say we routinely have spirited debates.

7

this point in time, I am still responsible to produce the

8

nuclear safety document, and so I have -- we're in the

9

iterative process.

Okay?

At

1-

So "no" is not an uncommon word on

10

both sides of the table, but at the end of the day, my job

11

is to hold the line.

12

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

13

Q

Okay.

14

A

Object to the form of the answer.

16

Q

Have -- have you done this particular job at

17

other places?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

Have you ever been fired from your job?

20

A

I have been removed from my position, yes.

21

Q

Have you been removed because of taking a stance

15

22

And-I don't know,

but

like we've been discussing?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Was it while employed with URS?

25

A

Yes.
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1

Q

When did it happen?

2

A

At the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad,

3

New Mexico.

4

Q

Tell us what happened.

5

A

There was an issue with receiving a waste drum

6

from the State of Idaho, the advanced -- no, excuse me,

7

from Hanford.

8

then placed in the facility.

9

facility is where transuranic waste is finally disposed of

10

It was actually a Hanford drum.

under a RCRA permit.

Just for the record, the

Okay.

11

Q

Transuranic.

12

A

Transuranic.

13

Okay.

There are two forms of waste that are authorized

14

to be disposed there:

15

transuranic waste.

contact-handled and remote-handled

16

MR. SHERIDAN:

17

THE WITNESS:

18

We received a drum from Hanford.

Okay.

You got it?

I ' l l slow down.

19

drum was in place in the mine.

20

millirem neutron per hour on contact.

21

MR. SHERIDAN:

22

THE WITNESS:

23
24
25

It was

Okay.

Okay.

The

It read 270

Okay.
Okay.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

Q

When you say "it read," you mean somebody

measured it?
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A

1

The instrument.

The instrument read 270

2

millirem per hour neutron.

3

radiation on the contact -- on contact of the drum.

4

would exceed the waste acceptance criteria for that

5

facility.

6

issue.

Okay.

That's the source of the
That

It was -- so that's an environmental

7

Q

Right.

8

A

That's not necessarily a nuclear safety issue,

9

but that same RCRAirement was also in the safety basis

10

document.

11

says you cannot dispose of waste greater than 200 millirem

12

per hour as contact-handled.

13

packaging requirement for remote-handled.

14

It was in a technical safety requirement that

Okay?

There is a different

So -- and as the issue was resolved,

in my

15

world,

16

question determination and concluded it's safe -- it's

17

safer to leave it in place.

18

deal with the state, but that we had a TSR violation.

19

we convened what we call the Plant Review Committee.

20

notified the Department of Energy that we had violated our

21

TSRs.

in nuclear safety space,

I did an unreviewed safety

It's clearly a RCRA issue, go

22

Q

Could you say what's a TSR?

23

A

Technical Safety Requirement.
And life went on.

24

25

Q

So
We

Sorry.

Approximately

Did you notify the state too?
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1

A

I don't know if they did.

2

Q

Okay.

3

A

That wasn't my job there.

4

Q

Okay.

5

A

Six to eight weeks later, I -- I had recently

6

just finished up an update to the DFA.

Okay?

So in

7

the -- in the context you asked the question.

8

to go to a meeting.

9

furious meeting between the Rocky Falls -- excuse me,

I was asked

When I walked in, it was a pretty

10

the -- the DOE -- the senior DOE manager there and the

11

senior URS manager there.

12

quickly they wanted to overturn the reporting of the TSR.

And I concluded relatively

13

Q

Meaning not report?

14

A

Rescind the report, correct.

15

Q

When you say "resend," you mean resend and

16

modify?

17

A

Close -- okay.

The way you report in the

18

Department of Energy system is you prepare an occurrence

19

report.

20

system, and so you can close or you can -- you can cancel

21

the occurrence reporting system, and there is a process --

22

the report in the system.

23

So it's formally in their occurrence reporting

And so they were looking for my buy-in several

24

weeks after the fact,

six to eight, to change the

25

designation that it was a TSR violation.

And so I held
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1

the ground, and it ended up probably not as professionally

2

as I would like, where I said,

3

answer, get a different chief nuclear engineer."

4

following Monday I was told that I was being reassigned.

5
6

And the

Q

All right.

And did you corne here after

A

After a period of about two to three months,

Q

Okay.

that?

7

8

"If you want a different

yes.

9

Were any of the people who were in your

10

management chain at that facility -- are they in your

11

management chain here?

12

A

At the corporate level, yes.

13

Q

And what level -- what persons would that be?

14

A

Leo Sain.

15

Q

And to your knowledge, did Leo Sain have

16

anything to do with your being transferred out of that

17

position?
A

I can't speculate.

20

Q

Okay.

21

A

I was key personnel on the contract, so.

22

Q

All right.

18

19

23
24

25

I would suspect he

would.

And would you just state for the

record what it means to be key personnel?
A

Key personnel means you're actually a named

individual in the contract that has specific
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1

responsibilities identified in the statement of --

2

statement of work.
Q

3

4

And doesn't it also mean that you can't be

removed without DOE approval?

5

A

That is correct.

6

Q

Who was the DOE person that was dealing with

7

this particular issue at that site, if you recall?
A

The senior DOE person in the room was Dr. Dave

10

Q

And who -- who else was in the room?

11

A

Oh, it was a room full of people.

8

9

12

Moody.

I don't know

if I can remember that.
Q

Anyone involved in the Waste Treatment

15

A

No.

16

Q

Okay.

13
14

17
18
19
20

Plant?

All right.

And when you -- so this

happened about two and a half years ago?
A

It was prior to me -- that was my last

assignment before corning here.
Q

All right.

Since you've been here, have you had

21

any concerns that the positions you're taking might lead

22

to the same result?

23

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

24

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form.

25

THE WITNESS:

I have expressed concerns on what
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QVlnd-o..:le-~ ,

The Project has Just over $200M at riS~ for slartup and oparaUons
The following list 01 2010 items lias not been screened and i. not pOoritized.
Prime owner shawn for task is estimate by WLT
Issuesllsled are Intended 10: 1- improve plant aps, 2- reduce 5 & C risk, 3- reduce dOllars.
Issue. thai were again brought up but ftrst identified in 2009 are sl10wn balded In the 2009 list belOW.

NOTES -
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Status .s of Jun. 30

TltI ..

~

. Description

Comments

~

NlA

I

Improved Efticiency HLP-22.....1

\.

PJMArray

... _ _ _

."

Improve the efficiency 01 the HLP-22
The design changes made to
PJM array thereby reducing Engr and HLP.~ are inefficiont and therefore

On-llold?

J

t'
NlA

(Improved Efficiency UFP-1

~

PJMArray

,

On-hold?

fab cost. while improving mixing
robutstness. This would provide cost

requore excess P JMs. A center
arrey should be lested. This was

savings and risk reduction.

suppose to be part of post M3
closure optimization.

Engr & Ops Process Toch (R&l)

)

Improve the etficlency oItna UFP-1 The design chang.s mad. to UFPPJM arrey tnereby reducing Engr and
1 ar:" ioeftlcient and tn.refore
tab costs whUe improving mbdng
requIre exce•• PJMs. A center
robustness. This would provide cost array should bete.tod. Thlsw.. Engr & Ops Process Toch (R&l)
savings and risl< reduction.

bCLS\5

suppose to be part of post M3
closure optimization.

NlA

EngrlProcess Ops Toch (R&l)

NlA

Engr

..0V-- C,'VloJ

c\o~-f ('OLCil.~'Xl)

If DI'postlonecl ana
Closed. _em Is It

Comment.

~w:;~l
~ o::~ 0(.. lYle. ~l~ {Ot

2010 TECHNICAL ISSUES -

l'

nU-~ ~-k-kj

Eloc:"",,,nted?

The following tasks ...... Idefttlflcd In the 2010 proce.s ",view.

t'h----

i-he.

V\Il.L\l€yS

tu

o..J~c.-"I.::o~ Mi~ VQS<).e..\.S t'~ 0- 0f.e..dd,-~_cL
%=~-h...t ~(~J-ioV\ 10 ~JLV~(t-\-- h~cWo~
&'\-C>/1C.J.DY1 cl.u.-~.\o

uC. \t\yAYtJ~ O£: ~l~ {E.d=
.f~;;nLl'(.td '1 ~r; t1<j ~ 0,,<->-4 {rtu 9, ro.-tt
0-

(~UlOc>./-

~~O.e""'~dY\.d ~r~(VY1O-Vl.~

d

NlA

r~~d·..40 bD..~~s.~

\() 8-ctpk ( l\: ~ ~
b(l..~\",,::> Co ~Vl\j)y\""..¥o de M..O(lc}\cctJ>
~9-tV"'- v.l(-t~~c.t
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Description

20~O

Suggested or Actnl

Comments

Are more accumulators needed In the
air system? Can the alr sy5tern
provide what is needed With the many

~

Should be part of the air system
review.

Wh.,. I. It U.t.d and/or
Track..,?

If D1,po.tloned and
Closad WhIM'. i. It

Comments

Doclll11ented?

Engr

changes that have been made?

Analyze RF te.t dala for

N/A

ternplmolarity Impacts on RF l~. and
capacity. Recent test data
part of Need to access for throughput and
M6 process limits Indicates a reduced cost impact if resin life Is reduced.

a.

Date being analyzed

Ops Process Tech (R&T)

operating range at higher lemps and
molarity.

r

N1A

f,wle,t-lp are.. ":;CL~ ~J:t.%

B
\

11

N/A

.,.

'l{e. S~i.\

Dernonslrate performance of heel
pumpout system. 00. It mJW vs.
startup and reduce S/U time and nsk.
lndude test of baroscope and

art 01 large .cale demo?

.

t"pLhi'~1( UO-- {
.
~d,,=>

t

f'Al... . . '

Process Control and pipit
han ers design review
g
,
~-

Being worked?

~

ot-\=>\

. rk..k
12

t~,-",

QL....U("

~t1
13

N1A

,

14

15

.s a>n

N1A

N/A

0

?

,"-..n'-

e:n

and produ

?

~~ Demon::;;:' Part of large scale demo?

U«u~ ~

Part of large scale demo?

"t:0' •r./Ld

PS

~

.

\.

'"t"O

IJ
1;.-

n c.A
of' -

I

(e.--

1? I dud
rt 011
I
I
n
& a~ pa
arge sea B

If spg limlls ara estabUohed as part
.
01 process COIl,",I, Impact on opo
and Ihoughput must be accessed.

$ilrn~~:~~:b~rn~~~=:uon,

Is mare or alternate lab space and
support needed?

Sampling streams with solids and
settling solids is difficult especially
with non homogeneously mixed

Test (P9) of Vit system samplers
resulted in several changes and
that stream was homogeneous.

\fQ~Y-\'5

().(' Q

c. f

a

J.-4..

'

•

iliL.~ OLCL~dRl'\.+ t.O~\'DtL~ I~ ~l)c::P-!L+t
r.e..4--V,~r~ (~_L~~.Jr"-<f.~+
UL ~ ~ dc)()~

Ops

vessels. Need to determine

The PT stream is not

homogeneous. Demo in Ihe large
scale test.

ooflOe and demanslrate PT rhaoJogy
conlrolacheme to keep yield slrang!h
wlthln limits espodeUy if it need. to be
a>ntrolled within speciftc IimilS to
prevent settling. Need to account for
dilutions,nushes, etc. ~v.luata
addlllv!' and margins.

Ops

Opa Process Tech (R&T)

Engr

u·e. '(tlec.. C)Q ~6\(~ ~ \X"~Ve.v'\-\--~~lo.-h~
Needed for ssveral tanks

c.b ~(~.J))

Engr

~~ ~ ~.--')) 6e.S\·~r"\ ~-h.u.lt

0-

(\,h'CL\ C-oMl-h~
~
~ ~ ce~.\-( D \\! ~ -tv -tM.-~ re ~

u.)%-

UZo t~

C" ()

~e a>5iBX~

How a>ntrol weight percent?

N1A

Engr

died
oequateyoperat.

accuracy and bias of sampien; ,,;th
several feeds. Reduces startup risk.

~n o...Ce~a.j~.I~LUJf-

Cl(\<i LO\\l~ ir'1 clu.~~ \~'\II
r:;nS 1--:' CO~V<1..J2 V1~ 4-Or ~
c..n"\=-l' CD.- ~ty
<:::.cli.(>-h..t ci.v1d r JLLi~c;t va
,()
~ -1

A.teP~stepwalk-throu9his

needed to examine ff the proper

processreqUlrements.
~(
V\
~
and
allowable time. Can process be kept
within fimits wlih current a>ntrols?

~ng

Ops Process Tech (R&T)

~~~ \r\~ V\o(W\.C\..l) o..bt't)II'YlCt..l,

WTP process to examine for Ihe
practicality of operations wlih all the

~(~t<R~~~

~

N1A

have ~ skewed concenlratJcn
gradient Wlih much heavl6r
~ntralion.atlhebottornofthB
(cutfnks. ThlswiUinitiaityimpacl

r'

pum~ut

cted?

WIl~~;:~nk~ whlchl~:~ot have

~ '":::C-L.(.R.;~

\I$U!ilfG(t As~rev~k~edOflhe

Systems Operating RevIeW

~V'~vlJ::;. '2>e."Q.~\
1.olV\.
of

Curt"" .e ()-\-iy f oc;

16

mils

ta ksara·

H

Ops Process Tech (R&T)

.m~LLfb\~7

'Tt

~ O-UI~r

h..\-v

•

With leaching now targeled for UFP2 and all the CNP/cXP chang •• ,
the process limits review must be
done. Coofing may also ~e needed.

camera.

P\P\~ ("~ Q.... ~Jl.-1.S\~\_

.Je~~1" ~o....nuey

~

~

Conduct M6 Process Um~. review
for PT process. PT process limits
asseS$fTlent was not done pending
resoluUon of the ftowsh..t

~\/r.eroO/cJ d- ~\\~<;

"11

....

~ Put11P out Den:

N/A

~Oiy\'
i(\

..$)

~

~

'Ot.t~!> C11 (C ~ 11\ f t-Oe<:>i ~

10

~

~

Sch did t tart· J I
e ue 0S
In u Y

EValuation../
_

()..f\

\

\fo~\c, re(D\f\~Q. 6{Cl-d·Je,d ~.k~ ~.n[\1
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NlA

17

(

Description

~

0

• '~Y- WYA''', .. ' A
TIm.based Control System
__

. lack of adequate sample.,
FaU back Wolller control
schemes are inadequate

~\\.()~ -~(Y\.e

DL5 o..\oo"e

Suggestad or Ac.tuaI

Commenb

Inadequate level detection, and
bubbler ops problems means a
timebased system may be

Prime Owner

Where Is It Listed andlor
TrackH"

H DJ.poatl0nad and
Closed Where Is It
Daeumented?

Comments

The moology 01 material. is Umo
dependent It uead, how will this bo
fadored Into the control scheme lor
salety and processing?

Implemented.

..... ~-.~-..;"...

~

~A
PuControlPlan _
..
...
~';!"e~",;:~~o';,".o:ro~d"::~'~:
("€!?Vir.e..d ~ ~+"tj ~ incomingsamplo.havetobe

18

4?.vo..."4-c...~JD.Qy.\;tJA rre-\J"c,id'o\.) ~alyz0t)D~ Hlf ~~ . l~
'~A

19

CNP Mass ~ari<:e ~.
Assessmenl,)

?

Review GNP mass balance.. II
appea", that the the GNP evaporator

EngrJOps

~~d"?-~Ct. ~7 l~ J. C~\) (e u ?u.e7~h~V~(l~ef~<r
NlA

20

Review the salety of adding nitric acid
10 to the caustic HLP27rl8 lanks. All

"

(Nilric Acid addition In caustic '-I
....
Tank Evaluation
,,-

0\\·~ W~U-t.~J.t2
~~ d ":> CtY\D.\.J..t~:i~
21

22

.

tn·

exothermic ~action ~"occur. Has
the exothermic reaCtion been
evalualed orwill anothernuetrallizing

Whal is projeded HEPA life?

Ops

With the scrubbe", removed, the

?
U '" LAW
_ HEPA LIFE Evaluailon
.
I
,'-' ILU..) 11 ~")...:;e~ O( I ""'- ~ C"'

NlA

LAW HEPA IWe appea", to be less
than a month. Frequenl maintenance

1'\0
r
and cheIlge outwiU reduce
~ ~c...{ ~~ D-+-~j~.-h~Define howIhroughpul
lalll" parUcies will be

disposiUoned in every lank. Will
particles be Ignored, pumped out,

N/A

J\ >{ fl. c.-+-\..\ 'f ..t \0...~ J.v YJVJ..":.
o..n.6.- ~.elr -pt(.fu(t'V\a.n~ ·-o..b\\i~
Contract. R&T Plan, and

N ll+

NlA

Engr

~ ~.L() ~~added7

assumed not

23

Has this been reviewed? Is COOling
or other measures needed?

Addendum. Scrub

.
Will starlin July

~~:;. etc??

Define

-lo V~ld,(

~(~l'.Ie_d. ~-k.-~

Review, IIsl, and provide disposUon 0/
. .
each issua lisled R&T have beon
Thlo will need to be done as part of
dl'pooUoned.
an MSA lor tho ORR.

Evaluale malerials of melter riser
material due 10 addition of Argon gas
(causes 18ducing environment).
Argon gas has been added 10 help
p18venlloaming in tho riser end
Improvo pour control but Ihls creale.

24

EngrJOpo Tech (R&D
,-

Use another gas?

..fu- Vldu,

Ops Process Tech {R&D

Engr

a reducing envirorunont which can

-tzx

\\-'LW

+a.CllA,~

negatively effect plafinum. Platinum
is only good in an Oxidizing
environment.
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25

NlA
A

~\\

\.-.-

~

~

( .
Sy.tem d.S~
~
Uearades

?

C.J C-tY\~ ~ d<!:S\~ G.i"e....'

1\

_

27

.

hP--kdc-~ dJ'\.~~~C;
~f'o,

fn'lint~-Or a;:: ro~ ~
Ito!
P
con

evaluation

...... _ _

plo. iYul"'\~ ~
W.Ct..:rI1.~

N1A

29

_

b-n.Jl(C\f\i'YUI\.'{cd
30

31

32

.'

W~ C

Interface and WAC sample
Analysis Requirements

C.

D

U:,.

LAW canilier decon demo

NlA

K

0

""

"CQ.Jl.- )

\?~

Been disCuoSed befOre. Anal

NlA

LAW Hd attachmenl
•

(\0 ~tLQ/\

C

NlA

l7"'dJ" S

waV

Expan(fed
• Characterization

On-hold pending ROOO and
non-Reg DQO

J

~_'--"~.....

Acid.
'-

~

I.~ \A

I

~_-:-

NIA

Caustic Use Optimization

(£)

PQrh' e ~ ck( Q.c-.l.t" r -L~_J.:q-

4u

~~J'~to{~<1..4", SC

.
ThIs could greaUy aid operations
throughpu~ and quality. •

Need WRPS involvemenl

OPI

How representative is the data to

aClual conditions?

Ops

TMPtTRA

A_. . . l·..H .....
A

on

Improve wasle characterization data
particle SIze. solubilities, setlllng
velocoU... etc. ThIs will greatly aid

Engr

7

OIlS Tech (R&T]

LeOfi~!ercleanlng'lep~andhOW

::\

aCId will be used. Nitricacodln OxaUc worK. bes! on Iron. II """lie
acid was noeded in PEP why dOes
EPwas nolv..-yellecUve In PEP
the piant not have ~ permaneUy
instaUed?

Oxalic acid was. Need \0 en.ure Ihls
is added 10 the plant procas. and
A

Include data needs in sample
analysis planning (ROOO. ICD. ail
samples)

planloperationsandleedplannmg.

.l..,

\:J)

Inllghl of lower leaching lemp. Part 01
contract strolctl incantive fees.

\.!D ~" \~0 £1<7 C\.,J.-. -\1d~ \-'l .-

EngrlOps

propel1yreviewed.

'_R~(k~':' '-'\.If \0\ . VS"U
~~(Q C,t.j.cl \ ('0 Y\u.=k-U ~ Q~'--'-t r~evlewandOPtimiz.cau.tiCu.eag.

\,il-KI r<' {;I.
34

~S.,

'"
__

?

a.,l..---\-h 5

(,'FiltarCleonlngWtthOXaIicI

l

Ju"-'-'-"""--1 . M-(k~f; oj

EngrlOpsTech (R&T]

Testin PEP?

Change design 10 welded LAW Dds
so thaI contamination potential Is
. .
eoen discussed before. Final reduced. Rept.ca puoh In lids with
Data IndlCaled thaI one in flvo
<Ied"",n nat made.
welded lids. wtry taka a ctlance with eansist.eno had leaking head II.u.o.
~
~.-rt-J.l contamination? Identified as an issue
ThIs wllllmp.ct throughput
In the TMPITRA.

C'v\c:vro...c\.e:(i__-,~-+tl"". t 5C\..~~ CI.)
N1A

Document""?

enalysi$done.

Identified as an iUuo In lIle

Y\D tn~(::>~ ~;h~;'-h~

?'t £tid COvQl,'.f:.t' Cc..~·~

33

Inllna or aUine .ample analysis and
conlto!.canroducelabWOrKand
improve controls.

Need to ensure all needs are met
Naed 10 evalu.Uon RDQO.ICD-19. M·
1, M3, pnoqua\. elc 10 ensure
appropriate samples taken and

.
Active

~

elased Where 1. It

Added sampling and process

knowledge requirments have grown

(fIC;..,.)o.J.R

\ -1

•

If D'spostloDed and

r'~k~~m~n~ert0OCr

a. the process has been wor!<ed on.

?

..)

-

\ -'r- \ /'W\
~

to ensure no precipitation or
throughput restraints exist Ml5ga"'s

C)+--c.~(c.t0'V

.

(

En r

Need confirmation 01 conlto! scheme

_

.?

N/A

Rubber does. not Mid up in red

Where Is " Ustad .ltd/or
Tracked?

Ops Process Tech (R&T]

;;;,.d.\..) h ~7~:;ro.·~'h-,C' ~~~~ b..,,:,::>

N/A

26

Prim.Own....

With the many change. 10 the
A PIER in 2009 required R&T to
flowsheel (UFP-2 leaching,
review process description
CNP/cXP, temp changes, elc). the
sections. This has not been done
system descriptions need a thorough
to aoy great extent Process
review. Need to ensure that Ops
descriptions not only capture
Tech(OpsToch(OpsTech(R&T])) knowledge but also provide Input for
operating procedures.

~CJ.,u.c.....-\oC. ~( IC\.q::l:<.C+ --\u SW-~··~andrecsaro
Oct.'>~'" ,
evlew all matertaisol
Theltan.lerpump 10 HLP-27128 has
26
N/A
:~~:Ua":'coe=~:~~.
7
::~~~s!n::.::n:m,:!e~~ n~~:

l1-nn gQr ~";;::-';

Suggested or Actu@1

Comments

Lower temp. will Impact boehmite
leaching. Why add caustic lor it? I (Ops Tech (Ops Tectl (OpS Tech (R&T))))
Need 10 worK on plans lor slTelch
incentives.
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~

~......
--- "
(Recycled Permanganate
'-Ev.luation _

.J

NlA

35

-

~f\..\-:t'o..\
N/A

36

.

(..:(fUI..."';)

.

Wh.". I. It l.!!ted .nd/or "
~

If Df.post.one and
Closed Where la It

Camment!

,

Docum_ed?

RevlowimpaCl of recyCled Mn04 on Will peroxide be added to nuetIalize
process meology and precipitation.
!he permanganate? W50. how
sTech (Ops Tach (Op. Tach (R&T»)
Reeyded NaMn04 could caus.
much? Should Cr be

?

~- ...l. _.

b....~(Q4

Suqgnted or Actual
Prim. Owner

Comment.

Description

~

,,~_ l. ,_

~.Epitation due to being a

undarle.ch.d?

\:V'\Ot"I"'~ ~

'I\/\. ~~~c. Ct.V\CI.4~of).,ntracttechlncenUves.

DOe had program in 2009.
Improve LAW and HLW wasla
Need update and definition of loading with respect 10 Cr, waste, and Part of stretch chall.nges. ORP has
our role.
aystai lonnation (liquidus temp). WiD was/eloadlng programs underway?

Waste Loading
Improvements

N l~

Ops Tach (Opo Tech (R&T))

improve throughpul
EValuate Tc limits, recyde, and
disposition as it appears thai Tc
exceeds ETF limits. Tc removal Wa$

37

T~=ti~~nt

N/A

Yic+

t"T;)0-e

~ .,.-r-

NlA

I I

\ l'v\ f.X1..e-\- CO"-<) d
A. ~ .\ \~ ...... C' _ ,

?cL.!,:;t,1..'\.

\o.t.. ov... v ' r
doCA-,...~
38

Beendi'CU':;;~=lnoacilon ::::~::=::t~=~:; ~an!;TF.r.intStiut.TC
.

I.Ut?

Cl..

~i ~

Develop procedures to prevenl
biological Induced fouDng and
corrosion of the filters, This was a
probl.m In PEP,

FiI\erFouDng

~qA
39

The PEP startup demonstIated what
will happen with resiudal materiels in
the system. Guarding ageln!!. this
and outlining deeming procedures

Filler startup and daaning
procedure.

NIA

NlA

Evaluale thel1l1O heating and cooUng
within PJMs and the effect on
buildups and structural integrity.
IntemalairlempswiUveryg,:"aUydue
to compresstor1 and expanSKm. This

.l .

cI-\( ~~I '\..t.

l

.1.-.,

o....-C.t'l',...l,

~

ge('~.'l"Il:f.()c:o t D..b,~\~
~

41

N/A

f'd \

tJ?

.

S~:::U~::I~';"slon

rt:=-

<J-,:....

NIA

Opo Process Tach (R&T)

Se. PEP experience

Ops

Need an evaluation

Engr

.

To start in July

.N. I \ f'lI\.

could impact deposition as well as

,1'.~,

~

~('::'~~req~~~~eIoPing ~~nct.
structure.

the simulants, vendor leala, vendor

~1~~e~~s~::=:.ooAl:':,":~:
minimize ~ounl and aynorgy with
olller te.Ung needs definition.

'5\~,*\"
42

Needad for bolll slartup and layup

are needed. )).Iso need to consider

~ctofAirTampsonP/

.

mov.

having no filters inpl""" during patI$
01 startup and commissioning.

tJlA
40

Into glass. This has been shown to
be an inaccurete assumption. Needs
evaluaUon and approval for
dlsposiUon.

. .
Suction/dlluUon test demo

Part 01 IalQe scale d.mo7

This i. a complicated program thai
needs much planning. Could

Opo Process Tach (R&T)

involve ona or multipltt simulants.

DlluUoninsucdtionnnesls a common
practice, however, cootrolling
Reduces startup I.st lime and risk. Engr & Ops Process Tach (R&T)
meology and process sampling

~~aladdi"Ons.
Can be done by mechanical means

43

NlA

Partida SIz8 Reduction

~/~

Nothing planned al this time?

~

Provide particle olze reduction Into
ahead of HLP·22 or by using HLP·
WTP 10 provide for more robust planl
Engr & Op. Process Tech (R&T)

v~e':d~~~::::':;:'; It;;:~.;.,:::~o
doll
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44

G . 0

~ SIZe Oefinitl;
?
re\LA--bc:!.. 40 @ ~~{ de::. 0.."" I •.c
NIA

I

A

.

~

Description

Wh.,.. I. It UsS" and/or
~

If DI.po!tlo ...... nd
Closed Whml. It
Documented?

~

CI.a~y define what is. the basi. clth.
pal1lcl." sIZIng used In aU phases 01
deSign so that it can clearly ba

~aluated'houldlulUreWOrkchange

(\ _ . ~·-""'''''1.::::>' :>

c... . .c.L:. .. _

Sugusted or Actual
Prim. Owner

Comments

Engr

the particle size.

""-'\.~ ?-",""Offfl..Ct..Vt C..t

45

N I A C ' l I Seale
e

el.XL\u:~ c
~.
.-h.-t
46

oe0

tas~s

Part 01 M3 Closure loUow

te ~ i f l-? l \ u;)\ \ \ ~

NIA

o..!m~nstrate process

Need t d
control

Conduct
large
(full) seale
vessel
test
to confirm
scaling,
sompung
and
PJM controls

;"ixin~I.':t~q:':~le up

•

<

"5>

Pu and Am DIssolution

oXIdative leaching lor prevention of

?

dissolution
of Pusolids
and Am.
The
solution
to prevent
precipitation
Suggested by E. Lee. Needs to be

examIned in the Haz Ops review.

tndudes performing fittration.

C ~("
U 7l
.
\... \. _ y

Engr & Ops Process Tech (R&T]

r:r.. c-\c; ,(['0
~
Basad on th<I dectslons lor CXP
_~I'\.
.•~--;-_
solldsresolullon.ltmaybenecessary
CLS\
dD~ V)O...l....l..Jr to do additional studlesJIe.ting of

n..
~

-l-1. ~ \' (\ r"
2-1:> C ~
~r( .21"\' ':":"'1
....
~
f.A)\ \.
OR .tUQl4.o...-1.l d- '\I\~.
f>'\.~C:5""\~
~'b-t-{~ ctVlCLL.t.,,<;;i\

LJ'

"'..

I -

washing, etc.t elevated
temperatures 01 aboul45 dog. C.
Mostte.ting of oxidative leachheo
beendoneat25C. Howeverthere

The following issues were identified in 2009 as needing attention. The bolded issues were again identified in the 2010 review. Thev are separated into 3 groups
2009 Technical Issues - Engineering
Provide capability to
change out the
Oemlsler Pad in the
blackcell (gray cell)

Could have major impact on
design. Need to meet with
AREVA.

E~poralor Nozzle
life amnalon

Nozzl ... need 40 year IWe or
backup plan (spare inpIace
nozzles?l
resin cap, screen angle 10
prevent bubble entrapment

Improved IX colunm
d ••ign aO that air I.
not Ir.IPI*i below

WTP engr disagrees
with Guz Benz on the
need for the change.

I

Part M6-CNP Program.

,-CS-

--

Relates to the demister pad

CS

changeout issue

'----N - -,-X --I
N X

15

V.Udat. IX HZ
Venting System ond
vaofly no Impacts on
IX operations
PostFilterlPrelX
Precipitation
Resolution
P",,,,,,,Uonof
SUction U,.. Air

Enttalnment
eapKI_lIy til. UFP
tin.

16

Prevention of ~r
Entrainment In ftlter
loop connectors.

Might work but will disrupt the
IX column. Part of CNP/cXP
program.
Design action being
taken with CNPJCXP

CS

y

X

Need to ensure robu.t design· col
change out is difficult. May be
done. Hems include potential to trap
air, riser location and design, and

Need to confirm system
integration

CS

y

X

H2 system could have impacts on

Could have major impact on
design

Part of M6 CXP. De.ign
change. most likely neaded.

PEP operaUon highlighted the

Need to r"valuate NPSH on
aiticaillnes.

,

CS

I

CS

,-

Y

changos.
Much more important
now that ftowsheat has
been changed to UFP2Ieac:hlng.

concern of air entrapment
attecting th. NPSH of the UFP
.uction lin.. This Issu. is not
limitad to Just this fin •.
The pOlential to suc!< air in
through PUREX type
COMectors as well as HPAV
vents should be evaluated.

I

Relates to pad change out. Address
belore startup

Impacts vendor design.
Need to resolve potential lor
trapped air with Gus Benz.

the bottom acreen.
42

Major item if K needs to be done
batore plant Is operated.

1-

Would lead to pumping

issues

CS

Y

I

y

-,
,-

,-

IX.

X

I-

~1i[es.ans Learned

X

I

M·12 LessOns learned

X

I

M-12 Lessons Learned. Purex
connectors typically leak and
Ihell!forewtUleakair.
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k
Number

~
~
Number
20

Tltl.

Status as of .June 30

ManulsCturtng

proc8$Sand
vendors.
21

NH4N03 Slack
Emliliona Parts
ovaluaUon: do
enough .xlal?

Need for qualificaUon

Need to review new d8sign

Now design has not baen
tesled. Design was changed
after ha~ scale lesUng was
com lete.

Both 'WI! and SRS had problems.
Wi? tested at half seal. and then

and decide on testing.

made design changes.

chango
12

32

ImptOvad Iovel
co~ especially at

significanUy improvad.
PJM operation end return
disturb bubble tube ops

TI

De~"" UFP Sleam
Rlnjllnjector Design
RevlewCr!Ucallty
Control Measwes

How prevent erosion and
Diueoina?
Pu will precipitate during Nillie
acid concentration. Review
mitiaatlon.
Define where second phase
goe., ex. anlifoam in blend

dosed.

TI

Define Fale of Second
Ph_Olllanics
Evaluate potential
for Cracking Induced

Hg can induce materials
cracking in offg.. piping

Has this been looked al?

UFP2 response times in PEP

Need to move
1hennocouples? Different
thermocouple.?
What meier i. used? May be

43

Closed as part of M3.

news

criticality 5C8narios and
15
16

TI

49

50

Need \0 deai1y WOI1< with vendor on
manufactu~ng process.

y

CS

~~~~~ :::i;~::: needs.

47

Comm.nts

"X'"

the vendor's court dUe to

HLP.22 Mixing

TI

!lliI!!..
.I!!I!!!HL

~!!!!!ent~l

impact on us,

30

13

ga.ed

~

X

11

14

and
!the,.. Is It

If pls_tla.....

Whey. I_ It Ust" and/or

fOl'Tllstion

F~m Cooler Design
Validation

24

10

0' Actu.1

Prim. Owner

Cannot put the baH solely in

Filler ftush proljl"atn found
cracked tubes as a result of
manufacturing. Need to assign
a tech lead to ensure filters are
made crack-free.
Review if stacks have ample
sampling points 10 detect

Deline Flllar Tube

Suggested

Comments

Description

~

I

I

M3

I

I

I

CS

I

y

I

X

CS

y

X

40 year life needed

CS

y

X

Does Cr leaching impact Pu
and can NaOH be kept al
<.25M. This issue may be

CS

y

Wl

N- --

level control is key operating
paramoter

-

No decomposition products
soluble? Blend and lag

I

M--12 lessons Learned. level
control allow levels In PEP was a
oroblem.
M-12lessonsleamed. Plugging
and erosion a Dmblem.
Relates 10 Myler memo. TasUng
with real wastes may b. needed.
/lSe .u-decomposition products
soluble?

Did material specs ta"" cracking
Into account or only corrosion?
Review design. CS ~ nol
addressad.
M-12 le.sons leamed.

N

byHg
52

17

18
19

TI

53

56

20

51

21

59

T
I

As demo·d in PEP, improved
meters needed
Captured here lor

25

26

TI

73

16

78

TI

y

CS

y
y

Is ~ne plugijllQe a

Does M1 address or is thls a

po••ibiily?

separate issue?

i. control demo needed?

Refers to power wave fonn

1

to metter.

~'::!="

preclpllaUon
dolllction

Being reviewed
Should be ,",viewed

Mitigation measures?

Meller lead Radar
le.el imProvemenl
Recollery of IX
distributor nozzles.

--Postftlter

y

R

none issue.

Simnar to the steem sy. Issue
(#56) but lower chance

Alternate wave lorm to be
suvplied

system ""Ian... and

24

CS

X

-rI

completeness

s.stem
Vu..l.enUIaUon

70

23

were tao slow

Demonstration of
Melter Power supply

69

22

Improve UFP-2
Tampereturecontrol
and Reaoon.e T""e
Improve Permeate
floW measurement
Rad contamination of
\h8·.team system via
a leal<.
Rad contamination of
the chilled water
system
TIP Ellllp 10 LAW Une
ptuggage

PartotCNP/CXP-changes??

r

the IImiled buidllng ventilaHon
preventad some v.ssel mixing
changes due \(] limitod
caaabililv
Radar level monitoring was
gr.a~ ImJ1~ded bv foam.
If IX feed disllibutora plug, how
wiD they be recovered?

Has the system been
revlowad now that several
years have passed and
manv chanoe. made?
15 a backup 10 bubblers
neadad?
Removing the whole column
for just this is a major time
consumer but this is • high
I!!Eb eglnt 01 ~lu9gage,

MaYbeneedecfdespile

Plugglng the IX column is iI
bad day

mitigation approaches

I

1
I

T
I

T
I

T

T

I

-,

I

T
I

R

.- T
X

-I

I

M-12Iessan5Ieamed. Coes meter
read In units that Ops win use?
Activo item.

Sister «em 10 previous Item. Maybe
a ghosl but ought to be lookad at

T
I

y

II

T
I

y

I

Is demonstration of power wave
needed?
System needs a ~ew 01 sizing
and capability

1- - T-srn

---~-y
CS

I

y

R

R

The M3 program

y

r-cs- ,--V

I

-,--

X

I

gliBubbl6rtO beusecfln
addition to radar.
Releles to lin•• and p",cipiate.
How keep clean or dean ~ plugged?

M-12lessOil. leamad. Don't need
~ actions taken to address SOlids.
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I

I

1

27

28

Number
79

93

Stat....s

Title

!!! Jun'l! 3D,

Descriptioll

~

Precipitation
dotactlon In the CNP
« .......m
Evaluate poSSibility

Part of CNP/CXP

chang.s??

for Sodium
aluminate .mc.te
formation due to
glass formers In

",,,,d,,

29

Cs Entrapment In
Sodium Alumino

82

63

31

96

M-1Clo......... Tboo
Project ha. ""vet"
accepted reports
'175 and .,89.

32

19

Eatabll.h Leachin"
temperature and
Margin for Control

I

Where II it UatH and/0r

PrtmeOwner'

Tracked?

~ I
c:- com:;t:l P~ty

If DlsDO,tron.d and

ta

Clos!!!f~lslt

Im'm!

Docum.nt~?

50lids are an issul5

CS

y

SRS plugged an "'.porator
with NaAlSI and entrapped 3
aitical masses of U when a
aluminum riCh stream_.
mixed with a silica riCh straam.
Relate. to task 82.
Could form atter the fiUer

Need to closely examine all
recycles especially those

CS

y

CS

y

Will an RFO meet the line now
requirements?

Testing underway.
Tost matrix may make
temp diflerenentiaUon
ditlicull

SY9S§!ted g .. Act!!!'

Maybe needed d.spite
mitigation approaches

I --

In many cases the pipeline
design has no margin due to
Incorrect assumptions and
underprediction by the design
guide. A fixed Reynolcls •
cannot be used. The 30%
referred Is b ...e d ••ign,nat an
aptional safety factor.
Safety and besis for 9DC max
leaching needs to be verified

I

r

Impact LAW?

M 1 looked at continuous
flow. RFOs are pulse flow.
Riskmitlgator.

1

JI

::'~~n~:,r:g':bal8 an basis J

Current max is OOC. Lower
temp could lead 10 TP
impacts and Increased HLW

1I

T
I

I

Comm.nts

I

I

X

-1

-I

y

I

X

CS

y

-I

X

R

Y

r- Ollut.. feed; use prequallest to
Identify. Could affect thrOUghput

y

Dilute leed; USe prequel test to
Identify. Could affect throughput

involving glass fanners.

1

Silicates
RFO pump demo to
show Ml performance

30

Comments

R
CS

1I

Initial mode6ng 18SUIIs show the
toMalion of aluminosilicates

Ml did not InvesUgate line plugging
& deposition will1 puise nows.

,-COUld Impact N dissolution itt_mp
has to be lowered. Also need to oet
conlrOl paint

canister count

TECHNICAL ISSUES· ENGINEERING/OPERATIONS·

0'

Feed can exceed Pascailimits
for mixing and pumping

aefln. control
LAW Malter Feed
AhelnftV
O<olln.. Control of
HLWMeItarFeed
A... "",u
Review routa and

Feed can exceed Pascal Umfts
for mixing end pumping

Was recommended for M6
but not approved Could
diluteleed
Was recommended for Me
but not approved. Could
dilute feed

Ops

Ops

Ops

R

y

reduces finer lire

Impact on fllter

Ops

R

Y

reduces flIter IWe

Need to do aner flowsheet is
finalized.

M6 Phase II

Ops

CS

y

X

Oxalalll wiD enter our plant
saturated and with solids. The
solids wiD build up in the
recycle and reduce throughput

Oxalate and other sodium
salts will reprecip in the
evaporator and ba fed back
to the front end ofPT, They
will buRd up and reduce
throughput
Operating plans to handle
Phosphate feeds need to be
develaped. Possibly
additional cleanout ports
could be needed

Ops

y

I- X

y

I

:::~•.:.:o' IX
GFC can recycle back to PT

Impact of GFC In
Recycl•• -atrect
rheology and
hMcln"atlnn?
DefIne UFP Proc...

viarecydes

.~=~II""rlO'
11

12

Addressed in
CNPICXP changes

Oxalale Rocyde
Bundup Impacts on
Throughput

I

Phosphate Handling

I

Addressed in
CNP/cXP chang.s

I

Phosphates will gel which
aauld cause pluggage
problems In many aress

I

Ops

res I

I

I

I

CS

I

X

1- COUld h8ve miijOrTP Impact

I

Could havu major TP Impact IF
plugging occu~. ORute feeds?
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Number

~I
N~
14

I

!!!I!!

I

Clean Out Port
Review

31

Un .. Plugging
Recovery Planning

10

17

11

23

Expanded Gla. .
ComposltlonsWaste loading
o1nrioo
Waste Qual- Plant

Status as of June 30

I

Z!!1J!
Part of M3 closure.
Whiclh Ian"" will have
1\? Is i. practical?
What will H really be
used lor?

0.,._

Integration to ensura
12
13

1I

27
65

II

II

Descriptio"
Setlling solids, phosphato.,
and process upsets could
couse fine plugging. Need to
review system design to
ansure ample cleanout and
ftushing port•.
Need \0 re.olve potential lor
line plugging ""d Identify if
sufficient deanout QPrts exist
Need to dafine glas.
compositionS for leed.
between current min glas.
loading and max AI
ldantify what lesting must be
done to validate and verify
Waste qual approaclh

r
I
I

SU9Gested or Actual

Comments

f
I

Without these, opeations
could be severty hampered.

RelatediO Mf....olU1lon

1-

Prlm.OW....r
Ops

Ops

~~~':~i~t:70:::::~ not I

Ops

Need to indude in test
program

Ops

I

Wher.

I

1
I

Is It LIsted and/or

T

If DtsDO!tloned and

Tracked7

I

-1I

Is IS
Docu.......tedl

Closed Wh!!l!

I

status

TComml••lonlna

~
1m

~

I

CS

I

jcsT
I

WL

I

Need to confinn avaUability of
all GFC. to meet our crlter1a
Needed for operations

y

y
N

!!!lIb..
f!!l!!:!!lt..

~

.l("

I

I

X

T-

X - p e l a t e s t o cleanout ports-Issue
#14.

I

I

Soma may not available

Ops

y

X

Opo

y

X

Relates to lask 40 - how will ops
conlrol the plant? Is operating by a
caicgood enough?

y

X

Relates 10 task 40 - how will ops
controllheplant?

Need to IniiUate supply fine

confirmaUon

point has been
..ached

66

14

95

15

80

16

17
18

I

T
I

64
51

19

28

20

40

Define how operator
Imo_wtwnwatar
goe. rorward or
backwards, Ie, when
at the 16M point?

Needed for operations

Melter Operation
Demonstration

Demonslrate operation without
looking inlo It and standing
next 10 Il
Needed to ensure no C. in
acid or contamination.

TI

relates 10 sample and control

Cpa

R

Jasue

How detarmlna
eluate and acid

Relate. to plant controls

Defina Cr leaching
Simple plan

Ne impacts of NaOH, acid.
Mn04 etc evaluated forer.
More samples may be needed
than planned

Does current ~pling plan
addeessthis?

WTP SampUng Plan
Definition

and diagnostics need to b.

Samples needed lor operation

y

Ops

I

Ops

ourHv?
Cr Mass Ba~ce

Part of Na Reduction program.

relates to sample and control

is:sue

knowa concentration

M-12 Lessons Leamed

y

"."NO I.
GFC Supply
Connnn.Uon
Define how operator

I

~

I

I

I

I
-R-

y

N

How well can operatol"$ operate the
mellers remotely?

I

I

-TI

Ops

Goes with sampling question.
Can Ops reaUy operate the
plant
Do enough exist to operate
and trouble shoot hot ops?

Ops

Ops

y

X

Goes with sampling qU8$tion

Ops

y

X

y

AnOther control question

- --TM-12Lessoiislaam&d

May bo closed issue

I

Mo12 Lell80nsleamed

I

M-12 Lessons Learned.

reviewed.

21

77

000. enough exiat to run the
plant based on what we saw in
PEP? Can't put your ear next
10 the lanks to lune the P JMs.
lab could be plant holdup

Evaluate and Define
InIrtrU_ntation and
COntrol_u.... for
n""...forS
Reevaluate
laboratory capacity If
added ..mp... or

...

y

10 other lab source. and how
to use thom to support
routineplantops.

Ops

Need to buy seeds and
beads now to mitigate risk at
vendor shuldoWll. this Is a
Wah oriorilv
What will b. done, how muclh
feed Is needed, whore to
tes\. when it Is needed, and
whal to test for has not been
deflned.

Ops

es

y

Cps

CS

Y

X

M·12 Lesson. learned. Operators
cannot 00 Into the plant the way we
did with PEP. Relates to #28 and
#40.
Need to evaluate in tight of samples
needed, prequal, etc.

faster tum. round
22

29

,n, .......

InlH.tlon of RF Resin

UndBIWay??

andaeecl
Procurernonta

23

33

DeHne Prequal
wUng

"Prequal t••ts" ....
being used as capture
point for averylhing.

We only own tech for seed to
bead manufacture\ not seed
manu. Microboads at ri&k of
ooino out of busine. .
EFRT IsSU8 M5 defined tho
need for Prequalleec1 tesUng.
Need to spec out <x>mpiete
plan. No.dB and scope could
b. ~rth.n expected.

X

Definite high priority. Microbeeds
survival endangered. We do not
own seed tectmoIogy.
Comprehensive tesUng needed with
eartybalclhe..
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24

-Numbe..

I

67

I

l1Y'Where do prequal
testing priottoplant
turnover

25

34

Imp.ovad FIlter
CI••rungand
Microbe control

26

:36

RevieW' and conflnn
LAWCanlote.
seallng_od

27

39

Evaluate waterftush
frequency in OR
model (Include HPAV
deadleg ffushlng)

Status as of ,Juna 30

@1!l

Description

Comments

Suggested or Actual

Wh.fIt Is It U.ted anti/or

~

Tracked?

H D&apostlonecl .nd

Closed

Whe.. " It

Docu!!l~~ted:t

~
~

Coinmlsslonlng
Feed Development

41

29

44

Conftnn
Commissioning

30

45

Outline

ln'"

!:bh.
.f!!l!!:!!L

!mH!<L-

Ops

WL

M-12 Phase II

Ops

es

y

M-12 Lessons Learned. Especially
Importanlas filton. are turned over
to Ops from construction.

Press, Weld or GluB? Was
dBfined as < TRL 6. Per DOE
data indicate thai 20% of
canisters wiU reouire rework
Need to define hOW' water

Need 10 flnailze. •

Ops

WL

y

Closed Issue??? Need to confirm.

additions. dilutions, and

assumptions to model
Comment of dilute il ftush II.
purge II, elc with waler are
made with littte consideration

Plan was to us. 222 Lab but
recent BNI decision Indi""ted
COl
Need 10 define cleaning and
layup procedures. Need to
Iesl Yoith dillerenl loeds and

flushes effect 1I1roughpUI

Need to defin. how many
feeds are needed and to
accomolish whal
How obtain omoun~ store,
remix-etc

Needfinalnwnber"a~·--OP$

I

forTP imnact.
can they be reused or

--1- ----.. _- T

Ops

Ops

f

I~--Y--·-I-X.-.

CS

recyded?
Relates 10 develapment
issue

Will current COl prevenl use of the
222 Lab?

Y
Y I

.r

31

33

T
I
I

48

54
55

T
I
I

_.yste. .

engineering review
of systems to ensu,.
Integrated
pelfonnlnce
PWD tank capacity

56

34

Vorlfy Carbon Bed
Performance
Bad<pul•• sy$lem
oolimizaUon

review

other?

Ops

N

Vendor swilched after spec"d

Ops

N

M-12 Phssoll

Cps

y

Syslems have largely been
looked 4lt as stovepipes or
individUal syslems. H2
removal system perf on IX is
good example.

Was part of 1.16 Phase II but
got dropped out Mos! planl
problems are at tho
interfaces, not wi1IlIn the
parts.

Ops

CS

y

Ana tank volumes large enough
with 0111110 planned waler
additions?
Detennines life

Throughput impact

Ops

WL

N

To ba done at Oak Ridge in
MSPhaoell

Ops

es

N

Part of Me CNPJCXP program.
Being done at Oak Ridge

NaOH operating range
exceeds testing validation
ranDO for RF. HVdmxide
Tesling dona 4-6M Na Naad
to lest wider range (3-7M Na),

Tesled up to 2M OH. Plant
will run .t5M free OH.

Ops

CS

N

Part of M6 CNPJCXP program IF we
can modify contract via ORP.

N

Part 01 M6 CNPJCXP program IF we
can modify conln>ct via ORP.

Especially needed Wheating
chosen to address posl filter
orecioitation.
Goa. with rad end lemp
lesting

61

RFradlatlon
durability

36

62

RF durabUltyln
higher cauotlc

37

62A

RF ....in k1n.ucs
~d by viacoslty

38

63

RF durabUIty at high
temp.

Resin tested at25C. Need
te.ling at highar temps (45C).
Will t••t al uo to 70.e0c.

39

81

Test for the impact of
Organicaandtheir
decamp products on
RFresinUfe and
RF ino p<a$sure ~
acid fann .""ased to
POlential for GFC
supply Un. pluggago

Has previously been

40

TI

81A
68

1I

~I:ed ·to addie..shipping;·aging.

Make klia glass?

35

41

Waterandoxa!alecouldhaveblg
TPlmpact.

Verlfy performance of carbon
bv now vendor
Need to define.

~~~::::~~!,g Sim
32

~

-X'"

Can PNNL support? Cost?

XlH
N

seouences

26

lssl....

COm...

suggested,

A resin plug could davelop
veN hloh wall onessu"," if ~
Was this fully mitigated in
earlier testing? What do W
oluoo occur?

Ops

f- - - -

X

N""""eGd to cOnsider 10 ensure MAC
limits mel
M-12 Le.son.leamed. M-12
Phase II roc.
To date. equipment has been
IooI<ed al as a stove pipe. Need to
do systems interactiOn ",view. This
i. mo", than process ~milS. Was
dropped out 01 M-6. Needs to be

Ops

es

N

Part of Me CNPICXP program IF we
can modify contract via ORP.

Ops

CS

N

Funding exist> in planning
packages. was delayed due to
uncertainlly with antifoam selec1lon.

Relllew polontial.

Opo

WL

y

Need to evaluate.

Closed?

Cps

WL

Y

Doe. priot Iesting pul this 10 ",st?
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I~Origl;11
~

Numb.r
~2

I

~
72

I

Status a! of .Jug_ 30

~

Sugg••ted or Actual
Prim. OWner

Comments

De"cription

~

Compile Lessons
Loarned from the
242A Evap .larIUp

The TF had much difficulties
starting up this "vaporator
which is the "same' as ours.

Whal were the prOblems?

Ops

Should removal of key systems
such •• IX and fillration be
demonstrated via remote ops

Maybe in the plan?

Ops

Would be great risk mitigator.,

Ops

43

74

Key Rad Equipment
Removal demo'&

44

75

Full Scale IX-Demo
needod

Where Is It Usted and/or
Tracked?

" DI'postloned and
Clo"d Wh. . . I. It
Document_.d?

I1mLI com~
~~,
ID!I.!L

~

~

l1!t

CS

Y

TF had Issues slarUng up tho oyap
agaIn. Leb 180m frcm them.

y

Need to do for criticalequ;prnenl
Maybe part of startup plan.

y

PriDr a_men" wef'J made that
the COlumn would be tesled full Size.
I. that 5tiIt needod?

-X-

during cold commissioning?

45

-r

84

-I

48

I

55

I

EFRT also g!!estloned this.
After all the discussion and
debate 0" the IX column,
should ops be dernonstraled
with a phosphat. foed or other

WL

Wa5 suggested years ago.

and indude all oQeratlng

Nilric acid vi NaOH
addlUon Dcolectlon.
Dev.lop Simulant of

Ops

Adding th. wrong chemical
can have crave results
Risk Mitigator similar to cold

ftmHotf_and

y

Safety and ops Issue. Must be part
of OPS tralnno tlfDQram.

Ops

WL

y

Is a slmufant test of the first hot food
noeded? M-12 phase If tee.

Ops

R

y

M·12 Phase II rec

simulant test

tost/t.

Improves models

47

B6

Charactartzaw..'"
(..p. Glbb.Ite,
boshmltel kinetics,
solubUHles,and other

48

88

Improve sulfur leach
factors

removing suKer helps melters

Test Aluminum
solubiity enhallce",

aid AI removal

_~"""A~

49

89

50

90

Couldlmpaet

~wasonce

,

part of the process. Part 01 M
12 PhaseU.
addresses post fift.r Il(8Cip I
and other issues. Could
reduce Na. Part of M·12
Phase If.
Closed? Part 01 M·12 Phase ,

Cps

Ops

WL

94

Relates to tasks 1,2, 18, 19,
and 38

52

98

Need rad test demo facilities

53

Was defined as < TRL 6

54

Tc from WTP will exceed ETF
copabfifly requiring expanded
capability

TECHNICAL ISSUES - OPERATIONS· OTHER
I -- SUlfate-removal to
97
LAW
35

Define Evap Capacity

13

G2 Model Resolution

1I
I

I
I

Sulfat. has inverse solubility.
00 kfneties support removal
when' washina?
Water addition, caustic
changtes,sorKls, aU impadct
evaD oerfonnance
N/A for this list/nil.
OngoingNeed to upgrade to
Inetude latest Glass
composition. UFP operiaUon,
and NaOH cones

Fi",tlankwiffmostflkely
change Irom current pion

Asalhefactorsoorrect?

N

Could be part 01 Na noductfon
program.

Ops

WL

N

Complete? No effects seen in lab
tests.

Ops

WL

y

Goes with Systems 4A plari
Involvement below.

U
51

y

Cps

y

Need to demo to mitigate
risk?
Identify what can be done
with Tc in the WlP process.
Consider reinstaUing the Tc:
column.

Ops

CS

Y

Ops

.cS

y

Scoping tests indicate that

Cpa

Closed

Need to define capacity

Ops

Closed

Will identify pinch points and
TPrestrllints

Opa

Ongoing

x

Need to conffnn the lankfarm'.
ability to handle WTP Tc.

--

this is not an iS5U6

Y

Closed. ScOPing test showed quick
dissolution of sulfate solids.
Closed. Modeling shows ample
capacity even with added wal!lr.
Ongoing
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:rrn.
18

Expand&d Gla.s
CompositionsMissien

K3

26

Me~er

Refractory

Supply
38

Evaluate TF Systems
Plan 4A Revision on
WTP

46

EvaiUllteUOH
irnpacls on WTP

I

Status .s of Juna 30

Description

WlI.

Sroad8r fonnulations are
needed to ensure teeds can be
handled as tho Tankfann
revises the waste d8liv~1}I
K3 is now obsolete. Need to
identify how It can be obtained.
Meller d.si9n lif. is 5 vealS.
Need \0 evaluale how it might
impact our ability to make $$

Evaluate impact on LAW

Need lor front end
solids removal on

WTP
67

I -

71

90A
91
92

10

Demo Spintak Filler

Meller Bubbler
Placement
Optimization

1
I

!

Test other almulanls
on PEP
Expand PEP end do
inlearated testina
Expand PEP, make

more prc\C\ypic, and

Clo!_!! WbU!I! Is It

Comments

DO~d1·ntedt

WL

TPRA

are likely to change thereby
Impacting oporation 10 yo.r
aftorSU
K3 is key to current malter
dooign. May need \0

N

TPRA

N

Longer tenn issue. Issua Includa.
bubbler tube material also.

TPRA

y

Ensure firSt hot faed tanl<
composition doe. not chango.

develop alternate. materlals_

need 10 work with the TF as
leed chango. and timing
could impact WTP star! up
. .mina. caoabllitv
New Process. TF has the
ball but WTP n ••ds to stay

informed so we
60

Prime Owner

Tank order and sequence

If DlspoatJonad and

Where Is It y,ted andlm:
Tracked?

Sugusjad 9r A~

Comments

all1

I

TF

I

I

I

Wl

N

WL

y

not

blindslded.
Cyclone? Grinder?

TPRA{fF)

TF must meet WTP feed spec

Guards against large solids
being senl which could setUe.
Would also addrellS M-l and
M-31ssues
Backup lor crcsstlowa

PartofM-12 Phas.n

I

TPRA

Add.d bubblo", were Instafted
In tho malter but optimization
(flow,mulHple heads, etc) was
not considered.
Use PEP a. is and do other

Could provide lor improved
mailer capacity and
throughput Want to do
b.for. melters co hol
Sovoral reports wrillon

I

TPRA

I
I
I

TF

I

Other

Nol a toch program but can have
big Impact on tech.

I

Other

$1.5M allegedly owed.

requir1lff1onts

tests
TF wiU

own PEP,

See raport

TF will own PEP. This requires
higher investment So. report

FocLIs on tech issuos
Focus on tech and training

TF

TF

Issues.

I

I

I

T

T

T

I

I

I

I

I

I

R

N

M-12 Phasen roc. Tankfarm can
consider it Optimization.

Wl

N

Optimized bubllier piac<lm6nt 10 be
.tudied wiIh next goo molter_

PEP being transfelTed to TF. WTP
needs 10 maintain Involvement
PEP being transferred 10 TF. WTP
needs to maintain involvement.
PEP being transtarred 10 TF. WTP
needS 10 maintain Involvement

R

y

WL

N

WL

N

do inl~rated tesHns.

OTHER

-

25

I

SSJ process end 60
Day Process lime lor
Now Taal< > $BOOK
NeDd. improvemenl

Administratium wm slow down
sclledule especially In time of
crisis

NlA to thl. listing_
Schooul •• neoo ot
inoorporalolhis timing noed.
Preplanning for aiBi.
siruation needs to be

10

EPDClosure

NlA 10 this IisllrJ{l.
Need to resolve final cost and
IDfund.

NJA \0 this listing.Could cost
an addiUonaI $1·2M
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1

THE WITNESS:

No one individual tried to

2

influence mine or anyone's testimony prior to the

3

hearings.

4

MR. SHERIDAN:

5

THE WITNESS:

Okay.
There were a series of meetings

6

that we called murder boards.

7

town, and the intent was to prepare for anticipated

8

questions that the DNFSB and/or attorneys would ask us.

9

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

10
11

Okay.

Inez Triay, EMl was in

So this was the DOE -- the head of the

DOE at Hanford --

12

A

Uh-huh.

13

Q

-- was holding meetings where -- basically

14

helping coach the witnesses that would be called by the

15

DNFSB?

16
17

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

question.

18

I got to --

19

I'm going to need to ask her a couple questions about this

20

before--

21

22

MR. SHERIDAN:

Oh, oh.

Attorney/client

privilege ones?

23

MR. LAWLOR:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

MR. LAWLOR:

Yeah,

I don't know exactly

No, this one's okay.
No attorneys were there?
79
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1
2

THE WITNESS:
meeting.

No, this was -- this was a public

This one's okay.

3

MR. LAWLOR:

4

MR. McPHERSON:

5

MR. LAWLOR:

Talking about the murder board.

Great name, by the way.
THE WITNESS:

8

9

Jeanne Dunkirk was in the room

and --

10

MR. LAWLOR:

11

MR. SHERIDAN:

12

MR. LAWLOR:

13

Are you talking about the murder

board?

6

7

Okay.

Let's -- let's go off the record.
You guys want to take it outside?
I want to go out and talk for a

second.

14

MR. SHERIDAN:

15

We're off the record.

16

(Recess taken.)

17

MR. SHERIDAN:

Why don't you take it outside.

Okay.

Counsel, what did you

18

determine there on the murder boards?

19

privilege?

20
21
22

23

MR. LAWLOR:

You're -- no, you're okay.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

All right.

Okay.

So let's talk about what

you've talked about as murder boards.
What happened?

24
25

You claiming

A

Murder board is a classic term that we use in
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1

preparing technically for what we anticipate to be a tough

2

series of questions.

3

murder board is we want to be as tough as we can on

4

ourselves, right, give ourselves critical scrutiny, but

5

before we were going in for our opportunity with the

6

Defense Board in this case.

7

8

Okay?

And the reason we call it a

Q

Okay.

Time frame would have been October of

A

It would have been the -- right before, so it

2010?

9
10

was probably like the 4th or 5th.

11

week prior to the public testimony.

The first part of the

12

Q

All right.

13

A

Public hearing.

14

Q

And -- and who -- who ran that -- was it more

15

than one meeting or one meeting for the murder boards?

16
17
18
19
20

A

It was

Q

Okay.

I think it was two and a half days,

right?
And who -- who basically ran the

meeting?
A

Inez was predominantly in the driver's seat for

21

the flow of the meeting, the discussion, making sure she

22

understood the technical issues, okay.

23

of that two-and-a-half-day, approximately, prep se-

24

prepar-

25

to develop themes, okay, and discuss how we, as a panel,

During the course

prepar- -- preparation sessions, she did ask us
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1

were going to respond to questions.

2

So as an example, if something came up that was

3

in my area, the panels were to defer to me.

4

something that was in an area that was engineering, we

5

were to defer to Greg Ashley.

6

Q

So

7

A

So

yes.

If it was

Okay?

But we did develop themes, right, as

8

to what we want to make sure are addressed and our

9

responses to whatever it was.
Q

10
11

Okay.

What did you understand the DNFSB's

hearing would be talking about?

12

A

Their public testimony, they actually published

13

their questions in the federal register.

14

project, provided written responses to questions.

15

you break them down, there was approximately 400

16

questions.

17

We -- we, the
When

So I believe we were there to address the

18

Defense Board's underlying safety concerns for the -- for

19

the pretreatment facility on the waste product -- waste --

20

WTP.

21
22

Q

Okay.

Did Inez identify any weaknesses that

needed to be addressed?

23

A

I don't recall.

24

Q

Okay.

25

Did -- did she talk specifically about

what people should -- what the party line should be
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1

regarding M3 closure?

2

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form.

3

MR. LAWLOR:

Same objection.

4

THE WITNESS:

5

discussed other than in passing.

6

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

7

8

Q

Okay.

I don't believe M3 was even

All right.

And then -- and then you gave

testimony at the DNFSB hearing,

right?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

And what type of questions were you asked?

11

A

I was asked questions specifically on the

12

nuclear safety, the licensing, technical adequacy of

13

various parameters in the calculation, how I, as the

14

the person in charge of nuclear safety, would disposition

15

a particular item.

16
17

Q

Okay.

Okay.

And after you gave the testimony, did

anyone criticize your testimony?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

Tell -- tell us about that.

20

A

Immediately after the Thursday session, we

21

walked to the tri-deck, which is right across from the

22

convention center.

23

I had been stopped by Roy Castorf, who is a defense board

24

staff member.

25

And I was late in getting over there.

When I walked into the room,

Inez looked at me
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1

directly and said, "Where is Chip?" as in Chip Langdon.

2

tried to make a joke, which I do frequently.

3

with something along the lines,

4

He's probably out returning my Christmas card, ha-ha,"

5

which doesn't read well.

6

I

I responded

"I think he's mad at me.

And she -- the way it -- from -- from my

7

perspective, because of the Whip incident,

8

said -- oh, wait, take it back.

9

intent was to piss people off, you did a very good job.

She responded, "If your

10

You've pissed everyone off."

11

don't know if that's exactly what she said.

12

what I heard.

13

I immediately

So that's what I heard.

I

But that's

I will say I believe I went into somewhat

14

survival mode, right, started backing towards the door,

15

because she was very agitated at the -- my answers to

16

questions in the Thursday night testimony.

17

Q

Okay.

Who was present at -- at that

18

A

Oh, again, this is 40 to 50 people in the room.

19

I remember relatively close to her was Ms. Olinger, Greg

20

Ashley, Frank Russo; they were all genuinely within her

21

sphere.

22

Q

Okay.

23

A

But there's multiple conversations going on in

24
25

the room.
Q

Okay?

I just locked directly onto her.
Okay.
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1

A

Because she spoke to me, and I responded.

So

2

what others were saying, what they were doing, where they

3

were standing, I was paying no attention; locked.

4

Q

All right.

And then what happened next?

5

A

My deputy, Grant,

sent me a BlackBerry and says,

6

"We should leave now."

7

and we went to a local pub just to de-stress a little bit,

8

because it was a long day for me.

9

Q

Okay.

So we did.

We slowly backed off,

And did anyone have any con- --

10

discussions with you subsequently regarding your

11

testimony?

12

A

Prior to the Friday morning,

I did not go, did

13

not go to the preparation sessions.

14

-- I worked with Shirley and Inez in the past, and when

15

they're agitated, it's not constructive.

16

into my Friday testimony calm.

17

prep sessions.

18

Predominantly I had

So I chose to go

So I just didn't go to the

I received numerous e-mails,

"Where are you?

19

Are you okay?" from Grant, because individuals were

20

quizzing him.

21

I was approached by Frank Russo, who asked me if I was

22

okay, and I was.

23

me if I could answer the questions differently, and I

24

said,

25

was just a conversational tone.

"No."

When I arrived in time to be escorted over,

I was approached by Leo Sain, who asked

And it wasn't asked in a threatening -- it
I said,

"Nope," and he
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1

said,

2

session.

3

"Okay."

Q

And then we all walked into the final panel

All right.

Can you tell me what testimony you

4

gave at the DNFSB hearing that was apparently

5

controversial?

6

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

7

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form.

8

THE WITNESS:

9

Okay.

My understanding, through

feedback from others, the two areas that the Department of

10

Energy did not -- I should say were surprised by my

11

testimony or disagreed technically were on the topics of

12

deposition velocity.

13

contrary to the chief of nuclear safety, Chip Langdon, who

14

reports to Secretary Ponemon's undersec-

15
16

yeah, excuse me,

And I took a position that was

office run by

S2, which is Ponemon.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

17

Q

Is that DOE, Chip?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

He's a DOE employee?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

And he reports to whom?

22

A

The undersecretary's office, Ponemon.

23

Q

All right.

24

A

And I don't know what his first name is.

25

know Ponemon.

I just
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1

2

Q

All right.

deposition velocity?

3

A

4

risk analysis.

5

Q

6

And what was the other thing besides

The use in the application of the quantitative

All right.

And what was the difference in your

testimony?

7

A

I asserted that it was a design tool that was

8

not complete.

9

that,

I needed to evaluate the design tool and

in my professional opinion, it -- it would

10

complicate the operations of the facility and require more

11

controls than were currently in the design.

12

I also took a position that was contrary to the

13

Department's ongoing response to a recommendation on risk

14

analysis.

15

Q

What was that?

16

A

I think it was -- I don't know the exact number,

17

but the Defense Board actually wrote a recommendation to

18

the secretary of energy based on WTP's development of this

19

tool,

20

recommendation to the Department was you don't have a

21

policy statement on risk, and you don't have a process to

22

do what WTP is doing technically.

23

don't have a standard, you don't have a requirement,

24

right,

25

quantitative risk analysis.

Okay.

And their

You don't have a -- you

so
Q

You mean big picture?
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1

A

They don't have it, correct.

So it is -- I took

2

a position that even though it's not formally transmitted

3

yet to the Defense Board, it is contrary to the

4

interworkings of the Department of Energy.
And I will add, although not -- not to belabor

5
6

the point, that no one at the working level in DOE should

7

have been surprised, because that's an example where I

8

said no the first time,

9

where I've told them why it was a difficult tool, and as

10
11

I disagreed,

I have numerous cases

professionals, we just agreed to disagree.
Q

Okay.

What you described about the meeting that

12

occurred with Inez after your DNFSB testimony, it sounded

13

like she was sort of on a different side than the

14

government.
Has it been your experience,

15

in working in this

16

industry, that the DOE may be more advocates than

17

overseers?

18

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form.

19

MR. LAWLOR:

Object to the form.

20

THE WITNESS:

My experience would say that every

21

site I've worked at,

22

the owner and the regulator, and they're responsible to do

23

oversight.

24

-- my understanding is it's a more collaborative

25

environment where the oversight is not being done by the

it's been different.

For this particular project,

Okay?

DOE is

I will say my
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1

Department of Energy.

2

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

3

Q

Did you

4

A

It's my professional opinion.

5

Q

Did you -- did you tell anyone at the DNFSB that

6

that was your professional opinion?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Okay.

9
10

regarding

Were you interviewed by the DNFSB

I don't know -- safety culture or anything

like that?

11

A

That, I can't talk about.

12

Q

Okay.

And that's based on

you can't talk

13

about it because the DNFSB told you you can't talk about

14

it?

15
16
17
18

A

The chief counsel, Richard Azarro.

subject to a closed hearing, and I can't discuss that.
Q

Okay.

Okay.

Have you talked to anyone at URS

about what happened at that closed hearing?

19

A

No.

20

Q

Okay.
MR. LAWLOR:

21

22

That was

For the record, that includes

counsel.

23

MR. SHERIDAN:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

MR. SHERIDAN:

I assumed it did.
Yeah.
I assumed it did.
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1

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR THE COUNTY OF BENTON

2

3

4
5

WALTER L. TAMOSAITIS, PHD, an
individual, and SANDRA B.
TAMOSAITIS, representing the
marital community,
Plaintiffs,

6
7

8
9

10
11

vs.

Case No. 10-2-02357-4

BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC., a Nevada
corporation, URS CORPORATION, a
Nevada Corporation, FRANK RUSSO,
an individual, GREGORY ASHLEY,
an individual, WILLIAM GAY, an
individual, DENNIS HAYES, an
individual, and CAMI KRUMM, an
individual,

12
Defendants.

13
14
15
16

DEPOSITION OF CAMI KRUMM
Taken at the instance of the Plaintiffs

17
18

June 22, 2011

19

1:30 p.m.

20

1030 N. Center Parkway

21

Kennewick, Washington

22

23
24
25

BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO
Certified Shorthand Reporters
1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, Washington 99336
(509) 735-2400 - (800) 358-2345
1

A-000205

1

(CAMI KRUMM, called as a witness by the

2

Plaintiffs, being first duly sworn to tell the truth, the

3

whole truth and nothing but the truth, was examined and

4

testified as follows:)

5
6

EXAMINATION

7

8

9

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

10

Q.

Please state your full name.

11

A.

Cami Sue Hatch Krumm.

12

Q.

And what is your address, Ms. Krumm?

13

A.

14

It

is~"""""".EII""""""

Richland.

15

Q.

And with whom are you employed?

16

A.

I'm employed with URS.

17

Q.

In what capacity?

18

A.

I'm a Human Resource Manager at the WTP

19
20

21

Project in Richland.

Q.

Okay.

And how long have you held that

position?

22

A.

Five years, one-and-a-half months.

23

Q.

What did you do before that?

24

A.

Before that I was a Human Resource generalist

25

with Welch's,

the grape juice company.
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1

A.

Okay.

2

Q.

All right.
MR. SHERIDAN:

3

4

please, Bill.

5

(Deposition Exhibit Number 1 was

6
7

Would you mark this,

marked for identification) .
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

I have handed you what's

8

been marked as Exhibit 1 for identification.

9

Bates stamped URS 456 through 462.

10

And it's

Did you recognize this?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

What is it?

13

A.

It appears, to be my running notes on the

14

issues that surrounded Walt during the process that I went

15

through.

16

Q.

All right.

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

person?

20

A.

21
22
23

24

25

Did you author these notes?

And have they been edited by any third

I haven't read this word-by-word, but it

doesn't appear to be so.

Q.

All right.

And could you tell me how you went

about creating these notes?
A.
hand, and,

Quite frankly,

I type faster than I write by

so, when I have a situation or discussion with

9
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1

any employee, and I want to remember certain facets of it,

2

I type up notes.

3

Q.

All right.

On these notes we have sort of

4

entries that usually have a month or more than one month,

5

and a year.

6

2009 note, which is on page 1, which is URS 456, can you

7

tell us when that note was made?

If we take an example of the August-September

8
9

(Pause in the proceedings)
A.

I can tell you it was during the August and

10

September time frame.

11

sentences, and then as time went by, added to it.

12

normally how I would do it.

13

Q.

Okay.

I might have typed up one or two
That's

So, this note may have been -- Is it

14

possible that aspects of this note may have actually been

15

created in 2011?

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

Okay.

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

So, how about the January 10th note?

20

Is that

a note that was created in January -- Strike that.

21

How about the January 2010 note?

Is that a

22

note that was created in January 2010, or some other time,

23

or don't you know?

24

A.

It was created in January 2010.

25

Q.

All right.

And these notes, were they typed

10
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1

2
3

part.
Q.

Oh, house.

Yeah.

Let me ask the question

again.

4

A.

Sorry I didn't spell check my document.

5

Q.

That's okay.

So, Mr. Sain told you that Dr.

6

Tamosaitis had told him that "his main concerns were for

7

his position in the community, his family," his wife's,

8

"status in the community, the fact that he had a new house

9

and that he had seven years with the WTP," right?

10

A.

That's what he said to me.

11

Q.

All right.

And Mr. Sain also "said that the

12

options for him," meaning Dr. Tamosaitis,

13

the Northwest office and have him find

14

himself, have Chuck Spencer take him at WRPS or that he go

15

back to the WTP."

16
17

"were to go to

~nother

jo~

for

Is that what he told you?
A.

Those were options.

And at that time I knew

18

that I had already entertained numerous times with Chuck

19

Spencer, you know, having those discussions, trying to

20

place Walt.

21

Q.

Right now I'm just trying to establish what
It's true, is it not, that Leo

22

Leo Sain said to you.

23

Sain said to you on July 7th "that the options for" Dr.

24

Tamosaitis "were to go to the Northwest office and have

25

him find another job for himself, have Chuck Spencer take
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1

him at WRPS, or that he go back to the WTP," right?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

All right.

4

And then Leo Sain stated that he

was concerned about this situation, right?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Is there anything else that Leo Sain said

7

during this meeting that's not written down here?

8

A.

Not that I can recall.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

And then also on the 7th you were

called up to Bill Gay's office, right?

11

A.

Uh-huh.

12

Q.

That's yes?

13

A.

That's correct.

14

Q.

And Bill Gay said during your meeting "that he

Sorry.

15

had managed to work out a deal with Frank" Russo "that

16

would allow Walt" Tamosaitis "to come back to the

17

project," right?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

He told you that "the following conditions

20

would apply to his return."

21

would go to Sellafield for a short-term assignment to

22

obtain valuable knowledge on the PJMs," right?

The first being that "Walt

23

A.

Right.

24

Q.

He also told you the second requirement, that

25

Walt Tamosaitis "would be given a specific scope with
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1

deliverables and at the end of that time frame be

2

evaluated," right?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

And that he would "be given scope in a

5
6

technical arena and would be an individual contributor"?
A.

Correct.
MR. LAWLOR:

7
8

MR. SHERIDAN:

10

MR. LAWLOR:

11

MR. SHERIDAN:

13

You misstated

what he said.

9

12

Objection.

Which one?
That he would not -Got it.

Let me say it

again.
Q.

Okay.

So, we are still on the second

14

qualification.

15

scope in a technical arena and would be an individual

16

contributor."

That Dr. Tamosaitis "would not be given

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

And then the third requirement was that Dr.

19

Tamosaitis "would not receive an apology from Frank Russo.

20

Further, if Frank heard Walt's name in a negative

21

connotation, he would be gone from the project.

22

have to maintain a low profile."

23

He would

Is that right?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

Were there any other conditions that you were
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1

aware of?

2
3
4

A.

There is another one at the top of the next

Q.

Thanks.

page.
Good.

And 4, "When Walt returned

5

from Sellafield, he would be evaluated, along with the

6

Sellafield manager, and Walt would also be involved in

7

determining the best place for him at the WTP."

8

Is that right?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

All right.

11

So, as of, is it fair to say that

as of July 7, you thought this would be the plan?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

All right.

And then you were also told by

14

Bill Gay that if Walt Tamosaitis "agreed to the terms set

15

forth, he would allow him back on the project.

16

then Frank" Russo "would not allow him to return,"

17

correct?

If not,

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Then on July 8th you were in Bill Gay's office

20

in the mid-morning of Thursday, July 8, with Katie

21

Downing.

22

Is that right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And who's Katie Downing?

25

A.

She's the accounting manager.

She works for
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1

2

Daryl Miyaski.
Q.

And it's true at that time that you were going

3

over the status of Bill Gay's non-reimbursable fund and

4

the upcoming expenses when Frank Russo walked in the door,

5

right?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And then Frank Russo apologized for

8

interrupting, right?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

But he also said that he had just been with

11

Dale Knutson,

correct?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And who's Dale Knutson?

14

A.

He is the DOE counterpart, the head of the

15
16

project for DOE.
Q.

Okay.

And then at that time Russo said "that

17

the M3 process had the management oversight of a PVP,"

18

namely, Robinson,

19

DOE buy-in, and the non-newtonian issues resolved, looked

20

at and conceded to," right?

"technical reports from SRNL and PNNL,

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

Did you understand what he was saying when he

23

said that?

24

A.

For the most part, yes.

25

Q.

Okay.

And then Russo said that Dale Knutson
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1

said that Walt "could go blow the whistle," right?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

Did you have any context as to why "blow the

4

whistle" was being raised?

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

Okay.

7

A.

And I couldn't get it from Walt either.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

10

So, did you ask during this meeting why

they were talking about whistleblowing?

A.

They were going off my report to them, mainly

11

to Bill Gay, what Walt had said in conversation that I had

12

with him on the 5th of July.

13

Q.

Okay.

14

A.

When I was trying to dig and find out from

15

Walt what the issue was.

16

Q.

Okay.

17

A.

And I was unsuccessful at that.

18

Q.

Okay.

So, if we go back to your notes for the

19

July 5th meeting, you're now talking about the part where

20

you said Walt told me "he felt like a whistleblower," is

21

that right?

22

A.

That's correct.

23

Q.

So, apparently you gave that information to

24

25

someone?
A.

I gave that information to my superior, Bill
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1

Gay.

2

Q.

When did you give it to him?

3

A.

The first working morning,

4

5

I believe that

would be the 6th of July.

Q.

Okay.

NOw, it sounds like you think that when

6

the words whistleblower were used in this July 8th meeting

7

when Frank Russo walks in the door, you're thinking it's

8

because you told Gay about the July 5th statement by

9

Tamosaitis, right?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

What makes you think that?

12

A.

Because during this time our communication was

13

flowing.

14

would advise Frank, and so on and so forth.

15

Anything that I would go and advise Bill, Bill

Q.

Okay.

So -- But is it fair to say it's an

16

assumption on your part that this whistleblower statement

17

is connected to your report to Gay?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Okay.

Because nobody said at the meeting,

20

thanks for,

21

used the word, that Tamosaitis said he felt like a

22

whistleblower, at this meeting.

23

A.

24

me about it.

25

Q.

you know,

No.

thanks for letting us know that he

The concern was mine, when he talked to

Got it.

So, also, now back to the meeting
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1

where Russo walks in the door on July 8th.

2

said,

3

Right?

"We will not pay for" Tamosaitis "on this project."

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

And he said,

6

Russo then

be unallowable cost."

"If" Tamosaitis "works, it will

He said that, right?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And that was RUsso?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

What does it mean, an unallowable cost, if you

A.

It means that if we brought Walt on, his

11

know?

12
13

payroll would come out of Bill Gay's non-reimbursable

14

fund.

15

Q.

And --

16

A.

It's not billable to the customer.

17

Q.

So, if Tamosaitis continued to work at WTP,

18

would not be billable to the customer?

19

A.

Right.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

24

25

Basically, we couldn't afford it.
You don't actually know whether URS

could afford it, do you?

22

23

it

A.

I know it's in Bill Gay's non-reimbursable

Q.

Okay.

fund.
But you're not a manager of that fund,

right?
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1

A.

No,

2

Q.

Okay.

3

I'm not a manager of that fund.
Then Frank Russo also said at this

meeting that "they would warn Pondeman and anyone else."
Who's Poneman?

4

5

A.

That's a misspell.

6

Q.

How should it be spelled?

7

A.

P-O-N-E-M-A-N.

8

Q.

How do you say it?

9

A.

Poneman.

10

Q.

Poneman.

11

A.

At that time I had no idea.

12

Q.

Do you know now?

13

A.

I believe he is a DOE person.

14

Q.

Okay.

Who's Poneman?

So, you were just writing down what you

15

heard.

16

references?

17

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

All right.

19

anyone else.

20

A.

Well,

22

Q.

Russo .

23

A.

It would be Mr. Russo, Mr. Knutson.

24

Q.

Okay.

21

25

You didn't necessarily understand all the

So, they would warn Poneman and

Did you understand who "they" was?
I would have to surmise.

And that would

be

All right.

And Russo then stated "he

would be willing to go to a dinner with his group to 'ease
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1

the guy's pain' and personally congratulate him and wish

2

him well on his new assignment."

3
4

Is that a reference -- He did say that,

right?

Russo said that?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Is i t your understanding he was referring to

7

Tamosaitis?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And when he said "his group" --

10

A.

R & T Group.

11

Q.

Thanks.

So, then it's also true that on the

12

8th,

13

conditional return was obviously not going to work.

after Frank Russo left, you discussed that the

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And that's a conversation you had with Mr.

16

Gay,

right?

17

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

Anyone else?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

Okay.

And then after discussion with Leo

21

Sain,

22

Tamosaitis when he returned from South Carolina,

you determined you would need to have a meeting with

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

So,

25

right?

did you actually talk to Leo Sain on the

8th?
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1

A.

Bill Gay did.

2

Q.

All right.

A.

It had to do with the meetings that were going

3
4

And what did he tell you Sain

said?

5

on between Dr. Tamosaitis and Leo and Dr. Tamosaitis and

6

Dave Hollan, in that context.

7
8

Q.

Okay.

And that was going to happen on July

12th, right, the meeting with Dr. Tamosaitis?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

All right.

And then on the 8th Bill Gay asked

11

you to draw up a script indicating the efforts that had

12

been made, that URS had made, and that due to the e-mail

13

being the straw that broke the Camel's back and his

14

bad-mouthing Bechtel, he would not be coming back to the

15

project, right?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And that's what Gay told you, correct?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

All right.

20

in an employee personnel action?

21

A.

Personally?

22

Q.

Yeah.

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

Had you ever used a script before

But not with URS.
How many years had you worked for Bill

Gay at this point?
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1

A.

I believe about a year-and-a-half.

2

Q.

Okay.

And he also said that "We," I guess

3

URS,

4

already aware of our" URS's "efforts to place him on other

5

projects as his department's scope was winding down,"

6

right?

"also needed to note that" Dr. Tamosaitis "was

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

That's what Gay told you?

9

A.

Well,

I also knew that to be factual for

10

myself, because Walt and I had interacted together about

11

trying to find a placement for him.

12

we were doing prior.

13

frame.

This was,

It was something that

like, May,

14

Q.

But that's what Gay told you,

15

A.

Uh-huh.

16

Q.

Yes?

17

A.

Yes.

June time

right?

18

MR. LAWLOR:

You have to say yes.

19

THE WITNESS:

Sorry.

20

Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Leo Sain also wanted you

21

and Mr. Gay to advise Dr. Tamosaitis to take some time

22

off, like a week or two, to cool off and think about what

23

he was doing and what was going on,

right?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And you and Dennis Hayes basically put
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1

together this script for Bill Gay and left it for him to

2

review over the weekend?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

All right.

And then on July 12 at 7 a.m. you

5

met with Bill Gay, Dennis Hayes and Dr. Tamosaitis in

6

Duane Schmoker's office in the URS building in downtown

7

Richland, right?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

Mr. Gay began reading the script, but it was a

10

script that was different from the one you provided him

11

before the weekend, is that right?

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

Okay.

It was one that he had handwritten on

14

yellow lined paper but had paragraphs cut and pasted onto

15

the paper portions of the script that you had written,

16

right?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

And at no time during the conversation did

19

Bill Gay refer to Dr. Tamosaitis as being terminated, is

20

that right?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

Okay.

NOW, was it your understanding that he

23

was supposed to say that, or not, that he follow the

24

script?

25

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the
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1

question.

2

MR. LAWLOR:

Join.

3

THE WITNESS:

I need you to restate that,

4

please.

5

Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Okay.

So, what I'm trying

6

to understand is the script you and Patrick had -- or you

7

and Dennis Hayes had originally drafted, did it include

8

the word terminated?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

Okay.

So, the fact that he did not say the

11

word "terminated," was unimportant to you, right?

12

didn't expect him to?

13

A.

I wanted to make sure that he did not.

14

Q.

Okay.

15

A.

Because that was not the case.

16

terminated.

17

Q.

18

Okay.

I guess I'm wondering why you would

write down a negative, if it wasn't an issue.
You know,

20

didn't say that the sky is red."

A.

Why would you --

It was important
MR. PREECE:

23

25

I mean, you don't put "probably

What made you write that down in your notes?

21

24

He was not

He was transferred.

19

22

You

Object to the form of the

question.
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Go ahead.
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A.

1

It was important to me that Walt understood

2

that he was not terminated, that he was transferred, that

3

it was not a termination, that his employment with URS had

4

not ended.

5

that.

6
7

8

9
10
11
12

Q.

That's important to me, that he understood

Were you concerned that Dr. Tamosaitis might

not understand that?
A.

No.

It was more I think an emotional thing

for me, to make sure that he was aware of that.
important to me emotionally,

Q.

Okay.

That was

for whatever reason.

And Dr. Tamosaitis interrupted Bill Gay

during the reading of the script, is that right?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

And the first time Bill Gay spoke over Dr.

15

Tamosaitis, right?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And the second time Bill Gay stopped and

18

started answering Dr. Tamosaitis' questions,

right?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

And one of the questions he asked was whether

21

or not Dr. Tamosaitis' attitude was any worse than Bill

22

Gay displayed,

right?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And Bill Gay responded no?

25

A.

Correct.
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1

Q.

All right.

And Bill Gay told Dr. Tamosaitis

2

"that both Russo and Knutson from ORP were involved in the

3

decision that Walt's services were no longer needed at the

4

WTP project," right?

5

A.

Right.

6

Q.

The group at the meeting discussed who Walt's

7

supervisor was,

is that right?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

And that you interjected between Bill Gay and

10

Walter Tamosaitis, discussing the matter and told them

11

that Richard Edwards' transfer date was July 10th, is that

12

right?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

And other than that, you stayed out of the

15

discussion?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

Okay.

And Dr. Tamosaitis at the meeting tried

18

to question Dennis Hayes but Dennis Hayes stated that he

19

was there as an observer and did not have to answer Dr.

20

Tamosaitis' questions,

right?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And Dennis Hayes also said that Dr. Tamosaitis

23

was not in control of the conversation, right?

24

A.

He did.

25

Q.

All right.

And it was your observation that
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1

Dennis Hayes' demeanor was matter of fact and

2

professional?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

Dr. Tamosaitis asked you "for a written

5

statement as to why he was terminated from the project and

6

for the decision-maker to sign it," is that right?

7

A.

Right.

8

Q.

And you advised Dr. Tamosaitis that "he was

9

not terminated, he still had a job, as evidenced by the

10

badging process that was about to take place, and that"

11

you "would take his request under consideration and would

12

get back to him," correct?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

Dr. Tamosaitis "mentioned that over the

15

weekend that two WTP employees had contacted him and asked

16

him what would happen if they 'brought issues forward' as

17

if" Dr. Tamosaitis "was being accusatory."
Is that right?

18
19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

Could you elaborate a little on that?

21

did you understand was being reported to you?
MR. LAWLOR:

22
23

Object to the form,

calls

for speculation.

24

25

What

You may answer.
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

I just want your
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Notes from Cami Krumm
August - September, 2009

Bill Gay advised that Marshall Miller, Dennis Hayes, Richard Edwards, Walt Tamosaitis
and myselfwere charged with the downsizing of the R&T group. Walt prepared a
spreadsheet and write-up with possible positions for each candidate, We were moving
forward as directed by Bill Gay up to the point that we were starting to move people
(September 23, 2009) when Richard Edwards told me that no one would be released
without his further approval, and that M3 testing was to take priority. At that point the
group stopped active placement, with the exception of a few employees that transferred to
WRPS over the winter. (Robert Disselkamp - 9/10/2009, Vijay Jain 11114/2009, Murray
Thorson 117/2010 and David Sherwood 314/2010)
January, 2010

Bill Gay advised me that he was having some issues with Walt and that he would be
having a discussion with him. When I inquired as to the issues, I was advised that he
wasn't being a team player. We discussed a write-up, but Bill did not want to give
someone at Walt's level and tenure a write-up, but that he would havecoachlng and
counseling sessions with him. I advised Bill that he, should document the conversations
he has with Walt when those issues are addressed.
April 2010
In Early April Bill Gay advised that M3 would be wrapping up in June. I was to refresh

my efforts regarding placement of the R&T staff that were taken back in September. We
discussed that WRPS (Chris Burrows and Richard Garrett) wanted some employees
specifically. Bill advised that he had engaged in conversations with Walt about future
assignments. I was instructed to contact my HR counterparts to see if there was a
position available for Walt.
June 2010

I was instructed to contact Todd Wright about a possible 12 to 18 month assignment for
vVaH in Sellafield, Chuck Spencer for a position at vVRPS, Duane Schmoker for business
development opportunities and Dannis Hayes for a position to develop simulants for the
test nms. I sent Walt's resume to James Smith ofWSMS and also sent an email to John
McKibbin at West Valley. I was not able to find a new position for Walt, although Dr.
Wright advised he may have something of a temporary nature for Walt, and would
communicate that in the future. Note that in an email to me on June 16 vValt states he
sent the same list (of potential future positions) to Bill on June 3 - one of the items on the
list is a short term assignment in Sellafield.
On June 23,2010, Bill Gay called me to his office, and advised me to prepare a write~up
for Walt Tamosaitis. He asked that it be focused on his lack of teamwork and customer
relations. He told me that Walt had "demonstrated a lack of leadership and responded in
immature fashion in public settings when his ideas were not received well. He advised
that he displayed negative attitude towards Bechtel engineering and was demeaning to
Bechtel management. He instructed me that for the next year, Walt was to get quarterly
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feedback from his manager in writing, and had to continue meeting with Julie Exton,
SOMADil'ector, as Bill had set up early in the year to help mentor Walt. He had to treat
all employees the way he would want to be treated and that it was imperative that he
remain calm, even when someone disagreed with him. Bill told me that there was no
rush to complete the write-up, but I knew that I would be leaving for Fort Worth, Texas
the next week and needed to get it done. I completed it that afternoon and took it to Bill
that evening. Bill advised that he hadn't decided whether he would give it to him or
when.
July 1,2010

Bill Gay called me at about 5:10 p.m. (I was in Fort Worth, Texas). He advised me that
Walt Tamosaitis wrote an email to one of the M3 reviewers an email that was not
complimentary to either of our two customers. He advised that Frank Russo was
extremely angry and was removing hi.m from the project. I asked him if he had seen the
email and he advised me that he had. I asked him if the email was bad. He told me that it
was bad enough. He then went on to tell me that Dennis would meet with him about it.
He told me that Dennis would be calling me.
Dennis Hayes called me next. He told me that he was informed by WTP (Bechtel)
counsel, Jean Dunkirk, that Frank wanted Walt removed from the project, and that Frank
had already had Walt's email turned off. Dennis advised me that he would need to have
Patrick present during the conversation he would have with Walt on Friday morning. He
then told me that his instructions were to take his badges and make arrangements to get
his personal belongings with HR at a later date. Dennis advised me that he had spoken
with Leo Sain and Leo requested that Dennis ten Walt to meet Leo in Aiken, SC that next
Tuesday morning (Monday was the July 4 holiday). I asked Dennis if he had seen the
email, and he advised me that he had not.
I next contacted Patrick Ellis, and advised him that he would need to sit in the next
morning with Dennis Hayes and Walt Tamosaitis, and that Dennis would speak with
Walt and Patrick's responsibility would be to obtain his badges and technology.
July 2, 2010

I received a call from Patrick Ellis at about 9:30 a.m., while I was at the airport in Dallas.
He advised me that Dennis had spoken with Walt, and that he had obtained Walt's
technology and badges. He advised me that Walt was understandably upset; but that
there was no incident.
July 4, 2010

Bill Gay called me at about 2:00 p.m. He advised me that he would be returning to the
Tri-Cities the next day, July 5, and asked that I contact Walt to- see if he would meet with
Bill and myself at Bill's apartment to discuss the events of the week prior. I advised him
that I would.
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July 5, 2010

I contacted Walt Tamosaitis and asked him to meet with Bill and myself that evening at
5:30 p.m. Walt was upset. He wanted to know why this was happening. I told him that
my understanding was that he sent an email to a member of the M3 review team that was
not complimentary towards our Bechtel customer~ nor to our DOE customer. He told me
he didn't know what I was talking about. I told him that I had not seen the email myself,
but that was what I was told by Bill Gay. He told me that he would not make. himself
available for any meetings unless and until he received a written notification of his
termination by the decision-maker. I advised him that he was not terminated, that he still
had a job with DRS, it was just not on the WTP project. He advised me that he was
flying to Aiken, SC the next day (Tuesday July 6) and would be meeting with Leo Sain
the next day, Wednesday July 7. Walt told me that he felt like a whistleblower. I asked
him if he felt like he was in a whistle blower situation, and if so, why. He stated "no
comment". I further pressed Walt for about five minutes, trying to get some kind of
information from him regarding his statement. He finally stated, "1 am not going to say
anything about the situation to you or anyone else."
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July 7,2010

Leo Sain called and advised me that he had spoken with Walt for about four hours. He
told me that Wait's main concerns were for his position in the community, his family
(wife's) status in the community, the fact that he had a new hours and that he had seven
years with the WTP. He said that the options for him were to go to the NW Office and
have him find another job for himself, have Chuck Spencer take him at WRPS or that he
go back to the WTP. Leo stated that he was concerned 'about this situation.

I was then called up into Bill Gais office. Bill said that he had managed to work out a
deal with Frank that would allow Walt to come back to the project. He said that the
following conditions would apply to his return:
1) Walt would go to Sellafield for a short term assignment to obtain valuable
knowledge on the PJMs

2) He would be given a specific scope with deliverables and at the end of that
time frame be evaluated. He would not be given scope in a technical arena and would be
an individual contributor.
3) He would not receive an apology from Frank Russo. Further, if Frank heard
Walt's name in a negative connotation, he would be gone from the project. He would
have to maintain a low profile.
4) When Walt returned from Sellafield, he would be evaluated, along with the
Sellafield manager, and Walt would also be involved in determining the best place for
him at the WTP.

If Walt agreed to the terms set forth, he would allow him back on the project. Ifnot, then
Frank would not allow him to return.
July 8, 2010

I was in Bill Gay's Office in the mid-morning of Thursday, July 8, 2010 with Katie
Downing. We were going over the status of Bill Gais non-reimbursable fund and the
upcoming expenses when Frank Russo walked in the door. He apologized for
interrupting, but said that he had just been with Dale Knudsen. Frank: said that the M3
process had the management oversight of a PVP (Robinson), technical reports from
SRNL and PNNL, DOE buy~in, and the non~newtonian issues resolved, looked at and
conceded to. He said that Dale said that Walt could go blow the whistle. We. will not
pay for him on this, project. If he works, it will be unallowable cost. The Federal
Director was not going to respond to threats of whistle blowing. They would warn
Pondeman and anyone else. Frank stated that he would be willing to go to a dinner with
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his group to "ease the guy's pain" and personally congratulate him and wish him well art
his new assignment.
After Frank left, we discussed that the conditional return was obviously not going to
work. After discussion with Leo, we determined we needed to have, a meeting with Walt
when he returned from se. That would be Nlonday morning, July 12. Bill requested a
script be drawn up indicating efforts we had made and that, due to the email being the
"straw that broke the camel's back" and his bad-mouthing Bechtel, he would not be
coming back to the project. We also needed to note that Walt was already aware of our
efforts to place him on other projects as his department's scope was- winding down. Leo
also wanted us to advise Walt to take some time off - a week or two - to cool off and
think about what he was doing and what was going on. Dennis Hayes and I devised the
script and left it for Bill to review over the weekend.
July 12, 2010

at 7:00 a.m. I met with Bill Gay, Dennis Hayes and Walt Tamosaitis in Duane
Schmoker's office in the DRS building in downto:vvn Richland. Bill began reading a
script that was different than the one provided to him before the weekend. It was one that
he had hand-written on yellow lined paper, but had paragraphs cut-and-pasted on to the
paper of portions of the script that I had written. At no time during the conversation did
Bill refer to WaIt as being "terminated". Walt interrupted Bill during his reading of the
script. The first time Bill spoke oyer him. The second time, Bill stopped and started
answering Walt's questions (as to whether or not Walt's attitude was any worse than
what he (Bill) displayed. Bill said "no"). Bill did tell Walt that both Russo and Knudsen
from ORP were involved in the decision that Walt's services were no longer needed at
the WTP project.
'rVe did discuss who Walt's supervisor was. I inteIjected between the two of them
discussing the matter and told them that Richard Edwards' transfer date was July 10.
Other than that I stayed out of that discussion.
Walt did try to question Dennis Hayes in the meeting, but Dennis stated that he was there
as an observer; did not have to answer vValt'squestions, and that Walt was not in control
of the conversation. His demeanor was matter of fact and professional.
Walt asked me for a written statement as to why he was terminated from the project and
for the decision maker to sign it. I advised him he was not terminated, he still had a job,
as evidenced by the badging process that was about to take place,and that I would take
his request under consideration and would get back to him.
Walt mentioned that over the weekend that two WTP employees had contacted him and
asked him what would happen if they "brought issues forward" as if Walt was being
accusat01y. This was the first time I had heard of this, other than the discuss I had on the
phone with Walt on July 5. I asked who they were. He stated "no comment". I knew if I
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launched into a question pattern, he would shut me down. I immediately replied "They
should bring any issues to, me or the various other ways available 011 the project to bring
issues forward".
Shortly after that~ Bill finished, and got up and left, with Dennis following him. I
discussed the badging that would occur that day that would allow him to get into the
Fluor building downtown Richland where he would be working. The conversation ended
and I drove to my office.
I Was called from my office at about 9: 15 that morning, to go to Vanita Johnson's office.
When I got there, Jean Dunkirk was also there. Jean started the conversation that Bill had
visited her right after he reached the office from having the conversation with Walt. Jean
told me that Bill advised her that he "went offscript and said some things he shouldn't
have." At that pointl I knew that they were referring to the part where Bill told Walt that
it was Frank and Dale's decision to remove him from the project. Jean wanted to make
sure that I was aware that she was 110t "our;' (URS') attorney. I advised her that I was
aware that she was Bechtel counsel that was located here on the project to assist the
project. She shook her head and was visibly relieved, and suggested that I make Bill
understand that as well. I advised her that I would.
She then asked me about efforts we had been making to place R&Temployees. I told her
that we had started efforts this time around in approximately April. She showed me an
email string that had been during that month that included Frank and Greg Ashley. The
email was primarily about the efforts Richard Edwards was making to allow him to be
released to begin his new assignment in Aiken, South Carolina. I advised Jean that our
fIrst efforts had started back in August of 2009, to begin placement. When M3 became
an issue, we mostly backed off, but that several R&Temployees had been placed at the
Tank Farm throughout the last year. I explained that we wanted to try to place them
before a lay-off was necessary, and to try to place them locally so we could use their
services in the future, because we were sure that we would need some ofthem at certain
points in the operations process.
She advised me that we needed to take the stance that Walt's position was no longer
required on the project. That M3 was done and that we had already been looking to place
him somewhere else. She asked if we could get "someone he tnlsted" to talk to him
about the issue and make him understand. I advised her that I would look into the matter.
I thanked them and went back to my office.
July 20, 2010

At approximately 10;15, I left my office to go see one of the Bechtel HR generalists. I
returned at 10 :20. On my chair, face down, was a small stack of documents. I
determined later that they came from Bill Gay. The documents were written summaries
by Walt Tamosaitis. This was the first time that I had seen the documents, although I
knew some of them existed by conversations with Dave Hollan and Leo SHin. The first
one was dated July 7,2010. The document showed ace: Cami Krumm at the end.
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Please note I had never received a copy of this document. In this document it stated that
there was a list of 150 issues provided by Walt to Greg Ashley, at Greg's request. It
stated that Donna Busche was also present at the meeting and that she told the group she
needed to do a Haz Ops Review on the issues, Walt further states that the parties had a
discussion and that after the general meeting Dona Busche and Greg Ashley had a rather
"direct" discussion about the matter,
I contacted Donna Busche at 2:35 p.m, I asked her about a meeting on July 1, 2010 with
Barb Rusinko, Brant Morawski and Walt Tamosaitis, She explained that there was a
"clean out your desk" request made by Gred Ashley to all in his department to get all of
the issues on the table to be reviewed, There were a great number of issues, and
discussions were held about how to handle them, Mr. Morawski made the determination
that all issues were to stand and remain on the list. Donna told the group that she would
need to do a Haz Ops Review on the issues and received some push back from Barb
Rusinko, but Donna advised them that she had to do her job.
Donna told me that she spoke with Greg Ashley later in the day, sometime after4:30
p.m., but that the conversation was simply that she had to do her Job. I asked her lfthis
had been a calm, rational discussion and Donna said "Absolutely. Greg questioned me
about the Haz Ops Review and I told him that I had to do one. End ofissue".
I asked what the status of the issues Were. She told me that at the time of the meeting
some of the issues may had been resolved, some had resolutions proposed, and some
needed to be looked at. She told me at that time that issues would be worked, but that it
would take much longer than the two weeks that had passed since then. I asked her if she
would advise me if there were problems with the issues being resolved and she said "no
problem." :
July 22, 2010

r prepared to start an interview process to question all of the R&Tdepartment. My focus
was to determine whether or not the group felt they could raise safety and technical issues
freely, whether or not they felt they were in a hostile environment or a chilled
environment. All of these allegations were made by Walt in his summary. I intended to
schedule the employees over the weekend and start interviewing them when they returned
from the weekend. I expected the interviews to be about a half an hour each, and would
take about two days total.
On Friday, July 23, I was contacted by Bill Gay. He advised me that Walt wrote a letter
to Dr. Peter Winokur of the DNFSB. He told me that an officiallnvestigation would be
conducted. He advised the company would likely start an official internal investigation
the next week.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENTON

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

WALTER L. TAMOSAITIS, PHD, an
individual, and SANDRA B.
TAMOSAITIS, representing the
marital community,

)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
)
BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC., a
)
Nevada Corporation, URS
)
CORPORATION, a Nevada
)
Corporation, FRANK RUSSO, an
)
individual, GREGORY ASHLEY, an )
individual, WILLIAM GAY, an
)
individual, DENNIS HAYES, an
)
individual, and CAMI KRUMM, an )
individual,
)
)
Defendants.
)
_______________________________ )

Case No. 10-2-02357-4

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF FRANK RUSSO
Taken at the instance of the Plaintiffs

19

Wednesday, April 20, 2011
9:31 a.m.
1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, Washington

20
21
22
23
24
25

BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO
Certified Shorthand Reporters
1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, Washington 99336
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1
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1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of

2

FRANK RUSSO, was taken in behalf of the Plaintiffs

3

pursuant to the Washington Rules of Civil Procedure before

4

Kimberly Keith, certified Shorthand Reporter for

5

California, Nevada and Washington, on Wednesday, April 20,

6

2011, at 1030 North Center Parkway, Kennewick, Washington,

7

commencing at the hour of 9:30 a.m.

8
9

*

10
11

*
APPEARANCES:

For the Plaintiffs:

JOHN P. SHERIDAN, ESQ.
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
Attorneys at Law
Hoge Building, Suite 1200
Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 381-5949

For the Defendants,
URS Corporation,
William Gay, Dennis
Hayes, Cami Krumm:

TIMOTHY L. LAWLOR, ESQ.
Witherspoon Kelley
Attorneys at Law
422 West Riverside
Suite 1100
Spokane, Washington 99201
(509) 755-2027
tml@witherspoonkelley.com

For the Defendants,
Bechtel National, Inc.,
Frank Russo, Greg Ashley:

KEVIN C. BAUMGARDNER, ESQ.
Corr Cronin Michelson
Baumgardner & Preece, LLP
1001 Fourth Avenue
Suite 3900
Seattle, Washington 98154-1051
(206) 625-8600
kbaumgardner@corrcronin.com

Also present:

Walter L. Tamosaitis, Ph.D.
Greg Glover - Videographer
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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1

(FRANK RUSSO, called as a witness by the

2

Plaintiffs, being first duly sworn to tell the truth, the

3

whole truth and nothing but the truth, was examined and

4

testified as follows:)

5

THE WITNESS: I do.

6
7
8

EXAMINATION
BY MR. SHERIDAN:

9

Q

Please state your full name for the record.

10

A

Frank M. Russo.

11

Q

What's your address, Mr. Russo?

12

A

25604 Sunset Meadow Loop, Kennewick,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

13

Washington.

14

Q

And with whom are you employed?

15

A

Bechtel National.

16

Q

And how long have you held a position with

17

Bechtel National?

18

A

With Bechtel National, approximately ten

20

Q

All right.

21

A

I worked for other elements of Bechtel.

22

Q

All right.

23

is that true?

24

A

That's true.

25

Q

And you are not a scientist?

19

years.
And what did you do before that?

Mr. Russo, you are not an engineer;

6
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1

A

That's true.

2

Q

Is it true that your educational background is

3

basically political science?

4

A

History, political science.

5

Q

You have a four-year degree?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Okay.

8

Yes.

And you have no special training in

engineering or science, do you?

9

A

Other than 38 years of experience in it.

10

Q

Well, you've been working as a manager in the

11

field of, what, nuclear power?

12
13

A

I started in nuclear power, did 14 years in

nuclear power.

14

Q

Okay.

15

A

Fourteen years in chemical processing and then

16

ten years with the Department of Energy.

17
18

Q

But you wouldn't presume to give, for example,

an engineering opinion?

19

A

No.

20

Q

Nor would you presume to give an opinion that

21

would require scientific background; correct?

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

All right.

A

Project Director for the Waste Treatment Plant.

24
25

And your current job at Hanford is

what?

7
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1
2

Q

All right.

Do you -- do you know whether he had

an engineering or science background?

3

A

I don't know.

4

Q

All right.

5

Can you tell me what brought about

your coming to Hanford in January 2010?

6

A

7

Energy.

8

Q

Anybody in particular?

9

A

I believe Ines Triay was the one who was

10
11

It was at the request of the Department of

expressing that.
Q

Okay.

Did you understand when you came that

12

there was a -- there were challenges, specific challenges

13

that you may have the qualifications to address?

14

A

I -- I felt I was uniquely qualified to --

15

Q

In what -- in what way?

16

A

Fourteen years of nuclear power plant

17

construction, 14 years of chemical processing, and ten

18

years of Department of Energy work.

19

The Waste Treatment Plant is a chemical plant

20

inside of a nuclear facility for the Department of

21

Energy.

22

Q

Uh-huh.

23

A

So as you look across our organization and many

24
25

that have that particular set of experiences.
Q

Right.

But I guess what I'm asking is, had you

15
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1

no additional risk.

2

Q

Right.

3

A

We just change the contract.

4

Q

So the bottom line here though, would you agree,

5

is that there was scientists at both DOE and within your

6

own program that had concerns about the way that you were

7

going forward on the non-Newtonian testing?

8

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

9

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

And there were scientists who were

10

at SRNL who thought it was manageable.

11

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

12

Q

Okay.

But you -- since you are not a scientist

13

and not an engineer, you picked a side and went with it;

14

correct?

15

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

16

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

I listened to all the various

17

inputs and acted as a catalyst to my customer so that they

18

understood those inputs and how I interpreted those

19

inputs.

20

They also asked for the interpretations of many

21

other people, including CRESP and PNNL.

22

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

23
24
25

Q

But it's fair to say though -- and PNL -- PNNL

didn't agree with you; true?
A

PNNL at the time had disengaged from the

158
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1

project.

2

and I was working to find out why they had disengaged from

3

the project.

4

Q

There's a series of e-mails that talks to that,

Well, what -- didn't they tell you they

5

disengaged because they were frustrated with how BNI was

6

managing the process?

7

A

No.

8

Q

Didn't they tell you that they were frustrated

9
10

that BNI was trying to pressure them into changing their
opinions?

11

A

No.

12

Q

And that you were trying to do that?

13

A

No.

14
15

What they told me was that Walt Tamosaitis

was trying to do that.
Q

16

I see.
It was Walt -- so Walter Tamosaitis was the

17

person who was trying to get PNNL to change its position;

18

is that right?

19

A

Well, I met with Mike Kluse and Terry Walton on

20

June 16th or 17th, and did not expect to hear Walt's name

21

at all.

22

this critical moment, their answer was that they, to

23

represent the branding of PNNL, wanted to use their peer

24

processes and their tools to opine on the various

25

positions and that Walt wanted someone that he could put

But when I asked them why had they disengaged at
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1

in his organization and direct.

2

And my answer to them was -- because I thought

3

this to be true at the time, that if that is your issue,

4

it's not a concern because I understand that Walt is going

5

to Sellafield.

6
7
8
9
10

Q

Okay.

So -- so now we're talking about mid

June; are we not?
A

That's when I found out that PNNL was -- why

PNNL was disengaged.
Q

Well, wasn't -- didn't PNNL actually tell you

11

something different?

12

your meeting was with who?

Tell me if they told you this.

13

A

Mike Kluse and Terry Walton.

14

Q

All right.

15

And

And they had never met you before

this face-to-face meeting; correct?

16

A

That's correct.

17

Q

All right.

And it's true that they expressed to

18

you that they were wrapping up work on the project and was

19

seriously consider walking -- considering walking away, or

20

words to that effect?

21

A

The original conversation was that we were using

22

Battelle and PNNL, and in using Battelle, they were giving

23

us a discount on their billing rate, and that they had

24

stopped doing that, and that we were now using people from

25

PNNL and they did not want to continue under that model.
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1

MR. SHERIDAN:

I'm going to move to strike.

I'm

2

going -- and I'll ask the court reporter to read back my

3

question and just ask you to answer the question.

4

(The requested portion of the

5

record was read by the reporter.)

6

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

7

Q

Yes or no?

8

A

No.

9

Q

Okay.

10

And they told you that they were unhappy

with Bechtel; did they not?

11

A

No.

12

Q

They said that they were -- basically they --

13
14

they were mad at the way you did business?
A

15
16
17

Yes.
MR. BAUMGARDNER:

Object to the form.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

They said that?

They said that they -- that you

18

ignored their scientific input, or words to that

19

effect?

20

A

21
22
23

Well, again, my recollection of that

conversation was they were talking about Walt.
Q

Okay.

But did they say that you ignored their

scientific input?

24

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

25

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

They said that Walt was ignoring
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1

their scientific input.

2

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

3
4

Q

All right.

Did they say that the design

wouldn't work, or words to that effect, meaning M3?

5

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

6

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

They acknowledged that they had

7

been disengaged for some period of time and so they did

8

not know all the changes that were taking place between

9

January and that period of time, which was in June, but

10

that based on what their previous detailed knowledge was,

11

they had grave concerns.

12

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

13

Q

All right.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

All right.

14

17

And you knew this in mid June;

right?

So they weren't speaking with one

voice, were they?

18

A

At that moment?

19

Q

Right.

20

A

No.

21

Q

All right.

And as a matter of fact, you

22

subsequently threatened them and told them they'd made

23

hundred of millions of dollars and they better fall in

24

line, or words to that effect; true?

25

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

Object to the form.
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1

THE WITNESS:

2

Kluse or Terry Walton.

3

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

4

Q

All right.

I would never say that to Mike

Did they also complain that BNI --

5

BNI tried to suppress data on PNNL reports, or was it that

6

they complained Walt did, as you said?

7

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

8

THE WITNESS:

9
10

Object to the form.

I actually don't recall that

conversation at all.
BY MR. SHERIDAN:

11

Q

All right.

Okay.

To your knowledge, did the

12

technical staff have a good working relationship with

13

Dr. Tamosaitis?

14

A

Which technical staff?

15

Q

PNNL's?

16

A

I don't have knowledge of that.

17

Q

All right.

Do you know, what role did

18

Dr. Tamosaitis play on behalf of BNI in relationship to

19

PNNL?

20

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

21

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

Dr. Tamosaitis would want access

22

to their expertise to help validate positions that we were

23

finding within the testing.

24

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

25

Q

All right.

It's true, is it not, that by mid
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1

June, you had wanted to get rid of Dr. Tamosaitis?

2

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

3

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

I had never wanted to get rid of

4

Dr. Tamosaitis.

5

process of being transferred off the job as early as the

6

March/April time frame, and I had told them that that was

7

acceptable.

8
9
10

And by June, they told me that Walt was on the
way to Sellafield any day now.
BY MR. SHERIDAN:

11
12

I was told by URS that Walt was in the

Q

Well -- and so this -- his being moved off the

project, the WTP project had nothing to do with you?

13

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

Object to the form.

No.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

16

Q

All right.

And -- and how about on his last

17

day, did you have a role in moving him off the project

18

then?

19

A

Yes.

20

Q

And what role did you play?

21

A

I had provided a professional courtesy to both

22

Walt and to URS because when Walt's assignment was winding

23

down, and it had been winding down for quite a while, the

24

typical thing that happens on a project is people go to

25

their next assignment.
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1

Since URS had told me they were working on

2

Walt's next assignment, and Bill Gay told me that

3

regularly, and I -- recognizing that high paid

4

professionals take longer than journeymen engineers to

5

place, I gave them a very reasonable amount of time to

6

place Walt in a new assignment.

7

After the conversation with Walt and Kluse where

8

I was surprised to hear Walt's name even come up in the

9

conversation, I immediately went back to Bill and said,

10

what's going on with Walt, because I told them he's on an

11

airplane to Sellafield, which is what Bill told me.

12

Q

Bill -- Bill --

13

A

Bill Gay.

14

Q

All right.

15

A

Bill said, well, there's paperwork, it's going

16

to take another week or two.

17

take another week or two, but this has gone from just

18

routine, Bill, to if Walt really is in some way deterring

19

the kind of transparency we're looking for, you got to

20

make this move.

21

Q

And I said, fine, let it

So, you mean that that conversation you've just

22

described to us was based on what you state has happened

23

during your meeting with PNNL?

24
25

A

With Mike Kluse and Terry Walton.

Terry did

most of the speaking, but Mike was there.
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1
2
3
4

Q

What did Terry Walton specifically say about

A

That he was the primary reason that they had

Walt?

moved away from their relationship with the project.

5

Q

6

to work with?

7

A

I believe that's true.

8

Q

All right.

9
10

All right.

And did they say he was a challenge

And they said more than just a

challenge to work with?
A

I got the impression -- because I don't remember

11

all the words, but I got the impression that they would

12

have preferred not to work with Walt given the

13

opportunity.

14

Q

So it's your understanding, or it's your

15

testimony anyway, that -- that the reason PNNL was walking

16

away from the WTP was because of Dr. Walter Tamosaitis?

17

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

18

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

It is my understanding that when I

19

asked them why we weren't seeing them, that was the

20

conversation.

21

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

22

Q

That it was all because of Walter Tamosaitis?

23

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

Object to the form.

You know, they -- there may have

been other things they discussed.

They certainly
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1

the only thing that would have you leave is funding.

2

At an EPC Project when assignments end, people

3

leave, and if you try to keep them for an assignment

4

beyond their pay grade or below their pay grade, you can

5

find yourself in trouble with the IG for waste fraud and

6

abuse.

7

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

8
9

Q

Tamosaitis off the project?

10
11

So what was your authority to send Walter

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

Object to the form.

Asked and

answered.

12

THE WITNESS:

My authority was based on what

13

Bill Gay's telling me, that he was being transferred, and

14

what I exercised was the authority to have him transferred

15

from the cooperate office.

16

My contract with URS provides that authority, as

17

does the Department of Energy's contract with me.

18

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

19

Q

Your -- you think that you have the authority to

20

remove personnel from the -- from -- from the Hanford

21

site?

22

A

I have --

23

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

Object to the form.

I have the responsibility to make

sure as custodian of taxpayer dollars that when an
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1

assignment is complete, the person leaves.

2

In Bechtel it happens all the time.

I've

3

transferred -- well, since I've been on the job, I've

4

transferred at least 75 people to different assignments.

5

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

6

Q

So basically what you're saying then is you

7

interpreted Walter Tamosaitis's status as being his

8

project has ended, he's no longer authorized to be here?

9
10

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

Object to the form.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

11

Q

Correct?

12

A

I interpreted Walt's status as I was providing a

13

professional courtesy to Walt and Bill while they found

14

him his next assignment, and that that professional

15

courtesy expired on July 1st.

16

Q

Because of the e-mails?

17

A

Because he was being transferred.

18

Q

To where?

19

A

I was told Sellafield.

20

Q

And it was your understanding that he had based

21

-- that URS had basically initiated

22

him on July 1st?

23
24
25

A

paperwork to transfer

I was of the understanding that that had been

ongoing since June 15th or 17th.
Q

Let me ask you this:

So if Dr. Tamosaitis's
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1

job responsibility ended on July 1st, then certainly so

2

did his team's; right?

3

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

4

THE WITNESS:

5

No, that's not correct.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

6
7

Object to the form.

Q

Well, when did his -- you didn't have his team

escorted off the property on July 1st, did you?

8

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

9

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.

Again, in an engineering

10

procurement and construction project, for example, civil

11

engineering finishes, but you still have -- so most of

12

your civil engineers leave, but you still have some civil

13

engineers that stay behind to do follow-on work.

14

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

15

Q

Well, besides Walter Tamosaitis, what other

16

members of his team left on July 1st because the work was

17

done?

18

A

Mike Robinson and Edwards.

19

Q

Edwards left before that; right?

20

A

But as part of a -- Walt was supposedly leaving

21

before that, too.

22

Q

I see.

23

A

Part of a transition to another phase of the

Q

What about everybody else?

24
25

job.
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BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of

1
2

MIKE KLUSE was taken in behalf of the Plaintiffs

3

pursuant to the Washington Rules of Civil Procedure

4

before Patricia E. Bute, Certified Shorthand Reporter for

5

Washington and Oregon on Wednesday, the 31st day of

6

August, 2011, at Bridges Reporting & Legal Videography,

7

1030 North Center Parkway, Kennewick, Washington,

8

commencing at the hour of 10:30 a.m.

9
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*
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1

current business model, and I thought it was in both of

2

our best interests if we got together and talked about

3

it.

4
5

Q.

All right, and that's what resulted in the

June meeting?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

All right.

And at the June meeting, was

8

there any discussions about Dr. Tamosaitis between the

9

three of you?

10
11
12

And we should say, for the record

purposes, Mr. Walton was in attendance, too?
A.

Terry Walton was in attendance.

Towards the

end of the meeting, Dr. Tamosaitis's name came up.

13

Q.

Who brought it up and what was said?

14

A.

It came up in the context of Frank Russo was

15

new to the project.

He had asked Terry, asked us both,

16

for that matter, I need to understand what some of the

17

issues and challenges have been because we've got to keep

18

this project moving forward.
He said, I want to know about the technical

19
20

challenges and I want to know about any issues with

21

people.

22

about technical challenges.

And Terry proceeded, at a high level, to talk

And Frank, again, said, what about people.

23
24

And at that point, and we talked about the business model

25

in that context as well, and at that point,
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1

Dr. Tamosaitis's name came up as being somebody that was

2

challenging to deal with.

3
4
5

Q.

All right, and what was discussed in that

regard, as far as you can recall?
A.

Well, it was really in the context of the

6

business model, in that we were clear with Frank, we

7

needed, we needed and wanted to, stop staff augmentation,

8

and for those staff who weren't in an augmentation role

9

but were there to support the project, that we could not

10

any longer tolerate an environment where there were

11

issues and these people were expected to drop what they

12

were doing and respond immediately.

13

Q.

All right, and when you say people, you mean

14

that PNNL people are being asked to drop what they're

15

doing and respond immediately?

16

A.

Yes, PNNL staff.

17

Q.

And was there any criticism of Dr. Tamosaitis

18

at that meeting in which someone from PNNL suggested that

19

he needed to be off the project?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Was there any suggestion by anyone from PNNL

22

that the reason you were walking away was because of

23

Dr. Tamosaitis?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

All right, so let me take you back, now, to
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1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of TERRY

2
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3

the Washington Rules of Civil Procedure before William J.

4

Bridges, Certified Shorthand Reporter for Washington,

5

Oregon and Idaho, on Wednesday, the 22nd day of June,

6

2011, at the offices of Bridges Reporting & Legal Video,

7

1030 N. Center Parkway, Kennewick, Washington, commencing

8

at the hour of 10:30 a.m.

9
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1

Q.

All right.

2

A.

And there were several other staff I'm sure.

3

Q.

Do you know to whom those two reported in the

4

PNNL matrix?

5

A.

6
7

You're right.

It's a matrixed organization.

So, I do not know exactly who they report to.
Q.

Okay.

All right.

Let's jump forward to June

8

2010 time frame.

9

meeting with Mr. Russo from BNI?

Did there come a time that you had a

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Could you tell us what brought about the

12
13

meeting?
A.

The meeting was organized by -- as a result of

14

I believe e-mail exchanges between Mike Kluse and Frank

15

Russo.

16
17

Q.

your understanding of what was in those e-mail exchanges?

18
19

And what's your -- Could you summarize for us

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the

question.

20

THE WITNESS:

The context of the meeting

21

was one of several months of ongoing dialogue with BNI

22

around how PNNL was engaged in support of the WTP Project

23

and fundamentally was an issue associated with a staff

24

augmentation, rent-a-scientist role.

25

Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Okay.

And, so, could you
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1

give us sort of PNNL's side of that discussion?

2

PNNL want or expect, if you know?

3

A.

What did

We wanted to ensure that consistent with the

4

agreement in 2007, was that we were not just providing our

5

staff to someone else, but in fact were in a position to

6

understand the scope of work that we were engaged in, and

7

stand behind the products we were delivering.

8
9
10

Q.

All right.

in which Kluse, Russo and yourself were present to discuss
that?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

All right.

13

And, so, did you attend a meeting

And did you take notes at the

meeting?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

Did you create any kind of summary at the end

16

of the meeting?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Okay.

And tell us, at the meeting, tell me

19

everything you recall that happened.

20

who began the meeting.

21
22

A.

And let's begin with

Who began speaking?

Mike Kluse started the meeting, with what you

might expect as a normal pleasantries.

23

Q.

And where did the meeting take place?

24

A.

It was in our lab director, Mike Kluse's

25

office.
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1

A.

The problem that we were trying to address at

2

that time had been percolating along for several months

3

associated with staff augmentation.

4

Q.

Okay.

Did you or anyone from PNNL at that

5

meeting raise any concerns about specific employees that

6

were BNI employees or URS employees?

7

A.

When we talked about the forward lean, there

8

were several things discussed there.

9

gap between our engagement in 2009 to the present time,

Mostly bridging the

10

whereby Frank had asked if we would review the work that

11

had been done at Mid-Columbia Engineers as part of the

12

Phase II testing.

13
14

And I said, no, I didn't think that was the
best use of our resources.

15

Q.

I'm sorry.

Could you just restate what it is

16

that you said?

17

asked if you would review what?

18

A.

I couldn't keep up with you on, Frank

The status of what I would call Phase II, I

19

think he called it Phase II.

20

II.

21
22
23

He may not have said Phase

But at least the Mid-Columbia Engineers testing.
Q.

All right.

And your response was that you

would not?
A.

Probably not that direct.

But the point was

24

that I didn't think that was an appropriate use of our

25

time, because there had been a lot -- and I did say
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1

exactly, that there had been a lot of water under the

2

bridge since then, and this is probably a better place for

3

us to pick up the baton going forward.

4

say "baton," but you get the idea.

I probably didn't

5

Q.

Okay.

6

A.

Frank responded, that he understood that,

All right.

And what happened next?

7

appreciated that.

8

either before or after the Mid-Columbia, and I don't

9

remember the order of that, but the discussion about the

Frank, his next -- the discussion was

10

technical risks.

11

he requested a summary, PNNL's perspective of the

12

vulnerabilities.

13
14
15
16

Q.

Frank termed those vulnerabilities.

And

Now, are we talking about vulnerabilities

about a particular aspect of WTP?
A.

Generally.

Just PNNL's perspective of what

are the remaining technical issues.

17

Q.

All right.

18

A.

Well, we agreed -- I agreed that we would

What happened next?

19

produce a list of those vulnerabilities and get those to

20

Frank.

21

Q.

Okay.

22

A.

Then further discussion about working

23
24
25

And then what happened?

together.
Q.

Okay.

And what was that about?

Tell us the

details that you recall, please.
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1

A.

So, the context of that was, once again, in

2

this forward lean, around the vulnerabilities, and how we

3

best worked together.

4

He said -- he asked me a question about, "How

5

about working with our staff?

6

staff that you have concerns about?"

Is there anyone on our

7

Q.

Okay.

8

A.

I said that working with Walt was a challenge.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

He said, "Walt's gone.

11

And then what happened?

What happened next?
I put him on a plane

yesterday."

12

Q.

Okay.

13

A.

He asked, he mentioned someone else that I

14

What happened next?

don't recall the name, it was not a name I recognized --

15

Q.

Uh-huh.

16

A.

-- that would be taking over the interface

17

with PNNL.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

A.

I was told the name.

20

Do you recall that name?
It was not someone that

I recognized or knew.

21

Q.

All right.

22

A.

I think there was kind of this general feeling

And what happened next?

23

that, you know, we have got the right path here.

24

was then agreement on the vulnerability report, and I

25

think the meeting just pretty much ended with an agreement

There
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1

that we would provide the report, and we'd have a

2

follow-on meeting with their staff.

3

Ashley, but I'm not sure, because there was introduction

4

of this other name.

5
6

He probably said Greg

But in any case, we would agree to get our
technical staff together --

7

Q.

Okay.

8

A.

-- and begin to reengage around a path

9

forward.

10

Q.

All right.

11

A.

Now, I think it's really important to put in

12

context the timing of the discussion around, and my

13

comments about Walt.

14

The context with that was associated with staff

15

augmentation.

16

I've known Walt for almost 20 years.

I think you can go back and see the e-mails,

17

the undercurrent around the PNNL role.

18

was not with Walt.

19
20
21
22
23

My issue with Walt

I've known Walt for a long time.

Q.

Let me just ask you, what was your issue with

A.

My issue was, he had a job to do, I had a job

Walt?

to do.

He wanted staff augmentation, and I didn't.

Q.

Okay.

And when you say he wanted staff

24

augmentation, that's going back to our discussion before

25

where you were saying that BNI basically wanted to have an
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1

engineer-for-hire to pluck out of PNNL and use them when

2

they needed him?

3

A.

Right.

4

Q.

And this staff augmentation piece, that was a

5

BNI piece, not a Walt Tamosaitis piece, right?

6
7
8
9

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the

question.
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Do you know what company

Walter Tamosaitis was working for at the time?

10

A.

I know who Walt works for.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

A.

But within that environment, it's the WTP

13

Project.

14

works for.

15

It's not a distinction between who somebody

Q.

It's around the how come.
All right.

With regard to Dr. Tamosaitis and

16

your relationship, did you at any time in the meeting ask

17

Russo, ask him if you could not work with Walt Tamosaitis

18

in the future?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

So, did you ever advocate that Dr.

Tamosaitis be removed from the project?

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

Okay.

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

All right.

Was that your intent at any time?

And, so, what else, if anything,
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1

was said regarding Dr. Tamosaitis at that meeting, besides

2

what you have already told us?

3

A.

Nothing.

4

Q.

All right.

Did you respond or have any

5

further discussion after Russo said to you that "Walt's

6

gone and I put him on a plane yesterday"?

7

any further discussion in that regard?

8
9

MR. PREECE:

12

THE WITNESS:
Q.

15

Not that I recall.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

How was your working

relationship with Dr. Tamosaitis?

13
14

Object to the form of the

question.

10
11

Did you have

MR. PREECE:

Object to the form of the

question.
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

And let me ask you, what

16

was challenging about your working relationship, as

17

expressed to Mr. Russo?

18
19

A.

I believe I already stated, it was around

staff augmentation.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

A.

And his desire to have PNNL staff directly

22
23

supporting his functional role within the project.
Q.

Got it.

All right.

With regard to the

24

vulnerabilities report, did you ultimately issue, did PNNL

25

ultimately issue one?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Okay.

I will take that back.

All right.

3

Going back for a minute to the meeting that happened with

4

you, Mr. Kluse, and Mr. Russo that you have been

5

discussing.

6

At any time did you or Mr. Kluse say during

7

this meeting that Dr. Tamosaitis was ignoring PNNL's

8

scientific input?

9

A.

No.

10
11

MR. SHERIDAN:
the next exhibit.

12

(Deposition Exhibit Number 3 was

13

marked for identification).

14
15
16

Let's have this marked as

(Pause in the proceedings).
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Have you had a chance to

review what's marked as Exhibit 3?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Do you recognize this document?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And what is it?

21

A.

I believe this is the package that is

22
23

supporting M3 closure.
Q.

All right.

Did there come a time that you

24

were asked, you as PNNL, were asked to basically sign off

25

your approval of this document?
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1

process is issue the report in draft, you get comments

2

back.

3

category that you would say is objections.

Those written comments would I guess fit in the

4

Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

5

A.

But it's just the normal process of closing

6
7
8

out scope.
Q.

Okay.

So, it's fair to say it happened with

M1, and it was part of the normal process?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

All right.

11

Okay.

I may have misspoke before in my

question.

12

Is it fair to say that in the April/May 2010

13

time frame PNNL, did PNNL communicate to BNI its intent to

14

withdraw from staff augmentation?

15
16

MR. PREECE:
question.

17
18
19
20

Object to the form of the

THE WITNESS:
Q.

(BY MR. SHERIDAN:)

Yes.
All right.

And was that

done by letter or e-mail?
A.

I know there is e-mail traffic around that,

21

but it would have been our key participants in the

22

project, which would be Loni Peurrung, our product line

23

manager, Paul Bredt, who I mentioned earlier as the

24

relationship manager, and probably one or two of our

25

technical staff.
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1
2

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BENTON

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

WALTER L. TAMOSAITIS, PHD, an
individual, and SANDRA B.
TAMOSAITIS, representing the
marital community,

)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
)
BECHTEL NATIONAL, INC., a
)
Nevada Corporation, URS
)
CORPORATION, a Nevada
)
Corporation, FRANK RUSSO, an
)
individual, GREGORY ASHLEY, an )
individual, WILLIAM GAY, an
)
individual, DENNIS HAYES, an
)
individual, and CAMI KRUMM, an )
individual,
)
)
Defendants.
)
_______________________________ )

Case No. 10-2-02357-4

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF DENNIS L. HAYES
Taken at the instance of the Plaintiffs

19

Thursday, April 21, 2011

20

9:33 a.m.

21

1030 North Center Parkway

22

Kennewick, Washington

23
24
25

BRIDGES REPORTING & LEGAL VIDEO
Certified Shorthand Reporters
1030 North Center Parkway
Kennewick, Washington 99336
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1

BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of

2

DENNIS L. HAYES, was taken in behalf of the Plaintiffs

3

pursuant to the Washington Rules of Civil Procedure before

4

Kimberly Keith, certified Shorthand Reporter for

5

California, Nevada and Washington, on Thursday, April 21,

6

2011, at 1030 North Center Parkway, Kennewick, Washington,

7

commencing at the hour of 9:33 a.m.

8
9

*

10
11

*
APPEARANCES:

For the Plaintiffs:

JOHN P. SHERIDAN, ESQ.
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
Attorneys at Law
Hoge Building, Suite 1200
Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 381-5949

For the Defendants,
URS Corporation,
William Gay, Dennis
Hayes, Cami Krumm:

TIMOTHY L. LAWLOR, ESQ.
Witherspoon*Kelley
Attorneys at Law
422 West Riverside
Suite 1100
Spokane, Washington 99201
(509) 755-2027
tml@witherspoonkelley.com

For the Defendants,
Bechtel National, Inc.,
Frank Russo, Greg Ashley:

KEVIN C. BAUMGARDNER, ESQ.
Corr Cronin Michelson
Baumgardner & Preece, LLP
1001 Fourth Avenue
Suite 3900
Seattle, Washington 98154-1051
(206) 625-8600
kbaumgardner@corrcronin.com

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

*

24
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1

Ashley.

2
3

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

Would the court reporter

please swear in the witness.

4

(DENNIS L. HAYES, called as a witness by the

5

Plaintiffs, being first duly sworn to tell the truth, the

6

whole truth and nothing but the truth, was examined and

7

testified as follows:)

8

THE WITNESS: I do.

9

THE REPORTER:

Thank you.

10
11
12

EXAMINATION
BY MR. SHERIDAN:

13

Q

Good morning.

14

A

Good morning.

15

Q

Please state your full name for the record.

16

A

Dennis L. Hayes.

17

Q

What's your address, Mr. Hayes?

18

A

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
I live at 464
Cherry Blossom Loop, Richland,

19

Washington.

20

Q

And with whom are you employed?

21

A

URS.

22

Q

And how long have you been there?

23

A

I guess I've been an employee of URS through

24
25

various acquisitions for a total of 33 years.
Q

All right.

And how much of that has been here

7
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1

at Hanford?

2

A

I came to Hanford in August of 2008.

3

Q

2000- what?

4

A

-8.

5

Q

Okay.

6

A

Bill Gay.

7

Q

And how long have you reported to him?

8

A

Bill Gay came on project in March or April of

Q

Okay.

9
10
11

And to whom do you currently report?

2009.
And before Bill Gay's arrival, to whom

did you report?

12

A

George Clare.

13

Q

And what is -- what is your job title now?

14

A

I'm the WTP Plant Operations Manager.

15

Q

Okay.

16

George Clare.

And were you -- is that the same job

title you had in 2010?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

And how about 2009?

19

A

I've had that job title since I arrived on the

20

project.

21

Q

All right.

22

A

August of 2008.

23

Q

Okay.

24

A

Yes, I do.

25

Q

In 2010, who were your direct reports?

And that was when?

And do you have direct reports?
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1
2

Q

Okay.

person leading this --

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Okay.

5

Was Rich Edwards basically the sort of

Now, did you have any discussions with

Greg Ashley about the notice?

6

A

No.

7

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

8

(Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9 was

9

marked for identification.)

10

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

11

Q

You've been handed what's been marked as Exhibit

12

9 for identification.

13

43.

14
15

Object to the form.

And it's Bates-stamped 1541 through

And I'm going to ask you to take a moment to
look at this, and then we'll talk about it.

16

(Witness examines document.)

17

THE WITNESS:

18

I'm ready.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

19

Q

20

string?

21

A

I recognize Page 21542.

22

Q

Okay.

23

All right.

And do you recognize this e-mail

And that's basically the -- the draft

except it's got the tweak from Mr. Ashley; correct?

24

A

Correct.

25

Q

And this is the -- basically this is a proposed
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1

-- or this is the -- the announcment that was going to go

2

out regarding the reorganization; true?

3

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

4

THE WITNESS:

5
6
7

Yes, that is correct.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

Okay.

And look at -- let's just start from the

back and work forward.

8
9

Object to the form.

We have an e-mail from Greg Ashley to you and Ed
Richard -- Richard Edwards where he basically -- the

10

subject line is, "Changes in the Process Engineering and

11

Technology Organization Part 5.doc."

12

And then he writes:

"Minor tweak:

Decided

13

highlighting M3 testing wasn't necessary.

14

discussed this, but we left it in.

15

will release this as soon as Janice comes in in the a.m."

16

If Dennis is okay, we

Do you know who Janice is?

17

A

No.

18

Q

Okay.

19

Rich, you and I

And it was -- and this is dated June

30th, 2010; is it not?

20

A

That is correct.

21

Q

So was it your understanding that this announce

22

-- this announced organizational change was supposed to go

23

out the next day on July 1st?

24

MR. LAWLOR:

25

THE WITNESS:

Object to form.
I wasn't certain when they were
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1

going to issue the form.

2

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

3

Q

Okay.

You have no reason to believe that the --

4

the statement that, "If Dennis is okay, this" -- "we'll

5

release this as soon as Janice comes in in the a.m.," you

6

have no reason to think that statement is not accurate;

7

correct?

8

A

No, I do not.

9

Q

Okay.

Then looking up here, there's an e-mail

10

-- we're on the third page, 1543, from you where you're

11

writing in the same e-mail chain, "I am good."

12
13
14
15

Does that mean we're -- you're in agreement with
the organizational announcement?
A

My comment before, I recall seeing this

document, and I had concerns over Dan Herting

16

Q

Uh-huh.

17

A

-- being assigned to this organization.

18

Q

Okay.

19

A

And I can't remember the dynamic of expressing

20

that to Rich Edwards.

21

on there, yes, I was fine with them.

22
23
24
25

Q

Okay.

But for those other issues that are

All right.

Now let's turn to the second

page, which is 1542.
And this is, in fact, the announcement, is it
not, except it's got the lineout?
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1

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

2

MR. LAWLOR:

3

THE WITNESS:

4
5

Object to form.

Same.
Yes.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:
Q

Okay.

So I -- I want to look down here.

It

6

says -- it -- basically it says, "Consistent with the

7

closure of the remaining EFRT issue and increased emphasis

8

on the completion of engineering and focus on start-up and

9

commissioning, the following organizational changes will

10

be made effective July 6th, 2010.

11

to align the organization to meet our critical needs as we

12

moved forward towards project completion."

13
14

Did you have anything to do with the drafting of
that particular language?

15

A

No.

16

Q

All right.

17

These changes continue

Is there anything about that

paragraph that you think nis a misstatement of facts?

18

A

No.

19

Q

All right.

And then -- then the announcement

20

says, "For Richard Edwards, currently manager of PENT, has

21

accepted a URS Project Engineering Management position at

22

Savannah River & Mediation, LLC.

23

Richard for his significant contributions to the WTP

24

project."

25

I would like to thank

And was your understanding, in fact, consistent
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1

with what's written there, that he was leaving and was

2

going to Savannah River?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Okay.

5

Then it announces, "Garth Duncan becomes

the manager of Process Engineering and Technology."

6

And was that your understanding as well?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

And what chain of command was that?

9

Engineering and Technology reported --

10

A

Within the Engineering organization.

11

Q

Okay.

12

Process

And at the time, that Engineering

organization was headed by whom?

13

A

Greg Ashley.

14

Q

Okay.

And it says, "The Process Engineering &

15

Technology Department will consist of the current Process

16

Engineering Group managed by John Olson, and Process

17

Flowsheet and Modeling Group managed by John Mahoney.

18

"With the shift from technical issue resolution,

19

it is expected that over the next several months, these

20

two groups will be further consolidated respectively in

21

the core Design Engineering and Plan Engineering

22

organizations."

23
24
25

Was that consistent with your understanding of
the reorg?
A

Yes.
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1

Q

Okay.

2

A

I mentioned before on that where the Modeling

3

Group was going to go.

4

conclusion.

5

Q

Okay.

This finally brought that to the

And for the next paragraph, there's a

6

crossout of "the recent successful completion of M3/PJM

7

closure testing."

8
9

I'm going to just read you this assuming that
that was deleted.

All right?

10

A

(Witness nods head.)

11

Q

So this next paragraph says, "With the

12

completion of the overwhelming majority of the baseline

13

R&T work, the R&T organization within PENT and their

14

remaining scope will be consolidated into a newly formed

15

Operations Technical Group with the Plant Operations

16

organization and report to Dennis Hayes.

17

"Dr. Tamosaitis" -- "Dr. Walt Tamosaitis will

18

manage this group to be staffed by members of the existing

19

R&T organization in alignment with the scope completion.

20

The scope completion consistent with the focus to complete

21

design activities and better prepare for start-up.

22

"The commissioning activities, this group will

23

focus on technical activities necessary to addressing

24

operational skills in preparation for cold commissing."

25

And was that your understanding as well?
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1

A

Yes.

2

Q

Okay.

Then with regards to Dan Herting, you've

3

already said you had some reservations that were basically

4

stated separately; true?

5

A

No scope, no dollars.

6

Q

Okay.

8

A

Right now he reports to John Olson.

9

Q

And who -- I mean, how is he funded?

10

A

By Engineering.

11

Q

Okay.

7

Do you know, where did Dan Herting wind

up?

So this particular section says, "Dr. Dan

12

Herting, WTP Chief Chemist, will report to Walter

13

Tamosaitis, Operations Technical Group, and will be matrix

14

to Garth Duncan, Process Engineering & Technology?

15

And that didn't work out?

16

A

They made the decision not to do that.

17

Q

Okay.

18

And the funding was through -- was

Engineering funding his position?

19

A

Correct.

20

Q

Okay.

All right.

And then now we're on the

21

first page, which appear to, in fact, perhaps be -- it

22

looks like it's really just another copy of the -- the

23

thing that we've already gone over on the last page.

24

maybe -- maybe in terms of how it was produced in

25

discovery, maybe it's not -- maybe it's just a double.

So
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1

Dr. Tamosaitis at this point?

2

A

Correct.

3

Q

All right.

4

And you had said that you had a

meeting scheduled for Friday with Dr. Tamosaitis?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

What was the purpose of that meeting?

7

A

The purpose of the meeting was to review the

8

scope and budget and who specifically would transfer from

9

-- over to the Plant Operations organization.

10
11

We still had not reached agreement, and I wanted
more detail on the specific deliverables.

12

Q

Okay.

13

A

Correct.

14

Q

Okay.

15
16

And meaning scope and money?

And was it your intent to talk with him

about Dan Herting at that time?
A

No, I -- I believe that that issue had been

17

resolved.

18

Rich Edwards, that that issue had been resolved, but --

19
20

Q

At least in my mind in my conversation with

Yeah, okay.
All right.

And then -- and up until the meeting

21

you had with Russo and the lawyer, it was your

22

understanding that basically the -- the organization --

23

the reorganization, as had been announced in the -- the

24

notice that we've been talking about, was going to be

25

implemented; correct?
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1

MR. BAUMGARDNER:

2

MR. LAWLOR:

3

THE WITNESS:

4

Object to form.

Object to form.
Yes.

BY MR. SHERIDAN:

5

Q

Okay.

All right.

And then so I gather -- have

6

you told us everything pretty much that happened at the

7

meeting with Mr. Russo?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

And I gather that there were three of you

10

present?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

And one was the lawyer and the other was Russo

13

and you?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

All right.

16

All right.

So -- so you left the

room.

17

What happened next?

18

A

Well, let me go back.

I did remember one other

19

thing.

20

e-mail, okay, and he had discussed that with Bill Gay.

21

I told him I would talk to Bill and get back

22

Frank did mention that he was upset over an

with him.

23

Q

Okay.

24

A

I immediately went to my office, and I called

25

Bill Gay on his cell phone.
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